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I Introdugflo

Resolver o problema de heterogeneidade sem6ntica 6 crucial para permitir interoperabilidade

entre sistemas baseados em ontologias. Isto torna o processo automdtico de mapeamento de

ontologias, como uma antecipada solugdo para a heterogeneidade sem0nticA uma importante
6rea de pesquisa.

Diferentes abordagens para o problema de mapeamento tOm sido propostas na literatura. A
principal diferenga ente essas t6cnicas corresponde i maneira com as quais elas explorarn as

caracter(sticas das ontologias. Enquanto abordagens sint6cticas consideram medidas de similar-
idade entre cadeias de caracteres, abordagens semflnticas utilizam relaioes sem0nticas, usual-
mente com base em recursos lingufsticos. Outras abordagens consideram as posigOes dos teruros

na hierarquia da ontologla ou inst6ncias das mesmas ([8]). Entnetanto, cada categoria oferece
uma variedade de opg6es. This abordagens t6m sido apresentadas sob diferentes perspectivas em
([21]), ([30]), (U2D,([22D, (23]), ([2]), and ([5]),

Os sistemas de mapeamento automftico pressupOe que o uso de t6cnicas simples de mapea-

mento n6o s6o suficientes para o problema e diversas t6cnicas s6o agregadas em um processo

unificado. Thl agregagEo envolve execugdo sequencial ou paralela de diversos mapeadores, cujos
resultados variam de uma simples soma ponderada 6 aprendizagem do melhor mapeador. Al6m
disso, algumas t6cnicas executam melhor do que outras em casos especfficos, dependendo de

como as t6cnicas faz.em uso dos recursos disponiveis, bem como abordagens com bom desem-

penho em um caso especffico podem n6o ter sucesso em outros. Um problema importante em
mapeamento de ontologias consiste em enconffar formas efectivas de escolha enfre as diversas

t6cnicas e suas variag6es, e ent6o combinar os seus resultados.
Uma promissora opg6o consiste em formalizar a combinagEo de t6cnicas de mapeamento

usando abordagens baseadas em agentes inteligentes, tais como negociagdo cooperativa e argu-
mentageo. Seguindo tal diferentes agentes utilizam abordagens particulares, obtendo
resultados distintos que devem ser compartilhados, comparados, escolhidos e aceites. Tais abor-
dagens perrritem combinar abordagens de mapeamento de forma efectiva. Primeiro, os resul-
tados finais da negociagdo e argumentagdo representam um consenso ente as diferentes visSes.

Segundo, resolvendo conflitos os resultados individuais podem ser melhorados. Terceiro, agentes
podem ser agregados e substituidos de modo a representar abordagens mais adequadas para o
caso especffico, permitindo ajustar a configuragEo da solug6o.

Nesta tese, a formalizagdo do problema de mapeamento automdtico de ontologias, seguindo
uma abordagem baseada em agentes, nomeadarnente negociagdo cooperativa e argumentagEo 6

apresentada e avaliada. A avaliagdo de ambos os modelos e fettaa partir da utilizagdo de estudos

de casos aceites pela comunidade cientffica. Uma comparagSo entre negociagEo e argumentageo

6 feita, bemcomo os seus resultados s6o avaliados contra sistemas de mapeamento de ontologias
actuais.



2 Abordagens Cooperativas para Mapeamento de Ontologias

Pesquisas em Sistemas Multiagentes (SMAs) s6o motivadas pela contextualizagEo, projecto, e

implementagdo de entidades (agentes) que operam em um arrbiente aberto e distribufdo. De

acordo com Sycara ([25]), os SMAs s6o caracterizados pelos seguintes aspectos: (i) cada agente

tem informag6es ou capacidades de resolver o problema incompletas, e entio, um ponto de vista
limitado; (ii) n6o hd contole global no sistema; (iii) informag6es sEo descentalizadas; e (iv)

computagEo 6 assfncrona. De forma a resolver os conflitos que podem derivar da cooperagdo e

coordenagdo entre agentes, mecanismos de negociagflo e argumentagSo s6o utilizados. Ambas

abordagens envolvem algum tipo de comunicagEo ente agentes. Entretanto, sistemas envolvendo
negociagEo e argumentaqdo sdo diferentes em sua naturez4 variando a comunicagdo em forma

de leil6es 6 argumentagSo no senso mais filos6fico.
NegociagSo envolve comunicagdo entre agentes que iterativamente trocam propostas e

contra-propostas. ArgumentagSo pode ser vista com uma forma mais sofisticada de troca de pro-
postas em um protocolo de negociagdo ou em um modelo de raciocinio baseado na construgEo

e comparag6o de argumentos. Sob a primeira perspectiv4 argumentos s6o vistos como meta-

informag6es usadas para justificar as propostas ou persuadir agentes a trocar suas propostas.

Na segunda perspectiva, argumentagio pode ser absEactamente definida como a interacAflo de

diferentes argumentos em favor ou contra conclusoes.

Nesta tese, ambas negociagdo e argumentagSo propostas s6o aplicadas ao problema de ma-
peamento automdtico de ontologias. Usando negociagdo, os agentes interagem seguindo um
protocolo baseado em votos, onde cada proposta representa um voto conta ou a favor de um
mapqrmento entre termos das ontologias. Deste modo, o consensus 6 baseado em votos. Usando

argumentagSo, mapeamentos s6o representados como argumentos. De acordo com as relag6es

de ataques, um argrrmento em favor de um mapeamento, gerado por um mapeador, pode ser su-
portado ou atacado por argumentos gerados por outros mapeadores. Baseado na instanciagEo de

modelos de argumentagdo (usando relagSes de ataque especificas e ordem de prefer0ncia entre
argumentos), os mapeadores calculam seus conjuntos de argumentos prefer(veis. Os argumen-

tos em tais conjuntos sflo vistos como o conjunto de argumentos (mapeamentos) globalmente

aceites. A seguir, ambos os modelos s6o detalhados.

2.1 Negociag6oCooperativa

No modelo de negociagdo ([29], [28]), os agentes encapsulam diferentes abordagens de mapea-

mento de ontologias to mapear duas ontologias diferentes. Os resultados individuais s6o ent6o

compartilhados, comparados, e aceites, e um alinhamento final6 obtido.

2.1.1 Pnocesso de Negociagio

Basicamente, o processo de negociagdo envolve duas fases. Primeiramente, os agentes trabalham
de forma independente, aplicando abordagens especfficas de mapeamento e gerando conjuntos
de objectos de negociaglo. Um objecto de negociagdo 6 um 2-tuplo (A,m), onde A indica o
agente mapeador gerando o mapeamento m. Um mapeamento m 6 tm 5-tuplo (e,e',h,R,s), onlde



e e e' sdo entidades das ontologias; h € um valor +,- indicando se o mapeamento entne e e e' €
obtidooun6o,respectivamente;R6arelagdoentreeee';es6umvalorcontfnuoindicando
o grau de confianga no mapeamento, o qual pode ser usado para filtrar mapeamentos com grru
de confianga abaixo de um limiar. Segundo, o conjunto de objectos de negociagdo 6 negociado
entre os agentes. O processo de negociagEo envolve um agente mediador e agentes mapeadores.

Considera-se, por exemplo, a interacAdo entre agentes para o rnapeamento das seguintes en-
tidades, 4 = "personal computet'' anrd e' = "pc", onde tr€s mapeadores sIo usados, nomeada-

mente sintfctico, semintico, e estutural. Esses mapeadores geram os seguintes mapea-
mentos, respectivamentei frtsint.y,i.. = ('trcrsonal-computer","pc",-,exacMatch,l.0)t tnsenL,.ti,@

= ("personal-computet'',"pc",+,exacMatch,l.0), and nresffu3,t,,.at - ("personal- computey'',
" ptc",+,exactMatch, I .0).

O processo de negociagflo inicia com o agente mediador solicitando aos agentes mapeadorcs

o nrlmero de seus mapeamentos positivos. O primeiro agente a gerar uma proposta 6 aquele
que possui o maior nfmero de mapeamentos positivos (considere, por exemplo, que o agente

sintdctico tem o maior ntlmero de mapeamentos).

A proposta contem o primeiro objecto de negociagdo que ainda n6o foi avaliado pelo agente.

Esta proposta 6 entSo enviada ao mediador, o qual envia a mesma para os agentes mapeadores (no

caso especffico o agent€ sintfctico propOe um mapeamento negativo, ft = -, pzta o rnapeamento

entre as entidades "personal computet'' e "pc"). Cada agente entiio avalia a proposta, seleccio-
nando um objecto de negociagdo equivalente. Um objecto de negociagdo 6 equivalente a outro
se ambos referem-se as mesmas entidades e e e'nia.s duas ontologias.

Se o objecto de negociagdo equivalente tem o mesmo valor de h, o agente aceita a proposta.
Caso contr6rio, o objecto de negociagdo 6 enviado ao mediador, como uma contra-proposta. O
mediador ent5o avalia as diversas possiveis contra-propostas aceitas. No exemplo, os agentes

semOntico e estrutural geram contra-propostas, indicando mapeamentos positivos (ft = +) entre

as entidades sendo comparadas. Enquanto o agente semflntico identifica que as entidades s6o

sinonimas no WordNet, o agente estnrtural identifica que as entidades tOm super-classes simi-
lares.

O mediador selecciona a contra-proposta com maior nfmero de votos. Se mapearnentos

contradit6rios (positivo e negativo) recebem o mesmo nrimero de votos, o mediador usa ulna
ordem de prefer6ncia global (por exemplo, sem0ntico > estrutural > sintfctico) para seleccionar

o resultado final. Quando uma proposta 6 aceite por todos os agentes ou um consensus em uma
contra-proposta 6 obtido, o mediador adiciona o objecto de negociagdo correspondente em um
conjunto de consenso de negociaqdo e os agentes mapeadores rnarcam os objectos equivalentes
como avaliados. O processo de negociagdo encerra quando todos os objectos de negociagdo tOm

sido avaliados.

Al6m disso, quando os mapeadores indicarn relagOes de mapeamento diferentes para as enti-
dades correspondentes, a relagdo indicada pelo mapeador com maior preferOncia 6 seleccionada.

2.2 Modelos de Aryumentageo

No modelo de argumentagdo proposto, argumentos em favor ou contra mapeamentos entne en-
tidades de ontologias sIo representados e processados. Mapeadores encapsulando diferentes



categorias de abordagens de mapeamento, geram um conjunto de argumentos. De acordo com
as definig6es de ataque, um argumento para um mapeamento, gerado por um mapeador, pode ser
suportado ou atacado por argumentos gerados por outros mapeadores. De acordo com as relagOes

de ataques, um argumento em favor de um mapeamento, gerado por um mapeador, pode ser su-
portado ou atacado por argumentos gerados por outos mapeadores. Baseado na instanciagdo de

modelos de argumentagEo (usando relag6es de ataque especfficas e ordem de prefer€ncia enffe
argumentos), os mapeadores calculam seus conjuntos de argumentos prefer(veis. Os argumen-
tos em tais conjuntos s6o vistos como o conjunto de argumentos (mapeamentos) globalmente
aceites.

O modelo de argumentagdo proposto no contexto desta tese - Strength-basedArgumcntation
Framework(S-VAD-6baseadonoValue-basedArgumentationFratnanork(VAF)(t1]). OVAF
6 estendido de forma a representar argumentos com graus. Originalmente, o Vr{F permite deter-
minar quais argumentos s6o aceitdveis, considerando-se diferentes audiAncias, as quais podem

caracterizar diferentes prefer0ncias enfie os agentes. Enfretanto, a nogdo de aceitabilidade de

argumentos 6 baseada na prefer0ncia entre audi€ncia. A qualidade de cada argumento isolada-
mente n6o 6 considerada.

De forma a definir a nog6o de aceitabilidade baseada na qualidade do argumento e no contexto
em que ele ocorre, o Vr\F 6 estendido com graus de confianga que representam a qualidade do
argumento. Uma audi0ncia representa a ordem de preferOncia entre os diferentes mapeadores
(por exemplo, o agente semAntico 6 preferido em relagdo ao agente sintrflctico). A ideia do S-VAF
6 obter um conjunto de argumentos que s6o aceit6veis por todas as audiOncias, considerando a

qualidade do argumento. A seguir, o S-Vr\F 6 detalhado.

2.3 Modelo de Argumentagflo baseado em Graus de Confianga

Os graus de confianga representam a confianga que um agente tem no argumento corespon-
dente. Um elemento tem sido adicionado ao VAF: uma fung6o que mapeia argumentos a valores
reais no intervalo [0,U. Tal medida 6 um crit6rio relevante no domfnio de mapeamento de on-
tologias. Muitas ferramentas de mapeamento retornam mapeamentos com valores representando
a confianga que elas possuem na similaridade das entidades sendo mapeadas. Thl conflanga
6 usualmente derivada de avaliag6es de similaridade realizadas durante o processo de mapea-
mento, por exemplo, a partir da distincia de edigdo entne labels, ou sobreposigflo entre conjuntos
de instAncias. Um S-VAF tem as seguintes definig6es:

Definlgio 1 Um S-VAF 6 um 6-tuplo (AR"attaclcs,Vval,P,valS) onde (AR,attacks,Vval,P) 6 um
VIA,F, sendo composto por um conjunto de argumentos (AR), um conjunto de relagSes de
ataque (attacl<s), V 6 um conjunto n6o vazio de valores, val € uma fungEo que mapeia
elementos de AR aos elementos de V, e P 6 um conjunto de poss(vel audiOncias. valS €
uma fungdo que mapeia elementos de An a valores reais no intervalo [0,1], representando

a confianga do argumento.

Definig5o2 Umargumento, e ARatac4umargumentoy€ ARparuaaudi6nciaaseesomente
se attacks(x,y) A ((valS(x) > valS(y)) V (- valpreflval(y),val(x)) A (- (valS(y) > valS(x)))).



Um ataque 6 um ataque com sucesso se (a) a confianga do argumento atacador 6 maior que

a confianga do argumento sendo atacado; ou se (b) o argumento sendo atacado nIo possui maior
prefer6ncia que o argumento atacador (ou se ambos os argumentos referem-se ao mesmo valor
de prefer€ncia) e a confianga do argumento sendo atacado n6o 6 maior que a prefer0ncia do
argumento atacador.

DeflnlgSo 3 Um argumento A e AR 6 aceitdvel para a audiOncia a (aceiaivelo) com respeito ao

conjunto de argumentos S, aceitdvel"(A,S)) se (V.r) ((x e AR & atacao @,A)) 
- 

(ly)((y
€ S) & ataca"(y,x))).

DefinlgSo 4 Um conjunto ,S de argumentos € livre de conflito para a audiOncia a w, Nx)Nfl (x
€ S n y € S) + (-attaclu(x, y) V (-,(valS(x) > valS(y)) A (valprcflval(y), val(x)) (V
(vatS(y ) > valS(x)))))).

Definlgio 5 Um conjunto de argumentos S no S-VAF 6 uma extensdo preferidaparaa audiOncia

a (preferidao) se ele 6 o m6ximo (com relagdo ao conjunto de inclusdo) admisstvel para a

audiOncia a de AR.

Deflntgio 6 Um argumento x € AR € subjectivanunte aceltfvel se e somente se , apareae na
extensdo preferida de algumas audi0ncias, mas n6o em todas. Um argumento x e AR 6

objectivonunte ac.eitfvel se e somente se r apar@e na extensEo preferida de cada audi6n-
cia. Um argumento que ndo 6 subjectivamente ou objectivamente aceit6vel6 considerado

indefenstvel.

Se argumentos objectivamente aceit6veis referem-se ao mesmo tipo de mapeamento (positivo
ou negativo), tais argumentos s6o considerados como \m consenso global, i.e., os argumentos
que t€m o mesmo valor de ft em todas as extens6es preferidas. Por oufio lado, consenso local
refere-se ao conjunto de mapeamentos que est6o em alguma extensdo preferida. Isto leva is
defini96es de consenso global e consenso local:

Defidqeo 7 Um argumento x € AR estS no consenso global se e somente se r apirece na ex-
tensdo preferida de cada audiOncia ou se o mapeamento m e x tem o mesmo valor de ft

em cada extensEo preferida. Um argumento x e AR estd no consenso local se e somente

se.r aparece na extensdo preferida de alguma audi0ncia ou se o mapeamento n, e x tem o

mesmo valor de ft em alguma extensflo prefer(vel. Um argumento que nflo estd em algum
destes conjuntos, 6 dito indcfenstvel.

2.3.1 Processo de Argumentagio

Em um S-VAF, os valores y € V representam diferentes abordagens usadas pelos agentes. TrOs

abordagens s6o consideradas: sintdctica (L), semdntica (S), e estrutural (E), de forma que V =
{L,S,E}. Cada audiOncia tem uma ordem de prefer€ncia entre os valores. Por exemplo, o agente

sintdctico representa uma audiCncia onde os valor L € prefer{vel em relagfio aos valores S e E
A ideia 6 ndo haver uma audiOncia individual com prefer6ncia entre os agentes (i.e., agentes



semanticos sdo preferidos em relagEo a todos os ouffos agentes), mas tentar acomodar diferentes

audiOncias e suas preferOncias.

O processo de argumentagEo tem duas fases principais: geragdo de argwnentos e geragd.o

da extensdo preferivel. Primeiramente, os agentes trabalham de forrra independente, aplicado

abordagens de mapeamento espec(ficas e gerando os conjuntos de alinhamento. Um alinharnento

consiste de um conjunto de todas as poss(veis correspondOncias (mapeamentos) entre entidades

de duas ontologias. Um mapeamento m € descrito como um 5-tuplo rn = (e,e',h&s), onde e

corresponde a uma entidade da ontologia 1, e' corresponde a uma entidade da ontologia 2, h
6 um dos valores {-,+}, dependendo do tipo de mapeamento, R 6 a relagdo de mapeamento

resultando do mapeamento entre as duas entidades, e s 6 a conftanga associada ao mapearrcnto.

Cada mapeamento m € encapsulado em um argumento arg. Um argumento arg e AR 6, um2-
tuplo r = (m,a), onde m6 um mapeamentoi a e V 6 o valor associado ao argumento, dependendo

do agente gerando esse argumento.
A confianga de um argumento 6 definida pelo agente quando aplicando a tdcnica de mapea-

mento especffica Ap6s a geragEo de seus conjuntos de argumentos, os agentes trocam com cada

outro tais conjuntos. Quando todos os agentes tem recebido os conjuntos de argumentos de cada

oufio, eles geram as suits relag6es de ataque. Um ataque (ou contra-argumento) ocorre quando

argumentos para um mapearnento envolvendo as mesmas entidades t6m valores conflitantes de

h. Por exemplo, um argumento .x= (m1,L), onde m1 = (e,e',+,l.O,equivalence), tem como um

ataque um argumento y = (m2,E), onde m2 = (e,e',-,1.0,equivalerrce). mr e m2 refere-se as mes-

mas entidades e e e'nas ontologias. O argumento y tamb6m representa um ataque ao argumento

x.

Quando os conjuntos de argumentos e ataques tOm sido produzidos, os agentes definem quais

argumentos devem ser aceites, considerando a audiOncia especffica. Para isso, os agentes com-

putam suas extens6es prefer{veis, de acordo com as audi0ncias e confianga dos argumentos.

Baseado nas extens6es geradas, os conjuntos de consensos locais e globais sflo definidos.
Finalmente, quando dois mapeadores indicam diferentes relag6es de mapeamento para as

entidades correspondentes, a relagflo indicada pelo mapeador com maior prefer6ncia 6 selec-

cionada.

3 Experimentos

De forma a avaliar o desempenho dos modelos propostos, dois conjuntos de dados s6o utilizados:
(i) um benchmark de ontologias de domlnio bibliogrdfico, provido pelo Ontology Alignmcnt
Evaluation Initiative (OAEI)l; e (ii) um estudo de caso real, provido plo National Library of the

Netherlands. Para o benchmark, duas configurag6es de avaliagdo sio especiflcadas, dependendo

do tipo de entrada usada pelos modelos de negociagdo e argumentagIo: (i) resultados de trOs

mapeadores propostos, nomeadamente, sinti{ctico, semflntico, e estrutural; e (ii) resultados de

sistemas participantes da campanha de avaliagdo OAEI 20fJ7 benclururk.

I http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/



3.1 Caso l.: Benchmark e Mapeadores Propostos

Os mapeadores propostos s6o baseados, basicamente, nas seguintes abordagens: distflncia de

edigio (t16]) entre cadeias de caracteres (sintdctico), uso da base de dados WordNet2 para con-

sultar entidades sin6nimas, e comparagdo de super-classes das entidades sendo mapeadas. Um
mapeador baseado na an6lise dos tipos de dados usados para descrever os atributos 6 usado,

especificamente, para o caso de mapeamento de aributos das ontologias.

Nesta secg6o, inicialmente, diferentes valores de confianga para argumentos que repesentam
mapeamentos negativos (h = -) s6o considerados para verificar o comportamento do modelo de

argumentagEo. Ap6s, os modelos de negociagdo e argumentageo sflo analisados com relagdo ao

baseline - o qual 6 composto pela unif,o de todos os mapearrcntos - e resultados individuais dos

mapeadores.
No modelo de negociagdo, quando mapqrmentos positivos e negativos recebem o mesmo

ntlmero de votos, o voto do agente sint6ctico 6 usado para resolver o conflito. O resultado da

argumentagdo contem somente os argumentos objectivamente aceitdveis e as audi0ncias repre-

sentarn as seguintes ordens completas, definidas de acordo com os desempenhos individuais dos

mapeadores: audiOncia sintdctica - sintSctica > sem6ntica > estrutural; audiOncia semdntica -
semflntica > sint6ctica > estrutural; audiOncia estrutural - estrutural > sinti4ctica > sem0ntica;

audi€ncia atributos - atributos > sintdctica > sem0ntica.

Primeiramente, dois valores s6o usados para representar a confianga de conta-argumentos
de um mapeamento positivo: 0.5 e 1.0. A Tabela 1 apresenta os resultados. Considerando

que os mapeadores geram argumentos para mapeamentos positivos com confianga enffe 0.80 e

1.0, o uso da confianga 0.5 para mapeamentos negativos n6o representa ataques aos mapeamen-

tos positivos. Quando os malradores t6m bom desempenho, isto resulta melhores valores de

abrang6ncia, pois todos os mapeamentos sdo seleccionados (caso das classes (C) da Thbela 1,

onde significante diferenga 6 observada entre os valores de Fmeasuresm,'cro para 0.5 e 1.0). Por

outro lado, se os mapeadores possuem desempenho insuficiente, os mapeamentos negativos dos

bons mapeadores n6o representam ataques aos mapqrmentos falsos negativos, resultando uma

baixa precisdo (caso dos atributos (A), onde os mapeamentos verdadeiros negativos dos ma-

peadores sintdctico e semintico neo atacam os mapeamentos falsos positivos do mapeador de

atributos).

Quando usando valores de 1.0 para os mapeamentos negativos, os falsos positivos mapea-

mentos gerados pelos mapeadores com baixo desempenho sflo atacados ou n6o seleccionados

como objectivamente aceitdveis. Neste caso, a precisdo 6 significantemente melhor, enquanto

a abrangOncia representa a mais baixa abrangOncia relativa aos melhores mapeadores. Este € o

caso do mapeador estrutural (coluna C), o qual tem argumentos que atacam com sucesso os argu-

mentos dos agentes sintdctico e sem0ntico. Para a configuragEo (All) (classes + atributos), ambos

F-measure*-o e F-mearrr"rnicro para confianga rgual 1.0 para os mapeamentos negativos s6o

melhores do que os valores de F-measures quando usando 0.5.

Ap6s, os resultados considerando confianga de 1.0 para mapeamentos negativos s6o usados.

A Tabela 2 apresenta os resultados para o baseline, negociagdo e argumentagdo. Conforme o

esperado, baseline tem maior abrang6ncia que os modelos de negociagdo e argumentagEo. Por

2http://wordnet.princeton. edu/



Tabela l: Diferentes valores de confianga para os mapeamentos negativos - mapeadores propos-
tos.
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Tabela 2: Resultados para baseline, negociagAo, e argumentagdo (confianga 1.0) - mapeadores
propostos.

outro lado, baseline produz baixos valores de precisdo, especialmente na prcsenga de v6rios
mapeamentos falsos positivos - casos onde o mapeador atributo 6 usado, colunas (A) e (All) das

kbelas. Nestes casos, a preciseo da negociagao 6 significantemente melhor do que a preciseo do
baseline. Para o caso mais interessante, (All), melhores valores de F-measure sdo obtidos pelos
modelos de negociagdo e argumentagEo, quando comparados ao baselinc.

Comparando os modelos de negociagio e argumentagEo, n6o existem diferengas significati-
vas entre os valores de precisflo e abrangOnciq e consequentemente F-measure (excepgdo 6 a
F-measure*ono pma as classes (C), onde negociagdo tem melhor desempenho). Entretanto, um
mapeamento falso positivo que n6o 6 aceit6vel por um mapeador, pode ser aceito por voto no pro-
cesso de negociag6o, o que pode nlo ocorre no processo de argumentagdo (o contra-argumento
correspondente nIo 6 aceitdvel em todas as audiOncias). Deste modo, o p(rcesso de argumen-
tag6o pode filuar alguns mapeamentos falsos positivos (melhorando a precisEo) mas, por outro
lado, pode eliminar alguns mapeamentos verdadeiros positivos aceites apenas por um mapeador,

reduzindo a abrang6ncia.
Analisando os resultados dos modelos de negociagdo e argumentagflo com os resultados indi-

viduais dos mapeadores, quando considerando somente o mapqlmento de classes, os mapeadores
produzem conjuntos de mapeamentos similares, e o resultado dos modelos de negociagdo e argu-
mentagdo 6 similar aos resultados individuais. Para o mapeamento dos atributos, os modelos pro-
postos produzem resultados significantemente melhores, quando comparados com o mapeador
atributo. Este mapeador produz um grande ntimero de mapeamentos falsos positivos, os quais
n6o s6o produzidos pelos demais mapeadores. Deste modo, usando negociagdo e argumentagdo
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parte destes mapeamentos s6o filtados.

3.2 Caso 2: Benchmark e Mapeadores da AvaliagSo OAEI

Nesta configuragio, os seguintes sistemas sdo considerados3: ASMOV ([9], [0]), DSSim ([8]),
Falcon ([7], UU, [20]), Lily ([31]), Ola ([6]), OntoDNA ([13], [l4]), PriorPlus (U7l), RMON
([27)), Sambo (U5], [26]), SEMA (124)), TaxoMap ([32]), e XSOM (t31, [4]). DSSim, On-
toDNA, PriorPlus, TaxoMap, e XSOM sflo baseados no uso de informag6es tais como labels das

classes, propriedades e hierarquia da ontologiq enquanto os sistemas ASMOV Falcon, Lily, Ola,
RiMON, Sambo, e SEMA usam tais informag6es, juntamente com inst0ncias das ontologias.

Usando o modelo de negociagdo, quando mapeamentos positivos e negativos recebem o
mesmo nrlmero de votos, o voto do sistema ASMOV (melhor desempenho individual) 6 usado

para resolver o impasse. No modelo de argumentagdo, somente os argumentos objectivamente
aceitdveis, e as audiOncias representam a seguinte ordem completa (exemplo): audi0nciaASMOV

-ASMOV > Lily > RMON > Falcon > Ola > PriorPlus > Sema > DSSim > XSom > Sarrbo
> OntoDNA; audiOncia Lib - Lily > ASMOV > RiMON > Falcon > Ola > PriorPlus > Sema

> DSSim > XSom > Sambo > OntoDNA; e assimpordiante.
Dois valores s6o usados para representar a confianga de contra-argumentos de mapeamentos

positivos: 0.5 e 1.0. A Thbela 3 apresenta os resultados. Basicamente, os mapeadores produzem

mapeamentos positivos com confianga entre 0.80 e 1.0. Considerando que os mapeadores tOm

bom desempenho, isto produz melhores valores de abrangOncia (a maioria dos mapeamentos ver-
dadeiros positivos sdo seleccionados). Entetanto, alguns mapeamentos falsos positivos s6o se-

leccionados porque os mapeamentos verdadeiros positivos n6o representam ataques, resultando

baixos valores de precisIo.

Quando usando um valor de 1.0, os mapeamentos falsos positivos dos mapeadores com baixa
qualidade sdo possivelmente atacados ou nio objectivamente aceitdveis. Deste modo, a precis6o
6 alta. Por outro lado, a abrang6ncia representa a mais baixa abrang0ncia dos mapeadores indi-
viduais. Al6m disso, um problema notfvel quando usando um valor de 1.0 refere-se a aus6ncia

de mapeamentos por um mapeador. Neste caso, se todos os outros mapeadores possuem mapea-

mentos verdadeiros positivos com conflanga abaixo de 1.0, tais mapeamentos n6o atacados com
sucesso pelos mapeamentos negativos.

Thbela 3: Diferentes valores de negativos - mapeadores OAEI.

3in htp://oaei.ontologymarching.org200Tlresuls/
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Quando comparado com o baseline - Thbela 4 - os modelos de negociagio e argumentagflo

eliminam mapeamentos falsos positivos, resultando valores de precis6o ligeiramente melhores
que o baseline. EnEetanto, significantes resultados silo obtidos usando negociagdo. In termos de

abrang0ncia, n6o hd significantes diferengas entre os resultados das rOs configurag6es.
Comparando negociagdo e argumentag6o, considerando que 0.5 6 usado como confiangapara

mapeamentos negativos, precisflo 6 baixa, enquanto abrangOncia 6 alta. Deste modo, negociagdo

resulta melhores valores de precisEo que argumentagdo, enquanto argumentagdo gera melhores
valores de abrangOncia.

Tabela 4: Resultados de baseline, negociagdo, e argumentagSo (confianga 0.5) - mapeadores

OAEI.
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Quando analisando os resultados da negociagdo e argumentagdo com os resultados individu-
ais dos mapeadores, o uso de negociagIo produz valores de precisdo ligeiramente melhores que

todos os mapeadores individuais. Com argumentagdo, um comportamento similar 6 encontrado
para valores de abrang6ncia. Em termos de F-measure, negociagdo produz resultados na faixa de

valores dos melhores mapeadores individuais.

4 Caso ReaI: Biblioteca Nacional

Nesta configuragIo, dois grupos de mapeadores s6o usados. O primeiro grupo envolve trOs sis-

temas participantes da campanha de avaliagEo OAEI Library Track 2007: Falcon ([7], [11],
[20]), DSSim ([18]), and Silas (t19]). O segundo grupo 6 formado por mapeadores alternativos,
nomeadamente um sint6ctico baseado em distincia de edig6o, um lexical baseado em regras

para mapeamento de termos em holandOs, e um mapeador baseado na andlise de instincias das

ontologias [8].
Para os experimentos usando argumentagdo, as ordens de preferOncias s6o as seguintes. Para

o grupo dos mapeadores OAEI, por exemplo, a audi€ncia do mapeador Falcon 6 a seguinte:

Falcon > Silas > DSSim. Para os mapeadores alternativos, considerando o mapeador baseado

em instiincias, a preferOncia6: SKOS > syntactic > co-occurrence. Para a combinagdo de todos

os mapeadores, tem-se a prefer0ncia: Falcon > Silas > SKOS ) syntactic > co-occrurence >
DSSim. A confianga dos argumentos para mapeamentos negativos 6 de 1.0.

A Thbela 5 apresenta os resultados para o baseline, negociagdo, e argumentagdo para tn0s

combinagSes de mapeadores: grupo OAEI, grupo de mapeadores alternativos, e combinagEo de

todos os mapeadores. Confonne esperado, negociagflo e argumentagdo eliminam mapeamentos
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falsos positivos (e tambdm alguns verdadeiros positivos), resultando em alta precisIo, mas baixa
abrangOncia, se comparados com os resultados do baseline.

Argumentagtro € mais selectiva. Quando um conta-argumento com confianga de 1.0 6 gerado
por um mapeador, ele ataca com sucesso os argumentos positivos dos mapeadores com menor
prefer6ncia. Isto implica um incremento da precisflo e um decremento da abrangOncia, quando
comparada como baseline. Parao gupo dos mapeadores OAEI @em como a combinag6o que os

envolve), a intersecAdo de mapeamentos 6 pequena (causada pelo baixo desempenho do sistema

DSSim), o que implica na diminuiqEo da abrang€ncia. Considerando os mapeadores alternativos,
a intersecAao 6 grande, implicando em melhores valores de abrang€ncia.

Usando negociagEo, 6 poss(vel recuperar significante parte da intersecAio dos conjuntos de

mapeamentos, dada a selecA6o dos mesmos ser baseada em votos. Por exemplo, se ambos Fal-
con e Silas possuem um argumento a favor de um mapeamento positivo, independentemente da

confianga de um possfvel argumento do sistema DSSim, o mapearnento positivo 6 seleccionado.

Thbela 5: Baseline,

Para o caso mais interessante, combinagdo de todos os mapeadores, precisdo de ambos mode-

los de negociagtro e argumentagdo 6 similar. Entetanto, diferengas significantes silo encontradas

para a abrang€ncia. De modo geral, negociagdo produz melhores resultados de J-a, os quais s6o

similares ao melhor mapeador individual, melhorando significantemente os resultados dos piores

mapeadores.

5 Conclusdes e Ttabalhos Futunos

Mapeamento de ontologias 6 visto como uma solugdo promissora para a heterogeneidade sem6n-

tica, suportando interoperabilidade entre sistemas baseados em ontologias. Um aspecto impor-
tante nesta drea refere-se a encontrar formas de escolha ente as diversas t6cnicas disponfveis e

suas variag6es, e ent5o combinar os seus resultados.

Nesta tese, o problema de combinar diferentes abordagens de mapeamento foi formalizado

usando uma abordagem baseada em agentes cooperativos. Especificamente, dois modelos foram
propostos: um modelo de negociagdo baseado em votos, e um modelo de argumentagdo baseado

em confianga. em ambos os modelos, os mapeamentos s6o computador por agentes usando

diferente abordagens de mapeamento. Usando o primeiro modelo, o consenso entne os agentes 6

representado pelo nfmero de suportes para um mapeamento positivo ou negativo, onde o maior
nrlmero 6 seleccionado como o consenso.

O modelo de argumentag6o foi baseado no Value-based Argumentation Framqwork (VAD.
Tkrl modelo foi esrcndido de forma a representar argumentos com graus de confianga, de acordo
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com o grau de similaridade entre as entidades sendo mapeadas. Uma nova nog6o de aceitabil-
idade foi definida a qual combina valores (relacionados com a prefer6ncia dos agentes) e con-
fianga dos argumentos. Baseado nas suas preferOncias e graus de confianga, os mE)eadores
computam seus conjuntos de mapeamentos preferiveis. Os argumentos em tais conjuntos s6o

vistos como o conjunto de argumentos globalmente aceit6veis.

Usando argumentagdo 6 possfvel usar os valores para representar prefe€ncias entne os ma-
peadores. Cada abordagem representa uma audiOncia, com preferOncias entres os valores. Os

valores sflo usados para determinar a prefe€ncia entre as diferentes abordagens. Al6m disso,
cada agente gera argumentos com graus de confianga associados, de acordo com a medida de

similaridade retornada pela t6cnica de mapeamento. Quando a performance dos mapeadores

estd disponfvel, uma ordem completa de preferOncia pode ser definida (i.e., A > B > C), en-
quanto quando esta informagiio n6o est6 disponivel, a ordem parcial deve ser especificada (i.e.,

A>B;andA>C).
Diferentemente do modelo de argumentagdo, usando negociagEo um mapeador que nEo exe-

cuta satisfatorianrente tem o mesmo peso no processo de voto que um mapeador que possui bons
resultados. Uma relagEo de preferOncia simples 6 usada somente nos casos de empate nos votos,

onde o mapeador com melhor desempenho decide o impasse (quando essa informagflo n6o esti
disponfvel, uma escolha arbitraria deve ser feita).

Uma vantagem potencial do modelo de argumentagdo 6 a possibilidade de ajustar prefe€n-
cias entre mapeadores. Por outro lado, o desempenho deste modelo est6 relacionado com os

graus de confianga aribufdos aos mapeadores. E reconhecida a importincia da associagflo de

graus de confianga aos argumentos, reflectindo a confianga que o mapeador tem na similaridade
entre entidades das ontologias. This graus de confianga s6o usualmente derivados a partir da

avaliagflo de similaridade feita durante o processo de mapeamento. Entretanto, nflo existem teo-
rias que suportem a definigfio de tais medidas. Usando estas medidas para comparar resultados
de diferentes mapeadores 6 questiondvel. Por exemplo, um grau de confianga de 0.8 pode ndo

corresponder ao mesmo nfvel de confianga para diferentes mapeadores. Al6m disso, o uso difer-
entes valores para representar a confianga de contra-argumentos implica em um custo-beneffcio
entre precisdo e abrangOncia. Tal evid6ncia sugere a necessidade de um estudo mais detalhado
de forma a especificar os valores a serem usados para balancear tais resultados.

Uma limitagdo do modelo de argumentagdo est6 relacionada ao facto de que um argumento
conta um mapeamento pode atacar com sucesso todos os argumentos a favor deste mapeamento,

independente do nfmero de mapeamento a favor (especialmente quando um alto valor de confi-
anga 6 usado para representar mapearnentos negativos). Por exemplo, trCs argumentos para um
mapeamento verdadeiro positivo pode ser atacado com sucesso porum argumento representando

um mapeamento falso negativo. Sob ouffa perspectiva, tal facto pode melhorar significantemente
a precis6o, enquanto reduzindo a abrang0ncia.

Em m6dia negociag5o tem um desempenho melhor do que argumentagEo (especialmente
para os valores de F-measure). Quando considerando a unido de todos os mapeadores, arnbos os

modelos propostos apresentam resultados promissores.
Melhorar os resultados do mapeador com o maior desempenho 6 uma tarefa diffcil, espe-

cialmente quando existem uma grande intersecAdo entre o conjunto de resultados. Neste caso,

o desempenho dos modelos cooperativos 6 similar aos mapeadores individuais. Por outro lado,
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quando os conjuntos s6o disjuntivos, os modelos cooperativos sio promissores. Negociagdo tem
provado ser tltil dado o facto de que 6 baseada no nfmero de vezes que um mapeamento 6 aceito,
aumentando as chances deste ser vdlido. Quando usando aryumentagflo com altos valores de

confianga para conra-argumentos em mapeamentos negativos, significantes valores de precisIo
s6o obtidos. Deste modo, a combinagEo de ambas as abordagens poderia ser interessante, adap-

tando, por exemplo, o S-VAF para a introdugdo de votos na definigEo de ataques com sucesso;

intoduzindo graus de confianga ponderados, de acordo com o desempenho individual dos ma-
peadores; ou usando um meta-agente para combinar ambos os modelos.

Como trabalhos futuros, um modelo de argumentagflo baseado em votos poderia ser especi-

ficado, o qual considera o ntlmero de argumentos a favor ou contra um mapeamento. Como

observado no processo de avaliagdo, quanto mais vezes um mapeirmento 6 aceito, maior 6 a
chance deste mapeamento ser v6lido. Segundo, um estudo quantitativo sobre o uso de diferentes

valores de confianga para argumentos deve ser feito, de forma a avaliar as equival€ncias entne os

graus de confianga retornadas pelos diferentes mapeadores. Terceiro, a meta-4gente para com-

binar ambos os modelos de negociagEo e argumentagdo poderia ser especificado. Finalmente,

outos conjuntos de dados deveriam ser usados para avaliar a qualidade das relag6es seminticas

retornadas pelos mapeadores propostos.
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Abstract

Ontologies have proven to be an essential element in a range of applications in which knowl-
edge plays a key role. Resolving the semantic heterogeneity problem is cmcial to allow the

interoperability betrveen ontology-based systems. This makes automatic ontology matching,

as an anticipated solution to semantic heterogeneity, an important research issue. Many dif-
ferent approaches to the matching problem have enrcrged ftom the literaare. An important
issue of ontology matching is to find effective ways of choosing among many techniques

and their variations, and then combining their results. An innovative and promising option
is to formalizethe combination of marching techniques using agent-based approaches, such

as cooperative negotiation and argumentation. In this thesis, the formalization of the on-
tology matching problem following an agent-based apprcach is proposed. Such proposal

is evaluated using state-of-the-art data sets. The results show &at the consensus obtained

by negotiation and argumentation rqrresent intermediary values which are closer to the best
matcher. As the best matcher may vary depending on specific differences of multiple data
sets, cooperative approaches are an adyantage.



Resumo

Ontologias sdo elementos essenciais em sistemas baseados em conhecimento. Resolver o

pmblema de heterogeneidade semf,ntica 6 fundamental para permitir a interoperabilidade

entre sistemas baseados em ontologias. Mapeamento automdtico de ontologias pode ser

visto como uma solugio pam esse p,roblema. Diferentes e complementares abordagens para

o problema sEo plopostas na literatura. Um aspecto importante em mapeamento consiste

em selecionar o conjunto adequado de abordagens e suas variagOes, e enteo combinar seus

resultados. Uma opgfio promissora envolve 1'ssalizar a combinagEo de t6cnicas de ma-
peamento usando abordagens baseadas em agentes cooperativos, tais como negociagEo e

argumentagEo. Nesta tese, a formalizagEo do problema de combinagflo de tdcnicas de ma-

peamento usando tais abordagens 6 proposta e avaliada A avaliagio, que envolve co4iuntos

de testes sugeridos pela comunidade cientffic4 permite concluir que o cortsenso obtido
pela negociag[o e pela argumentaeflo n6o 6 exatamente a melhoria de todos os nsultados
individuais, mas representa os valores intermedidrios que sflo pr6ximo da melhor t6cnica.

Considerando que a melhor tdcnica pode variar dependendo de diferencas especfficas de

mfltiplas bases de dados, abordagens cooperativas silo uma vantagem.

ut
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The temr ontology has its origrn from Philosophy, where it means the shrdy of the organiza-

tion of the reality. In Computer Science, Ontology is 4 name for an explicit representation

of the knowledge about a domain. Researches on ontologies have received attention in

Artificial Intelligence (AI) cornmunity, specially io the areas of Knowledge Engineering,

Natural-Language Processing, Information Retrieval and more recently the Semantic Web.

The reason ontologias are becoming popular is due to what they promise: a shared and

common understanding of some domain that can be communicated between people and

application systems (Fensel t2003D. They have proven to be an essential element in a range

of applications in which knowledge plays a key role.

The ontology engineedng pmcess involves different designers with differcnt views of the

reality. The resulting ontologies involve different conventions, granularity, and coverage.

Heterogeneity in the applications using these ontologies arise in different levels, such as

(Euzenat and Shvaiko [2OAID:. (i) syntactic heterugeneity, occurring when two ontologies are

not expressed in the same ontology specificuion language; (i) terminological heterugeneiry,

which occurs due to variations in names when referring to the same entities in different

ontologies; (ttt) conceptual lwterugenefry, which stands for the differences in modeling the

same domain of interest; and (rD semiotic hetercgenei?, which is concemed with how

entities are interpreted by people. Semantic heterogeneity is assumed to comprises both

the te rminolo gical and conc eptual hetetogeneities.

Resolving the semantic heterogeneity problem is crucial to allow the interoperability be-

tween ontology-based systems. This makes automatic ontology matching, as an anticipated

solution to semantic hetemgeneity, an important research issue.

Ontology matching is the process of finding relationships or correspondences between enti-

ties of different ontologies. The output of this process rs an alignncn: a set of correspon-

dences between two or more ontologies. A correspondence (ot a mapping) is the relation

holding, according to a particular marching algorithm, between entities of different ontolo-
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gies. The matching process is often refereed as ontology mapping or ontolog;r alignment
(e.g., as in Choi et aI. [2006]).

Ontology matching applications range fmm traditional applications such as ontology engi-

neering and information integration to more recently agent communication, query answering,

and navigation on the Semantic Wbb. In these applications, imposing a central, oorlmon
ontology is not realistic. So, matching of heterogeneous ontologias is an intrinsic problem.

For instance, ontology engineedng involves to deal with multiple and distributed ontologies,

which often need to be put together. In information integration, the basic idea is to provide

users with a unified view of different and local inforrnation sources, usually on the basis of
a global information view over which queries can be expressed. This involves to identifo
correspondences between semantically related entities in the local sources.

In multi-agent communication, ontologies play a fundamental role, formalizing the vocabu-

lary from the agent's perception of the world and agents using different ontologies need to

aglec on the vocabulary they use, in order to communicate and then resolve their tasks.

Ontology matching is a primary problem that has to be solved in order to allow agents

with different backgrounds to adjust themselves before starting any form of cooperation

or communication. The navigation and query answering on the web are other scenarios

where matching is required, specially on th semantic web, wherc ontologies are proposed

to be used to describe the content of the available resources. In the navigation scenario, the

content of web pages can bo annotated with term of ontologies and searching on the web

involves rnatching betrreen the ontologies describing thqse content (Sabou et al. [2006D.

1.1 Motivation

Many different approacbes to the matching problem have emerged ftom the literature. The

distinction betrreen them is accenonted by the rmnner in which they exploit the features

within an ontology. Whereas syntactic approaches consider measures of string similarity;
semantic ones consider semantic rclations usually on the basis of semantic oriented linguistic
resorilces. Other approaches consider term positions in the ontology hierarchy or instances

of the ontologies (Isaac et al. [2008b]). However, each category offem a wide diversity of
options. Such appmaches have been surveyed from different perspectives in (Rahm and

Bemstein [2001]), (Wache et al. [2001]), (Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer [2003b]), (Shvaiko

I2AA4D, (Shvaiko and Euzenat [2005]), (Choi et at. [2006]), and @uzenat and Shvaiko

120071).

The matching systsms are based on the assumption that using a single technique is not

sufficient to the problem and different marching techniques are ag$egarcd in an unified
priocess. Such aggregation involves parallel or sequential execution of the match€rs and can

vary from single weighted sum of the individual matchernesults to learning ths best matcher
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orthe combination of them.

Moreover, sorrc techniques will perforrn beffer than others for specific cases, depending on

how well the technique fits the material available as well as approaches that perform well for
a specific case can not be successful in other ones. An important issue of ontology matching

is to find effective ways of choosing among rnany techniques and their variations, and then

combining their results.

An inn6yafiye and promising option is to formalize the combination of matching techniques

using agent-based approaches, $rch as cooperative negotiation and argumentation. Fol-

lowing such perspective, different agents work on the basis of particular app,roaches arriv-

ing to distinct matching results that must be shared, compared, chosen and agreed. Such

approaches allow to combine marching approaches in a more effective way. First, the

final result of negotiuion and argumentation represent a consensus between different views.

Second, solving conflicts, the individual results can be improved. Third, agents can be

aggregated and replaced in order to represent more interesting approaches according to the

specific case, allowing to adapt the configuration of the matching solution.

1.2 Objectives

This thesis aims to formalize the problem of combination of ontology matching al4noaches

using a cooperative agent-based approach- The objective is to use approaches ftom Multi-
agent Systems (MAS) research to matching problem, and to investigate which approach is

more suitable to the problem. The following specific objectives are defined:

Review the state-of-the-art on ontology marching;

Specify individual matcher agents;

Review the state-of-the-art on cooperative negotiation;

Review the state-of-the-art on argurnentation;

Specify a cooperative negotiation model to combine ontology matching approaches;

Specrfy an argumentation model to combine matching al4noaches;

Evaluate the individual marchers;

Evaluate the negotiation and argumentation models;

Compare the proposed models against state-of-the-art matching systems.

t.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Proposed Approach

Researches in Multi-agent Systems (MAS) are motivated by the conceptualization, design,

and implementation of entities (agents) that operate in a distributed and open environment.

The key characteristics of MAS are (Sycara t19981) that (i) each agent has incomplete infor-

mation or capabilities for solving the problem and, thus, has a limited viewpoint; (ii) there is

no system global control; (iii) data is decentralized; and (iv) computation is asynchronous.

In order to solve conflicts that arise when several agents need to cooperate and coordinate

their activities, mechanisms of negotiation and argumentation are used- Both approaches re-

fer to some kind of communication between agents. However, systems involving negotiation

and argumentation are very different in their natule mngrng from communication in fotm of
auctions to argumentation in a morc philosophical sense.

Negotiation involves the communication between agents that iteratively slsfuange proposals

and counterproposals. Argumentation can be seen as a more sophisticated exchange of deals

in a negotiation protocol or a model for reasoning based on the constnrction and comparison

of arguments. In the first sense, arguments are seen as meta-inforrnation used to justify the

negotiation proposals or to persuade agents to change their negotiation stance. In the second

sense, argumentation can be abstractly defined as the interaction of different arguments for
and against some conclusion.

Both negotiation and argumentation are applied to the matching problem. In the negotiation

model the agents interact following a voting-based protocol where each proposal represents

a vote in favor or against a mapping benreen terms of the ontologies. Thus, the consensus

is voting-based. Basically, the negotiation process involves nno phases. First" the agents

work in an independent manner, applying a specific mapping approach and generating a set

of negotiation objects. Second" the set of negotiation objects is negotiated among the agents.

The negotiation process involves one mediator and several matcher agents.

Using argumentarion, mappings are rcpresented as arguments. According to the definition of
attacking relations, an argument for a mapping generated by one matcher can be supported

or attacked by other arguments from other matchefi. Based on the argumentation framework

instantiation (using specific attacking relation and preference order between the arguments),

the matchers compute their preferred set of arguments. The arguments in such preferrd sets

are viewed as the set of globally accqrtable arguments (mappings). The framework which is

used to deal with consensus, is Strrength Value-based Argumentation Framework (S-YAD,
a proposed extension to Value-based Argumentation Framework (VAF) by (Bench-Capon

t20031). The objective of the S-YAF is to consider the strength of an argument when defining
the relation of acce,ptability.

Value-based Argumentation acknowledges the importance of preferences when considering

argunents. However, in the specific context of ontolog5l matching an objection can still be
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raised about the lack of complete mechanisms for handling persuasiveness. Indeed, many

marching tools acnrally ou@ut mappings with a strength that reflects the confidence they

have in the similarity between the two entities. These confidence levels are usually derived

from similarity assessments made during the alignment process.

A detailed evaluation of both negotiation and argumentation models is done using state-of-

the-afi case studies, which are refereed by &e ontology matching community. A comparison

between both models is done, as well as the their results are evaluated against state-of-the-art

ontology matchirg systems.

1.4 Main Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are:

Formalizing the pnoblem of combining ontology matching techniques using agent-

based approaches;

Specifying a cooperative negotiation model based on voting to combine ontology

matching approaches;

Specrfying a Stnength Value-based Argumentation Framework (S-VAF) in order to

deal with an irnportant issue in ontology matching narnely the confidence of the

mappings;

Specrfying matchers able to oulput different semantic relations than the traditional

equivaknce, namely nilrrower and broader relations;

Combining and evaluating matchers based on different matching strategies (namely

syntactic, semantic, and stnrcural);

Evaluating the weakness and strongness of using agent-based Eproaches to combine

marching approaches.

1.5 Organization of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a review on ontologies and on-

tology matching. The ontology matching techniques and strategies to combine them ale

commented. In Chapter 3, negotiation and argumentation al4noaches are presented, where

argumentation is both considered as a sophisticated sub.class of the negotiation approaches

and a reasoning model to deal with different levels of the comparison of arguments. Chapter
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4 presents a comparative sttrdy of the main ontology matching systems proposed in the

literahrre is are presented. The systems using negotiation and argumentation are detailed.

Chapter 5 presents the proposed cooperative negotiarton and argumcntation models. Thee
proposed matcher agents representing individual matching techniques are described. In
Chapter 6, the evaluation of the proposed models are presented Two data sets are used: (i) a

benchmark of ontologies in the bibliographic domain provided by the Ontology Alignment

Evaluation Initiative (OAEI); and (ii) a real-world library case, from National Library of the

Netherlands. Finally, Chapter 7 presents the concluding remarks and future work.



Chapter 2

Ontology Matching

Ontologies provide a formal description of the objects and their relations in a domain.

They have a key importance for applications such as information retrieval, database in-
tegration, peef-to-peer systems, e-co[rmerce, or semantic web services. In information
retrieval systems, the terrns defined in an ontology are used as metadata to marlarp and these

semantic markups are semantic index terms for information retrieval, in order to improve
the information retrieval (Jun-feng et al. [2005D. Other typical application is question

answering, where the data sources used to constmct th answer are described using populated

ontologies instead of databases. Thsks in both these systems are likely torequire supportfrom
more than one ontology for obvious reasons, and ontology matching is required for that. In a
question answering system, such matching process can be used to define mappings betrreen
the ontologies on the fly to describe data sources available to construct an answer.

Ontology matching p(rcess tekes two ontologies as input and determines as output corre-

spondences between the semantically related entities of those ontologies. There are several

matching al4noaches related to different aspects of concepts similarity. Different ontology
mapping approaches are required, as terms may be map@ by a measure of lexical similarity
(Stoilos et al. [2005]), (Maedche and Staab lzffizl), or they can be evaluated semantically,
usually on the basis of semantic oriented linguistic rssources, or considering the term po-
sitions in the ontology hierarchy (Hakimpour and Geppert t20011). It is assumed that the
approaches are complementary to each other and combining different ones reflect better
solutions when compared b the solutions of the individual approaches.

In this chapter, a review on ontologies and ontology marching is presented. The chapter is
organized as follows. Section 2.1 cornments on ontologies and the ontologies specification
languages. Section 2.2 presents an overview of ontology matching applications, techniques
and strategies. Finally, Section 2.3 presents the summary of the chapter in the context of the
thesis.
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CHAPTER 2. ONTOLOGY MATCHING

Thsauri, Schemas and Ontologies

In Computer Science, Ontology is a name for an explicit representation of the knowledge

about a domain. Researches on ontologies have received attention in Artificial Intelligence

(AI) community, specially in the areas of Knowledge Engineering, Natural-Language Pro-

cessing, Information Retrieval and morc recently the Semantic Web. The reason ontologies

are becoming popular is due to what they promise: a shared and common understanding of
some domain that can be communicated between people and application systems (Fensel

t2003]). They have proven to be an essential element in a range of applications in which

knowledge plays a key role.

There are many vocabulary data structures and conceptual models that share similarities with

ontologies. These are, for instance, folksonomies (simple tags used to content annotation),

database schemas (typically otgmtized into tabtes), directories (hierarchy of folde,m identi-

fied by labels and containing items, such as Googlel and Yahoo2 dhectories), thesauri (a

hierarchical model containing other relations such as synon)rlnous and antonymous), and

ontologies (which are supposed to have an explicit well defined semantic).

Although ontologies have a similar function as a database schema, (Fensel pm3l) point out

the main differences: a language for defining ontologies is syntactically and semantically

richer than common approaches for databases; an ontology must be a shared and consensual

terminology because it is used for information sharing and exchangei an ontology provides

a domain theory and not &e structure of a data container.

The distinctive feature of ontologies is the existence of a model theoretic semantic: ontolo-

gies are logic theories @uzenat and Shvaiko t2007]). The semantic provides the mles for

interpreting the sSmtax, which do not provide the meaning directly bmt constrains the possible

interpretations of what is declared.

ln this section, ontologies are discussed in more detail.

2.1.1. Ontologies

The term ontology has its origln from Philosophy, where it means the study of the organiza-

tion of the reality. In AI, the term is used to rcfer to a body of knowledge describing some

domain, using a representation vocabulary (Chan&asekaran et al.ll999l). Such vocabulary

provides a set of term which is used to describo the facts in some d66nin, while the body of
knowledge using that vocabulary is a collection of facts about the domain. hom this broad

meaning, different definitions of what is an ontology arc proposed in the literature. (Guarino

I http://www.google.corn/dirhp
2www.yahoo.com
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and Giaretta t1995]) presents a range of interpretations to the term:

ontology as a philosophical discipline.

ontology as an informal conceptual system.

ontology as a formal semantic account.

ontology as a specificarion of a conceptualization.

ontology as a representation of a conceptual system via a logical theory @hnactmized

by specific forrnal properties).

ontology as the vocabulary used by a logical theory.

ontology as a (meta-level) specification of a logical theory.

The interpretation 4, proposed by (Gruber [1993]), has been considered the most innritive one

to define an ontology: "a formal, explicit specification of a shared concephralization". From

this definition, (Fensel t20031) point out that conceptualization refers to an abstract model

of some phenomenon in the world which identifies the relevant concepts of that phenomenon

- from (Gruber t19951), aconcephralization is an abstract, simplified view of the world that

it is wished to represent for some purpose); explicit means that the type of concepts used and

the constraints on their use are explicitly defined;, formal refex to the fact that the ontology

should be machine readable - the ontology is supposed to be formal: the notions it captures

are thus precise and unambiguous @ench-Capon [20O5]); alnd sharedrcflects the notion that

an ontology captwes consensual knowledge, that is, it is not resuicted to some individual,

but accepted by a group.

An ontology may take a variety of forms, but necessarily it will include a vocabulary of
terms, and some specification of their meaning. This includes definitions and an indication

of how concepts are inter-related which collectively impose a struchre on the domain and

constrain the possible interpretations of terms (Uschold t19981). Formally, an ontology is the

statement of a logical theory (Gruber t19931). Ontologies are content theories about the sorts

of objects, proprieties of objects, and relations between objects that are possible in a specified

domain of knowledge (Chandrasekaran et al. [1999]). In some cases, ontologies denote the

result of activities like conceptuat analysis and domain modeling (Guarino t1998]).

Although differences exist within ontologies, general agreement exists betrveen ontologies

on many issues (Chandrasekaran et al. [1999]):

there are objects in the world.

objects have pruperties or attributes that can takevalues.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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objects can exist in various relations with each other.

properties and relations can change over rtmc.

there are events that occur at different amr instants.

therc arc processes in which objects participate and that occur 6v61time.

the world and its objects can be in different states.

events can cause other events or states as effects.

objects can be have parts.

Basically, ontologies express the types of objects in the domain; the attributes which these

objects may have; the relationsftips which these objects may enter into; and the values that
the attributes may have for particular types. An ontology together with a set of individual
instances of classes constitutes a knowledge base (Noy and McGuiness [2O01]).

Ontologies range in abstraction, from very general terms that form the foundation for knowl-
edge representation in all domains, to tenns that are restricted to specific knowledge dornains
(Chandrasekaran et at. [1999]). Depending on their generality level, different types of
ontologies may be identified (Bench-Capon [2005]):

o lightweight ontologies: consise of a set of hierarchically organized terms. Tlpically,
the purpose of such ontologies is to assist in ffiormation reuieval.

. upper or top ontologies (generic or common sense ontologies): attempts to describe

fundamental categories applicable to all domains. Events, individuals, relations and

concepts relating to time and action are found in such an ontology. Well-known
upper ontologies include Dublin Core, Cyc3, SUMO (Suggest Upper Merged Ontol-
ogy) (Niles and Pease [2001]), and DOLCE @escriptive ontology for Linguistic and

Cognitive Engineering) (Masolo et al. [2003]).

. core or domain ontologies'. attempts to articulate the concepts fundamental to some

particular domain Biology is a typical domain for ontologies, many have been pro-
posed on different aspects ofthe field.

. application ontologies (method or task ontologies); ssa[eins the very detailed and

specific concepts required to perfonn a particular task on a particular piece of an

application.

3http://www.cyc.oqg
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Figure 2.1: Ontology related languages.

2.l.l.l Ontotogy Specification Languages

Ontologies may be exprcssed in differcnt languages. These languages are characterized by
different exlnessiveness, facilities, and syntaxes.

Following the classification proposed by (Oscar Corcho and G6mez-P6rez [2000], Gomez-
Perez and Corcho [2002]), the ontology languages can be grouped into three categories: rra-
ditional ontology languages, web standad and recommcndations, and web-based ontology
languages. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic classification.

The traditional ontology languages comprise languages such as the well-known Ontolingua
(Gruber [1993]), a language based on an extended version of firsrorder predicate language
KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format), and it is used as basis to the translation to multi-
ple other representation languages (e.g., Loom and CycL); Flogic (hame t,ogrc) (Kifer
et aI. [1995]), a declarative representation language that integrates frame-based languages
and first-order predicate calculus; CycL, a language based on first-order predicate calculus
with some higher-order extensions, created in the context of the Cyc Project; and LOOM
(MacGregor [1991]), a language based on Description Logics (DL) @aader et al. t20031).

The second group comprises web standards, c:reated in the context of the Semantic Web.
XML (eXtended Markup Language)a is a development of the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C), which provides a surface syntax for structrued documents, but imposes no semantic
constraints on the meaning of these documents. RDF (Resource Description Framewort)s
was created to specrry the semantics for data based on XIVIL, in a standardized manner. The
goal of RDF is to define a mechanism for describing resources that makes no assumptions
about aparticular application domain nor the stnrctmeof adocumentcontaining information.

ahttp://www.w 3.org/TR/REC-xmU
5http://www.w3.org/RDF
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RDF is a datamodel for objects ("resources") and relations between them and provides a

simple semantics for rhis datamodel. The RDF data model does not provide mechanisms for

describing the relationships betrreen p'roperties and resources, which is provided by the RDF

Schema (RDFS)6. RDFS is a declarative language based on fratnes, used for the definition

of RDF schemas. It is a vocabulary for describing properties and classes of RDF resources,

with a semantics for hierarchies of proprieties and classes.

The third group, web-based ontology specifrcation lutguages, comprises languages such

as XOL QG{L-Based Ontology Exchange tanguage)7, SHOE (Simple IITML Ontology

Extension)s, OML (Ontology Markup Language)e, OIL (Ontology Interchange Language)I0

(Fensel et al. t20001), DAM-OIL (DARPA Agent Markup Language - Ontology Interchange)rr,

and O\ML (Ontology Web Language;I2. XOL was designed to provide a format for exchang-

ing ontology definitions among heterogeneous systems in the Bioinforrnatics cornmunity. It
is not intended to be used for the development of ontologies, but as an intermediate language

based on )ilVIL for transferring ontologies among different database systems. SHOE has

been developed to incorporate semantic knowledge in IITML or other WW\ry documents.

OML is partially based on SHOE, with concephral graphs feanrres to rc[rresent concepts

and their relations. OIL is a proposal for a joint standard for describing and exchanging

ontologies. It has a syntax and a semantic based on XOL and RDFS, providing modeling

primitives used in frame-based al4noaches and formal semantic and reasoning sul4rort from

Description Logrcs. DAML+OIL is a language for describing Web rqeourrces, based on

RDF and RDF Schema It extends these languages with modelling primitives found in

frame-based languages 0ike OIL) DAML+OIL was built from the original DAML ontology

language.

More recently, O\\IL, which was developed by the W3C, has been considered the state-of-

the-art ontology language. OU/L is a language for making ontological statements, devel-

oped based on RDF and RDFS, as well as eadier ontology languages including OIL and

DAML+OIL. OUfL adds more vocabulary for desoibing proprieties and classes.

An ahract syntax for O$IL can be described using De,scription l-ogics. In the context of
this thesis, the ontologies are assumed to be represented ful OUfL. In the rqst of this section,

Description Logics (DL) are described as a modeling language for O\\IL ootologies. Next,

the OWL language is detailed.

Description Logcs

6http:/f www.w3.org/TR/2000/CR-rdf-schema- 2fi )fi )327l
Thttp://www.ai.sri.comrlkarpraohol-html
8http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/pluslSHOH
ehttp://www. ontolo gos.org/OML/OML200. 3.htm
lohttp://www.ontoknowledge.org/oil
I t http://www.w3.org/TR/daml+oil-reference
| 2http: / lw ww.vt3.org/TR/owl-ref
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Description tngics (DLs) ale a family of knowledge representation (KR) formalisms that
represent ttre knowledge of an application domain ("the worlf) by fint defining the relevant
concepts of the domain (its terminology), and then using these concqlts to specify progerties
of objects and individuals occurring in the domain ("the world descripiorf') (Baader et al.

t20031).

A knowledge base (KB) based on DL represents intensional knowledge, which specifies the
vocabulary of an application domain in the form of a terminology (TBox), and extensional
knowledge, that is specific to the individuals of the dornain discourse (ABox). The vocab-
ulary consists of concepts and rules. Concepts denote set of individuals while rulcs denote

binary relationship between individuals. Atomic (elementary) conce,pts and mles can be used

to build complex description, using corutzctors. The language for building descriptions
is a feahre of differcnt DLs, and different systems are distinguishd by their description
languages, i.e., the expressiveness of the language according with the constructors that they
support.

The DLs are equipped with a formal, logic-based semantic, and rcasoning mhanisms,
that allow to infer implicity knowledge from the knowledge explicitly represented in the
knowledge database. The basic reasoning tasks for DL systems arc to determine whether a

description is more general fhan 410[hsr one, that is, whether the first subsumes the second
(subsumption); whether a descriptionis satisfiable (i.e.,non-contradictory); or whether its set

of assertions is cowistenr, that is, whether it has a model, and whether the assertions in the
terminology entail that a particular individual is an rnsrance of agiven concept description.

SHOIN(D) DL (Horrocks and Patel-Schneider t20031) can be seen as a standard DL lan-
guage. It provides constnrctors for fuIl negation, disjunction, a restricted form of existential
quantification, and reasoning with concrete datatypes. The set of SHON(D) concepts is
defined by the following synurctic nrles, where A is an atomic concepq R is a role name, d is
a concrete d66ain, c; are individuals, and n is a non-negative integer:

13

C--+ A
T
I
-C
c1nc2
C1 l-J C2

:R.C
VR.C
>>nR
(nR
{cr'"''c,. }

D--+ d

(atomic concept)
(universal concept)
(bottom concept)
(tullnegation)
(intersection)

(union)
(existential quantification)
(value restriction)
(cardinality restriction)
(cardinality restriction)
(one of)
(concrete domain)
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For instance, supposing that Person and Male are atomic concepts, Person t-l Male and Person

l-t - Male arc SHOIN(D) concepts, describing those pemons that are male, and those that arc

not male, respectively.

The existentiat restrictions specifies the existence of a (i.e. at least one) relationship along

a given property to an individual that is member of a specific class, while the universal

restrictions constrain the relationships along a given property to individuals that are members

of a specific class. Considering hasChild as an atomic role, Person l-l lhasChild.T and Person

n VhasChild-Male arc concepts denoting those persons that have a child and those pe$ons

whose children are all male. The bottom concept is used to describe, for example, those

persons without child (Person n IhasChild.I).

The cardinatity restrictions describe classes of individuals that have at leasl at most or

exactly a number of relationships with other individuals or datatypes. For a given pmperty

P, a minimum cardinality restriction specifies the minimum number of P rel*ionships tlut
an individual must participate in. A maximum cardinality restriction specifies the maximum

number of P relationships that an individual can participate in. A cardinality restriction

specifies the exact number of P relationships that an individual must participate in- For

instance, the concept (> 3 hasChilQ n (< 2 hasFemaleRelative) rcpresents the concept of
individuals having at least thrce children an at most trro female relatives.

The concrete domains includes, basically, data types, such as numbers and strings. It allows

to integrate numerical and other domains in a schematic way into DLs (Baader et al. [2003]).

An example of such a concrcte domain is the set of nonnegative integers, with predicates

such as ) and (. For example, an adequate definition of the concept Woman could consider

a female that is old enoug!: 'Woman: Human I-l Female t-l 3has-age).18, where 2.18 stands

for the unary predicate n I n > 18 of all nonrrcgative integers grr,alrff than or equal to 18.

The semantics of the SHOIN(D) concepts is given by the interpretation I that consist of
a non-empty set A/, the domain of interpretation, and an interpretation function, which

assigns to every atomic concept A a set AI C Lr, and to every atomic role RI C Ar x A'I.

The interpretation function is extended to concept description by the following inductive

definitions:
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Figure 2.2: Fragment of OTYL code.

A = ArcAr
1r=4r
1r=0
(-C)/ = A'\C'
(Cr I-l Cr)r = CtI nCzI
(Cr L-lCz)r = (Cr U Cz/
(lR.C)r = {a e A1 | lb.(a,b) €t{ A b € C' }
$R.C)r = {ae Arl\6.1a,U1 €Rr---+be()I}
()nRr = {aeNll l{bl€R/}l>n}(<rRr = {aeArll l{bl€Bf}l<"}gn = DDCAI

Concepts and roles are related by terminological axioms. Basically, there are two types of
terminological axioms: inclusion and equality. The inclusion axioms have a form C tr D or
R f S, where C and D arc concepts, and R and S are roles. The second kind of axioms have a

form C : D or R = S. An equality whose left-hand side is an atomic eoncept is a definition.
Definitions are used to introduce symbolic namcs for complex descriptions. For instance,
the axiom Father: Man l-l fhasChild.Person describes the concept Father. Symbolic names

may be used as abbreviations in other description, e.9., Parent : Mother Ll Father.

Ontologr Web Language (OWL)

OWL is a XML syntax for DL. Basically, an O\ilL ontology consists of classes, properties,

and individuals (instances of classes). Figure 2.2 shows an example of OWL code, which
describes the concept Woman as a person with the pmperty hasSex with typn Female (Woman
: Person U \lhasSex.Female).

OWL classes are a concrete representation of concepts. They are described using formal

15
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descriptions that state precisely the requirements formembership of the class (Horridge et al.

t2004D. Classes may be organized into srrycr-class and sub-class hierarchy (subsumFtion
relation).

OWL properties are used to describe a class. Properties have a domain and a range specified
(they link individuals from the domain to individuals from the range) and can be linked to
concrete datatypes or objects. Moreover, they may have sub properties, in order to form
hiemrchies of pmperties (for example, the property hasMother might specialize the more
general propefiy hasParent). Otherrelations between pnoperties are:

o inverse properties: object properties can have a corresponding inverse property. If
some prolrcrty links individual a to individual b then its inverse property will link fts
individual D to the individual a.

functional prqrerties: if a property is functional, for a given individual, there can be at
most one individual that is related to the individual via the Foperty.

inveme functional properties: If a property is inverse functional then it rreirns that the
inverse property is functional.

transitive properties: If a property is transitive, and the Foperty relates the individual
a to the individual D, and also individual b ln fhe individual c, then it can be infe,rred
that the individual c is related to the individual c via the property P.

symmetric pmperties: If a property P is symmetric, and the property relates the indi-
vidual c to the individual b then the individual D is also related to the individual c via
the property P.

OYIL ontologies may be categorized into three sub-languages (Horridge et al. t2004]): OVIL-
Lite, O\trIL-DL and OWL-Full. A defining feature of each sub--language is its expressiveness.
OWL-Lite is the least expressive sub-language. OltrILFull is the most eqlressive sub-
language. The expressiveness of OIYL-DL falls between ftat of OWL-Lite and OWL-Full.
OWL-DL may be considered as an extension of OWL-Lite and OUfLFtr[ an extension of
OWL-DL.

OIYL-Lite is the syntactically simplest sub-language. It is intended to be used in situations
where only a simple class hieralchy and simple constraints are neded. For example, while
OWL Lite supports caldinality constraints, it onty p€rmits cardinality values of 0 or 1. It
should be simpler to provide tool sulport for O\trIL Lite than its more exlrressive rclatives,
and provide a quick migration path for thesauri and other taxonomies. The OIYL Lite
supports the following elements: schema features (class, Fqperty, zubClassof, subProp-
ertyOf, domain, range, individual); equality and inequality (sameClassAs, samePropertyAs,
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samelndividualAs, differentlndividualFrom); pmperty characteristics (inverseof, transitive-
Property, symmetricProperty, unique functionalProperty, inverseRtnctionalProperty, allval-
uesFrom - universal local range restrictions, someValuesFrom - existential local range re-
strictions); restricted cardinality (minCardinality - restricted to 0 or 1, maxCardinality -
restricted to 0 or 1).

OWL-DL is more expressive than OWL-Lite and is so named due to its correspondence
with Description Logics. It is therefore possible to automatically compute the classification
hierarchy and check for inconsistencies in an ontology that conforms to O\\fL-DL. One of
the key featurcs of OWL-DL is that these relationships can be computed automatically by a
reasoner. OWL DL sul4)orts those users who want the maximum expressiveness without
losing computational completeness (all sltnilments are guaranteed to be computed) and
decidability (all computations will finish in finite time) of reasoning systems. OWL DL
includes all OWL language constructs with restrictions such as type separation (a class can
not also be an individual or property, a property can not also be an individual or class).

OWL DL was designed to support the existing Description Logic business segment and has
desirable computational properties forreasoning systems. It supports the following elements,
in addition the elements sul4nrted by the O\trIL-Lite: class axioms (oneof - enumerated

classes, disjointWith, sameClassAs applied to subClassOf), boolean combinations of class
expressions (unionOf, intersectionOf, complementOf), arbitrary cardinality, and fifler infor-
mation (hasValue that can include specific value inforrnation).

OIML-Full is the most expressive OWL sub-language. It is intended to be used in situations
where very high expressiveness is more important than being able to guamntee the decid-
ability or computational completeness of the language. OYfL Ftrll is meant for users who
want maximum expressiveness and the syntactic freedom of RDF with no computational
guarant€es. For example, in OUfL Full a class can be treat€d simultaneously as a collection
of individuals and as an individual in its own right. Another significant difference from
OWL DL is that a owl:DatatypeProperty can be marked as an owl:InverseFunctionalProperty.
OWL Full allows an ontology to augment the meaning of the pre{efined (RDF or OWL)
vocabulary. It is unlikely that any reasoning software will be able to suppofi every feature of
OWL Full.

2.2 Ontologr Matching

2.2.1 Ontolory Matching lhanslation, and Merging

In Ontology Matching community different terminologies are used to refer matching, map-
ping, aligruncnt, integmtion, mcrging, ad tmwlation In this section, the interpretations of
these terms, which are adopted in the context of this thesis, are presented.

t7
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Figure2.3: (i) ontology matching, (ii) merging, and (iii) integration.

Ontology mntching (Figure 2.3) is the process of finding reluionships or corespondences

between entities of different ontologies. The output of this pmcess k an alignrncnti a set

of comespondences benneen hilo or more ontologies. A corcespondence (ot a mapplng) is

the relation holding, according to a particular matching algorithm, between entities of dif-
ferent ontologies. The matching process is often refereed as ontology mapping or ontology

alignment (e.9., as in Choi et al. [2006]).

There are different deflnitions of mapping. According to (Euzenal and Shvaiko l2OO7l), a

mapping is the oriented, or directed, version of an alignment: it maps the entities of one

ontology at most one entity of another ontology. This complies with the mathematical

definition of a rnapping instead of that of a general relation- The matlrcmatical definition
would in principle require that the mapped object is equals to its image, i.e., that the relation

is an equivalence relation. A mapping can be seen as a collection of mapping rules all

oriented in the same direction, i.e., ftom one ontology to the o&eq and such that the elements

of the source ontology appear at most once.

Ontology marching is required in the pnocesses of ontology integration, mcrging, and tans-
lation. Ontology merging (Figure 2.3) is the process of generating a single, coherent ontol-

ogy fiom two or more existing and different ontologies rclated to the same zubject (Pinto

et al. [1999]). In tfris process, the initial ontologies remain unaltered- The merged ontology

is supposed to contain the knowledge of the initial ontologies, e.9., consequences of each

ontology are conseguences of the mqged ontology.

Ontology integration (Figure 2.3) is &e inclusion in one ontology of another ontology and

assertions expressing the gfue betrveen these ontologies. The integrated ontology is strpposed

to contain the knowledge of both initiat ontologies. Contrary to merging, the first ontology

is unaltered while the second one is modified. According to (Pinto et aI. [1999]), ontology

integration is the process of generating a single ontology from two or more existing and

different ontologies in dffierent subjects.
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Ontology translation is the process of transforming an ontology from one ontology language

to another.

In this thesis, the focus is on the ontology marching process, which is detailed in the follow-

ing sections.

2.2.2 The Matching Problem

Ontology is a representation of the redity. The ontology engineering process involves

different designem with dffierent views of the rreality. The resulting ontologies involves dif-

ferent conventions, granularity, and coverage. Heterogeneity in the applications using these

ontologies arise in different levels. The matching problem is related to the heterogeneity

problem.

22.2.1 Heterogeneity problem

There are different kinds of heterogeneity, which can be gfouped into the following cate-

gories (Euzenat and Shvaiko t20071):

syntactic heterogeneiry: occurs when two ontologies are not expressed in the same

ontology language. For instance, the source ontology is defined in OWL while the

target ontology is expressed in RDF.

terminological hetemgeneiry: occurs due to variations in names when referring to the

same entities in different ontologies. For instance, same names describing different

concepts or different names describing the same concept (Paper and Article).

concepruallwtercgeneiry (semantic heterogeneity Euzenat t200U or logical mismatch

Klein [2001]): stands for the differences in modeling the same domain of interest.

This happens due to the use of different axioms for defining concepts or due to the use

of dffierent concepts. This kind of heterogeneity include (Benerecetti et al. [2@1]):
dffirence in coverage (two ontologies describe different regions of the world at the

same level of detail), dffirence in granulariry (two ontologies describe the same region

of the world from the same perspective, but at different levels of detail), dffirence in
perspective (nvo ontologies describe the same region of the world, at the same level of
detail, but from different perspective - €.8., political and geographic maps).

semiotic heterugeneiry (or pragmatic heterogeneity (Bouquet et al. I200aD): is con-

cerned with how entities are interpreted by people. Entities which have exactly the
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Figure 2.4: The matching process (Shvaiko and Euzenat t2005]).

same semantic interpretation are often interpreted by humans with regard to the con-

text, i.e., how they are ultimately used. This kind of heterogeneity is difficult for the
computer to detect and even more difficult to solve (Euzenu and Shvaiko [ZW7D.

22.22 Thematchingpnocess

T}lLe matching prccess determines ft1s alignment A for a pair of ontologies o and o' (Fig-

we 2.4). There are some others parameters thu can extend the definition of the matching
process (Shvaiko and Euzenat [2005]): (r) the use of an input alignment A, which is to be

completed by the Imocess (previous alignment); (ii) the matching parameters, p (weights,

thresholds); (iii) external resources used by the matching process, r (common knowledge
and domain specific thesauri).

Technically, this process can be defined as follows:

Matching process (Euzenat and Shvaiko t20070 . The matching process is a function /
which has as input a pair of ontologies to match o and o', ar alignment A, a set of
parameters p, and a set of resources r, and that rearrns an aligrment A' between these

ontologies: fi' : f (o,o',A,,p,r).

Z.Z.ZS Structure sf sn atignment

An alignment is a set of correspondences between entities of different ontologies. A corre-
spondence (or a mapping) considers the two entities and the relation that is supposed to hold
between them. A correspondence can be described as a 5-arple: (id,e,e',nR):

id is aunique identifier of the correspondence;

e and e' are ontology entities, expressed using the respective ontology language.
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n is a confidence me(Nure holding the correstrnndence between the entities e and e'.

R is the relation betrneen e aad e'.

For instance, the entities e aad e'can be expressed in OU/L, <owl:Class rdf:ID="fudcle">
and <owl:Class rdf:IE"Palrr">, respectively. The set of relations that can be used for
expressing the relations berween the entities includes the equivalence relation (=), meaning

that the matched objects are the same or are equivalent, disjointness (I), indicating that the

classes are disjoing and more gercrul (:), indicating a relation of subsumption betrreen the

entities. Classical thesaunrs relations (bruadMatch, narmwMotch, and relatedlllach),fuzzy
relations or probabilistic distributions over a complete set of relations can be also used-

Every relationship between two entities can have a degree of confidence, which can be

viewed as a measure of trust in the fact that the correspondences holds. The most widely used

stmcture is based on the real number fiom the interval [0,1]. However, discrete categories can

also to be used, such as proposed in (trojahn et al. [2008d]), where certainty andurrcertainty
yalues are assigned to the confidences on the correspondence.

2.2.3 Applications

Ontology matching applications range from traditional applications such as ontology engi-

neering and information integration to morerecently agentcommunication, query answering,

and navigation on the Semantic Web. In these applications, imposing a central, corrrmon

ontology is not realistic. So, matching of heterogeneous ontologies is an intrinsic problem.

In this section, applications such as ontologyengineering, information integration, YZP,agent

communication, and navigation on the web, are commented.

Ontology engineering is the task of designing, implementing, and maintaining ontologies.

This task involves to deal with multiple and distributed ontologies, which often need to

be put together. So, ontology engineering needs support to identify relations between the

entities in these ontologies. Moreover, ontology evolution and versioning (Noy and Klein
l2N4D is another important task in ontology engineering that requires support of marching.

Information integration is one of the classical matching applications. This task is also

refened to in the literature as schema integration (Batini et al. [1986]), data warehousing
(Bernstein and Rahm [2000]), data integration (Halevy et al. [2005]), and catalogue integra-

tion (Giunchiglia et aI. t20051). The basic idea behind information integration is to provide

users with a unified view of different and local information s(xroes, usually on the basis of
a global information view over which queries can be exlnessed. This involves to identiff
correspondences between semantically related entities in the local sources.

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) is a distributed communication model in which parties (peers) can provide

2l
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each other with data and services. Traditional applications describe their data using simple

schema, with possible different temdnologies to describe the same domain of interest. In
order to establish information exchange betrveen poffi, the characterization of the relation
berween their schemas is needed. More recently, semantic F2P (Calvier and Reynaud t20081)
systems have used more complex specification of their contenB, using database schemas and
formal ontologies.

Web services composition is another ontology mafching application. 'Web services are pro-

cesses with a welldefined interface, that can be invoked througb the Web. Applications use

services descriptions in order to discovery and invoke them. A richer and more precise way
to describe the services have been proposed using knowledge representation languages and

ontologies (Fensel et al. [2007]). Matching operations are required for both tasts (Euzenat

and Shvaiko t2ffi71): (i) compare the descriptions of services, in order to know if they are

relevant; and (ii) route the knowledge they pmcess in order to compose different services by
routing the output of some service to the input of another service (translation of the output of
one service into a suitable input for another service, where for instance, the input and output
of the services are described by different ontologies).

Other kinds of application involve distributed and autonomous entities that must communica-

tion to each other in order to s6lvs thsir tesks. Multi-Agent communication is a tntical exam-
ple (see for instance Trojahn et al. [2008b]). Multi-Agent systems arc by nature distributed
and heterogeneous. In these systems, ontologies play a fundamental role, formalizing the

vocabulary from the agent's perception of the world. In open Multi-Agent Systems, such as

the Web, agents using differcnt ontologies need to agree on the vocabulary they use, in order
to communicate and then resolve ttreir tasks. Ontology matching is a primary problem that
has to be solved in order to allow agents with different backgrounds to adjust themselves

before starting any form of cooperation or cofilmunication. Using 4 s6mmotr ontology is
unpractical, because it would result in assuming a standard communication vocabulary and

it does not take into account the conceptual requirements of agents that curld appear in
future (Laera et al. LZ00TI). Moreover, a common ontology forces an agent to abandon its
own world view and adopt one that is not specifically designed for its task (van Diggelen
et al. [2006]).

The navigation and query answering on the web are other scenarios where matching is
required, specially on the semantic web, where ontologies are proposed to be used to de-
scribe the content of the available resources. In the navigation scenario, the content of
web pages can be annotated with terrr of ontologies and searching on the web involves

matching betrveen the ontologies de.scribing these content (Sabou et al. [2006]). Question
answering systems aim to retrieve "answers" to questions rather than full documents or even

best-matching passages as most information retrieval systems currently do (Dumais et al.

L2002n. Query answering on the web involves two main tasks: rewrite the user query in
terms of an ontology and aggrcgate information derived from multiple heterogeneous data
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sources, described by different ontologies.

2.2.4 Ontolory Matching ltrhniques

There are a great variety of ontology matching techniques and strategies proposed in the liter-
ature. In this section, the rnain classifications of these techniques are presented. Next, a new
classificationis presented. Finally, thebasic ontology matching techniques and shategies are
commented.

2.2.4.1 Ctassification of ontology matching tcchniques

The approaches for ontologSr matching have been surveyed from different perspectives in
(Rahm and Bernstein [2001]), (Wache et at. [2001]), (Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer [2003b]),
(Shvaiko [2004]), (Shvaiko and Euzenat [2005]), (Choi et al. [2006]), and (Euzenat and

Shvaiko t2007l). These works classiff the approaches according to different dimensions.
Basically, in (Rahm and Bernstein [200U), (Shvaiko [2m4D, (Shvaiko and Euzenat t2m5])
and @uzenat and Shvaiko [2007]), the approaches are classified in terrns of input and tech-
niques utilized in the matching process; (Wache et aI. [200U) classifies the approaches based
on the role of the ontology, ontology representation, use of the mappings, and ontology
engineering; (Kalfoglou and Schorlernmer t2003bl) present a classificalion that is based on
frameworks, methods and tools, translators, and mediators. (Choi et al. [20061) pnesent

matching classes according to the kind of ontology and operations (i.e., matching between
an integrated global ontology and local ontologies, betrxreen local ontologies, and

matching on ontology merging and alignment).

(Euzenat and Shvaiko t20071) presents general dimensions which are used to classi$ the
matching algorithms:

o input of the algorithms, where the algorithms can be classified depending on the data
(insances or schema-level information) or conceptrral models used to express the
ontologies (OWL or relational models, for instance).

o characteristics of the malching pnocess, which can be based on the natue of its compu-
tation (exact ot appmximate) ad the way the algorithms interpret the input (intrinsic
input, external resources, or semantic of the entities).

o output do the algorithms (the form that the results are presented), which concerns the
cardinality of the mapping (one-to-one, for instance), the nurneric outlrut (confidence
degrees, probabilities, or distance measures), and the kind of relation betrneen the
entities (equivalence or subsumption, for instance).

23
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In this section, the ontology matching classifications proposed in the literature are grouped

into two classes: standard classifrcaions and alterrcative classiftcations.l\e standard. clas-

sifications include the proposals that are based on similar dimensions, such as kind of input,

matching techniques, and ouput of the algorithms. A more detailed comparison of such

classifications can be found in (Trojahn et aI. [2005D. nrc ahernative classifrcations use

other criteria to classify the marching techniques, such as kind of systems (i.e, frameworks,

translations, mediators, etc) and matching categories (i.e., using local or global ontologies),

and so on.

S tandard classifi cations

Classification of Rahm ard Bernstein t2001I

A classification of ontology matching approaches often used as basis to other wor*s is pro-
posed by (Rahm and Bemstein [2001]). This classification distinguishes between individual
and combining matchers (Figurc 2.5). Individual matchers compute a mapping based on a
single matching criterion, while the combining matchers combine individual matchers in a
hybrid matcher (matchers run sequentially and the output of one matcher is used as hput to
other matcher) or combine multiple match results in a composite matcher (matcher run in
parallel and the final results are combined). Basically, the individual matchers comprise:

o Schema-based or instance-based level: match can consider instance data or only schema-

level information.

Element or stnrcture level: march can be performed for individual schema elements
(e.g., classes or afiributes), or using the ontology struchrrc (i.e., relations betrveen the

elements in the ontology hierarchy).

Linguistic or constrained-based techniques: marcher can use a linguistic based ap-

proach (e.g., equality of names, equality of canonical name, synonymous, h14)ernym,

similarity based on common shing) or a constraint-based al4noach (e.g., based on
keys, cardinalities, and relationship types).

Classification of Shvaiko 12ffi41

(Shvaiko t2m4l) distinguishes two g{oup of techniques: heuristic or formal techniques; and

implicit or explicit techniques @gure 2.6):

o Heuristic or formal techniques: the characteristic of the heuristic techniques is that

they try to find relations which may hold between similar labels or graph structues;
while the fomral techniques have model-theoretic semantics which is used to justify
their results.
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Figure 2.5: Classification of (Rahm and Bernstein t200U).

o Implicit or explicit techniques: implicit techniques are syntix driven techniques (i.e.,

techniques which consider labels as strings, analyze data types, or soundex of schema/

ontology elements); explicit techniques exploit the semantics of labels (i.e., techniques

arc based on the use of tools, which explicitly codfy semantic information, such as

thesauri).

Classification of Giunchiglia and Shvaiko TAXBI

(Giunchiglia and Shvaiko [2003]) classifies the matching appro{rches inrto syntactic md se-

mantic. These categories correspond to syntactic and conceptual categories of (Zanobini

t20061). Basically, the syntactic techniques return coefncients in the [0,1] range, while
sematic techniques rehrn logical relations, such as equivalence and subzumption Morcover,
it is distinguished between weak semantics and stxong semantics element-level techniques.

Weak semantics techniques arc syntax-driven techniques (e.g., techniques which consider
labels as strings, or analyzn data types, ) while strong semantics techniques exploit, at the

element level, the semantics of labels (e.g., based on the use of thesauri).

Classification of Shvaiko and Euzenat tA05I

Based on the classification proposed by (Rahm and Bernstein [2001]), (Shvaiko and Euzenat

[2005], Euzenat and Shvaiko l}ffi7l) introduces new proprieties, distributed in three layers
(Figure 2.7):

o granulariry/input interpretation (Figure 2.7(a)): which is based on (i) the matcher
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Figure 2.6: Classification of (Shvaiko t20041).

granularity (element or structure level); and (ii) how the techniques interpret the in-
put information (syntactic, external, or semantic). At element-lcvel, the entities are
analyzed in isolation, ignoring the relations with other entities; at sttactural-level,
the entities are analyzed together the others in the ontology sfirrcture. "Ihe syntactic
techniques explore words as a sequence of strings; the external techniques explore
some external resource to interpret the input" such as thesaurus, u14)er ontologies, and
user input; and the semantic methods use formal semantics, such as model-theoretic
semantics.

basic techniqaes @igure 2.7(b)): which are distinguished by the gmnularity/input
interpretation: (i) elcment-lcvel: language-based (which explore rnorphological pro-
prieties of the input data), sring-based (which consider strings as a sequence of letter
and are based on the intuition that similar strings denote sirnil6l concepts), constraint-
based (which use restrictions applied to the definitions of the entities, such as cardinal-
ity), linguistic resources (which use lericons or domain specific linguistic resources),
alignment reuse, and upper and domain ontologies (where ontologies are used as

external sources of information); (ii) structural-level: graph-based (where the input
ontologies are viewed as labeled grdphs and the similarity comparison is based on the
analysis of the positions of terms within the graphs), taxonomy-based (which are simi-
larto the graphtechniques, butconsidering only the sperializationrelation), repository
of structures (which are based on fhe use of previous calculated similarity between
ontologies, not alignments), model-based (which are based on deductive models, such
as description logics reasoning techniques), and data-analysis and statistic techniques.
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kind of inpur (Figure 2.7(c)): which is concerned with the type used by a paticular
technique, depending on the kind of data the algorithms work on: strings (termi-

nological), stnrcture (structure), models (semmtk) or data instances (extensional).

Specifically terminological methods can be string-based (considering terms as a se-

quence of charactem), or based on the interpretation of the terms as linguistic objects
(linguistic); and structural methods can consider the internal structure of the entities
(internal) (attributes and their types, for instance) or the relations of the entities with
other entities (relational).
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Figure 2.7: Classification of (Euzenat and Shvaiko I2O07D.

Alternative classifications

(lV'ache et al. [2001]) presents an overview of the approaches based on four crit€ria: (i) use

of ontologies, where the role and the architecture of the ontologies influence heavily the
representation formalism of an ontology (i.e., if the system use single ontology a.pproaches,

multiple ontologies aplnoaches, or hybrid approaches); (ii) ontology rcpresentation, where
depending on the use of the ontology, the inference capabilities differ from approach to
approach (i.e., the system are classified according to the kind of ontology language rcpresen-
tation); (iii) use of mappings, which consider if the matching process supports the integration
of ontologies (i.e., if the mappings are used CI connect sources of information, forinstance);
and (iv) ontology engineering, which considers if the systems support the rcuse or acquisition
of ontologies.

(Kalfoglou and Schorlernmer [2ffi3b]) presents a style of ontology matching classification
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that is based on: frameworfts include the systems that provide a combination of tools and

a methodological approach to matching; mcthods and tools include either stand-alone o,r

embedded in ontology development envimnments, and methods used in ontology matching;

translntors include the systems that are used at the early phases of ontology matching;
mediators, which provide insights on algorithmic issues for mapping pmgnms; techniques,

which are similar to methods and tools, but not so elaborated or directly connect€d with
matching; and, theoretical frameworlcs, which include the theoretical work has not been

exploited yet by ontology mapping practitioners.

(Halevy et at. [2005]) classifies matching techniques into (i) rule-based and (ii) leanring-
based. Rule-based techniques use schema-Ievel information, such as entity names and stmc-
hrres. An example of marching rule is if two entities foays similar names or if they have the

same number of neighbor entities, then they must be matched. karning-based approaches

use instance-level information, comparing, for instance, the distrihrtion of data instances.

(Zanobini t20061) classifies the matching methods into three categories, following the cog-
nitive theory of meaning and communication betrveen agents:

syntactic, which is based on purely syntactic matching techniques, such as edit distance

between strings and EEe edit distance.

pragmatic, which represents methods based on comparison of datainstances, including
automatic classifiers and forrnal concept analysis.

conceptual, which works with concepts and compare their meaning, such as exploiting
external resources as WordNet to compare senses amorg the concqlts.

The vertical dirnension represents speciflc domain ktowledge, which can be situated at any

layer of the horizontal dimension

(Do t2006]) extends the work of (Rahm and Bemstein t2001D by adding a reuse-oriented
category of techniques on top of schema-based vs. instance-based separation, meaning that
reuse-oriented techniques can be applied both at schema and instance levels.

(Choi et al. [2006]) present the broad scope of ontology matching, matching categories

(matching between an integrated global ontology and local ontologies, mapping between
local ontologies, and mapping on ontology merging and alignrnent), rheir characteristics,
and a comprehensive overview of ontology matching tools and systems.

(Ehrig t20071) introduces a classification based on two dirnensions: horizontal and vertical.
The horizontal dimension includes three layers that are hrilt one on top of another:

o data layer, where the marching between the entities is performed using only data

values.
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ontology layer, which is divided into four levels: semantic nets (where ontologies

are viewed as graphs with concepts and relations, and matching is performed by
comparing only these), description logics (where matching is performed determining
taxonomic similarity based on the number of subsumption relations), rcstrictions, and

rules (for these two last levels, the matching is performed considering that if entities

have similar constraints, they are similal).

context layer, which is concerned with the usage of entities in the context of an appli-
cation, and the matching is performed comparing the usages of the entities (i.e-, similar
entities are used in similar contexts).

Pmposed classification

Based on the classifications of (Rahm and Bernstein t20OU) and @uzenu and Shvaiko

[2W7]), a new classification of ontology matching approdres is proposed, which is shown
in Figure 2.8. Such classification represents an alternative view on the existing matching

approaches. It is inspirited on previous specification of different group of matchers, as

proposed in (Tiojahn et al.). A previous version of the proposed classification can be found
in (Trojahn et aI. [2008d]).

The classification presents two layers: (i) kind of input and (i0 basic techniques. Regarding
the kind of input, two top input levels are considered: ontology-level and data-level, which
are inspired on the classification of (Efuig I2W7l). At this level, differently from (Rahm and

Bernstein [2001]), it is considered only the individual matching approaches. It is assumed

that the combining matclrcrs are group of matching strategies, which are commented in the
next sections.

Sttcmrtjc$*l
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At the ontology kvel, as well considered by (Rahm and Bernstein [200U), the approaches

can be based on the use of terms of the ontology, without considering their relations with
the other terms (elemcnt-level), or they can take into account the ontology hierarchy and the

relations between terms that are neighbors (structure-level). On the other hand, at the data

level, the instances of the ontologies in order are used to compute the alignment.

Based on thekind of input, differentbasic techniques canbe distinguished. Both alrproaches

using element or structural ontolog5r objects basically apply syntactic, semantic, external, ot
constraint techniques. F,ormal techniques are used in general when considering the ontology

hierarchy.

Broadly speaking, the syntactic approaches use metrics to compaxe string similarity. This

kind of approach is called linguistic according to (Rahm and Bernstein t20011). TIae semantic

approaches consider semantic relations between concepts to measurc the similarity between

them, usually on the basis of one thesaurus or similar semantic oriented linguistic resources.

Such approaches are considered as linguistic by @uzenat and Shvaiko t20071). Thre external
matchers consider some type of external infonnation, such as user inlxrtorprevious matching
results. Finally, fhe constraint-based matchers are based on the analysis of data Upes,
value ranges, uniqueness, cardinalities, and other information constraints. For example, the

similarity betrveen two tems can be bas€d on the equivalence of data type.s and domains,

of key characteristics (e.g., unique, primary, foreign), or relationship cardinality (e.g., 1:1

relationships) (Rahm and Bernstein [20011).

It is not included in the proposed classification the language-based approaches, as Ilresented
by (Euzenat and Shvaiko t2007D. This kind of approach includes techniques such as to-
kenization (which consists of segmenting strings into sequences of tokens by a tokenizer),
lemmatization (which reduces the tokens to a normalized basic form, suppressing tense, gen-

deq and number), and elimination of stopwords (where articles, prelnsitions, conjunctions

are removed, considering that they are non meaningful words). In the context of this thesis,

such techniques are considered earlier steps of the matching process.

In the next section, the techniques presented in the second layer of the proposed classificuion
are detailed.

22.42 Basic techniques

Syntactic techniques

The syntactic t€chniques are based on the similarity between strings (i.e., the objects of the
ontologies are consider as a sequenoe of characters). This kind of technique is used both at
element and structural levels. Such techniques (string-based) include string equaliry, sub-

string ot subsequence techniques, edit distance, statistical mcasures, arrd, pah comparison
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(specially used at stmctural level).

The string equa@ returns 0 if the strings are not identical and 1 if they are identical. This
measure does not indicate how different the strings are. An alternative measure used is the
Hamming distance, which counts the numberof positions in which the smings differ, where

s is the term of the source ontology and r is the term of the target ontology:

d(s, t) : (E"tl+tW)+ll sl-ltll
rnan(lsl,lrl)

A singls substring comparison verifies if the one string is substring of another, returning 1 if
yes or 0 if not. A more refined measure computes the ratio of the conrmon subpart between
two strings (where x is the longest common substing of s and r):

o(s,t) : ,(',1! ,l)= ,lsl+ltl
Variations of the substring measures can consider prefix and suffix substrings. The n-gram
similarity is also used to comprre strings. It computes the number of common sequence of
n characters between the strings. For instance, trigrams for the string article are: aft, rti, tic,
icl, cle.

o(s,t) : (l ngro.:rn(s, n) n ngram(t,n))

An edit distance between two strings is the minimal cost of operations to transform one

string into another. One well-known meiuurc is the kvenshtein distance or edit distance
(Irvenshtein [1966]), which is given by the minimum number of insertions, deletions, and
substitutions of characters needed to transform one string into another. For example, for the
words "c.oro" and "store" the kvenshtein metric reurrns 0.68.

Based on Levenshtein measure, (Maedche and Staab l2W2D proposes a string similarity
measure for strings, the String Marching (SM), that considers the number of changes that
must be made to change one string into the other and weighs the number of these changes

against the length of the shortest string of these two, where ED is the edit distance berween
s and r:

sM(s, t) : mo^x ( o,m'in(l 
s l'l t' D - E,?("' t)) \\w)

Statistical methods are based on the intuition of identifying srings asbags af words,in which
information reuieval techniques can be applied- Such techniques are based on the corpus of
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such strings, i.e., the set of all such strings found in one of the ontologies or in both of them.

A common measure is TFIDF (Term friequency-inverse document @uency, which is used

for scoring the relevance of a bag of words (document) to a teiln by takitrg into account the

frequency of alpearance of the terms in the corpus.

Specially at structural level, path comparison methods are applied. It uses the sequence of
labels of entities to which those bearing the label are related. A usual practice is to concate-

nates all the names of super-classes of the classes before applying a string based approach.

This kind of approach includes both gmph-bosed (where the similarity comparison is based

on the analysis of the positions of terms within the graphs), and taxonomy-based (which are

similar to the gaph techniques, but considering only the specialization relation).

An ontology can be considered a graph whose edges are labeled by relations. Basically,
the relational stmctures techniques consider three kinds of relations: involves taxonomic

structures, mereologic relations, and all the involved relations. Considering the taxonomic
structure, measues to compare the classes based on relations of subclasses are applied. A
common method is to count the number of edges in the tanonomy between two classes. The

structural topological similarity on a hierarchy follows the graph distance. Other techniques
based on the taxonomic structure consider: (i) super and subclasses rules, which capture

the innrition that classes are similar is their super or subclasses arc similaC (ii) bounded
path matching, which take two paths with linls between classes defined by the hierarchical
relations, compare terms and their positions along this paths, and identify similar tems.

The techniques based on the meneologic stuchrre, which comeqronds to the part-of dation-
ship, use the following intuition: classes are similar if their parts arc similar.

Semantic techniques

The problem in comparing ontology entities on rhe basis of the labels as a sequence of
strings occurs due to the existence of synonymous (different words used to name the same

entity) and homonymous (are words used to name different entities). For example, for the
above example, the words ".r'ore" and "store", which have as Levenshtein similarity 0.68,
represent very different concepts. On the other hand terms like "student" and "learnet'' ale
semantically similar although they are syntactic distant from eaeh other. It is not always
correct to deduce that two entities are the same if they have the same name or that they are

differentbecause they have different names, due to syntactic variations of the same word that

occuts according to different acceptable spellings, abbreviations, use ofoptional prefixes and
suffixes (compact disc vs. CD, CD-ROM).

The semantic approaches use external resources, such as: (i) lexiconsn a set of words with
a natural language definition of them; (ii) thesauri, a kind of lexicon, containing relations
such as synonym and hypernym; and (iii) terminologies, which contains phrases rather than
words. These resources are often domain specific. A well-know thesauri is the WordNet, an
electronic lexical database for English. WordNet is based on the notions of s5msets, which
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denote a concept or a sense of a group of terms. Other relations are provided by the WordNet,
such as hypernym and h5ponym (superclasse and subclasse, respectively), and memnym
(part of relation).

Using WordNet to ontology matching three families of methods can identified (Euzenat and

Shvaiko I2A07l): (i) terms are similar because they belong to the same synset; (ii) using the

hypernym structure to measure the distance betrveen synsets corresponding to the terms; (iii)
using the definitions of the concepts to measure the distance between the synsets of the terms.
The relations provided by WordNet can be used to specify the logical relations between

the terms (Giunchiglia et al. t2CIabD: equivalence (terms are s)rnonymous), subsumption
(terms are related by holonym or hypernym), disjunction (terms arc antonyms). Moreover,
the march can be based on the comparison of the glosses of the terms, verifying the number
of co-occutlences of labels in the glosses of the t€,ms (i.e., if the number is greater than a

threshold, the terms can be considered similar).

The semanticrelations providedby the thesaums can beused when considering the struchre
of the ontologies (graph-based and taxonomy-based matchers).

External-based information techniques

This kind of technique is based on the use of external information, such as user input or
iterative feedback, reuse of alignment, repository of stmcares, and ontologies. Reuse of
alignments techniques are based on the use of alignment of previously matched ontologies.
The idea behind this kind of technique is that many ontologies to be matched are similar to
already matched ontologies, specially if they are describing the same application domain
(Euzenat and Shvaiko !Z007D. The proposals for reuse haye been presented in (Rahm

and Bernstein t200U). Upper level and domain ontologies ire seen as external sources of
common knowledge, which can provide provide formal specificuions that can be explored in
the matchingprocess. Forinstance, domnin ontologies canprovide stmctural informationfor
matching process dealing with simple stmctured ontologies. Repository of stmchrres store
ontologies and &eir fragments together with pairwise similarity measrues. Unlike alignment
reuse, repositories store only similarity between ontologies, not alignments (Euzenat and
Shvaiko QW7D. In the matching process, the stnrchrres to be marched are checked against
the stored structures, in order to avoid the matching operation over dissimilar strucu[es.

Conshaint-based tehniques

Constraint approaches compute the similarity between the entities based on set of propri-
eties, their cardinality, and the transitivity or symmetry of their properties. Considering that
correslnndences betrveen ranges and domain of entities tend to be enormous, these kinds of
methods ane morie likely to be used to create correqtondences cluste,m rather than to discover
accurate correspondences between the entities. They are used in combination with other
elementJevel.
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A common me&od specially used in database integration, is to compare the proprieties that

are key. Using this restriction together with the class similarity, these proprieties can be

rnatched. Other kind of proprieties comparison considers the datatypes (range) and domain.

While the datatypes indicate the way the the values arc storcd in a computer (e.g., integer,

float, etc), the domain and range indicate the classes the properties are associated with.

Formal techniques

The main characteristic of the formal techniques is that model-theoretic semantics is used to

justi$ theirresults (Erzenat and Shvaiko t2007]). The basis of this techniques arc to merge

the two ontologies and to search for correspondences A, such t}iat o,o' * A.

Commonly these methods are used together with other ones, typically those that provides

an initial set of equivalent entities. This group of apploaches include: (i) techniques based

on external ontologies; and (ii) deductive techniques. In the first group, external ontologies

can be used as a kind of background krwwledge. The basic innrition is that a background

ontology, with a coverage of the domain of interest of the ontologies to be marched helps

in the disambiguation of multiple possible 6sanings of terms. The nlignments found using

these methods can be explored by deductive techniques. The deductive techniques include

propositional and Description Logics techniques.

An approach for applying propositional suisfiabilify (SAT) techniques includes the follow-

ing steps (Euzenat and Shvaiko [2007]):

Build a theory or domain knowledge (axioms) for the given input two ontologies as a

conjunction of the available axioms. The theory is constructed by alignments prcvided

by marchers.

Build a matching formula for each pair of classes c and c' from Frro ontologies. For

each pair c, and c' for which is needed to test the relation r (i.e., =, E, l, I), a

matching query is created: Axioms ---+ dc,c')

Check for validity of the formula (i.e., that it is tme for all tnrth assignments of all the

propositional variables occurring in ir

Using Description logics techniques, the relations (=, f, l, l) are expressed using sub-

sumption. Merging two ontologies (after renaming) and testing each pair of concepts and

roles for subsumption is sufficient to match terms with the sarne interpretation (Bouquet

et al. [2006]).

Data-level techniques

The data-level techniques (or extensional techniques as refereed by Euzenat and Shvaiko

I}OO7D are based on the instances comparison. According to (Euzenat and Shvaiko l2W7l),

1.

2.

3.
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the extensional methods can be divided into three categories: (i) common-extension tech-

niques, which use common instance sets of the ontologies; (ii) instance identification tech-

niques; and (iii) disjoint extension comparison, which work on heterogeneous sets of in-

stances.

In the first group of techniques, the comparison between classes involves to veriry the inter-

section of their set of instances set A and B.lf A n B -- A = B, the classes can be considered

very similar, and more general if A n B = AorA fl B = B. A well-known measure used to

compute the distance betvreen two sets of instances is Hamming distance, which corresponds

to the size of the symmetric difference normalized by the size of the union:

o(*,Y): l*uy-nnyl
lsuv l)

In order to compute the similarity based on the probabilistic interpretation of the set of
instances, the Jaccard similarity is adopted (where P(X) is the probability of a random

instance to be in the set X):

o(A'B\ - 
P(An B)

' - r1l,u a1

The instance identification techniques are cornmonly used when the common set of instances

is not available. The aim of these techniques is to identiS the instances from one set that

corresponds to the another set. A general method in this category comprises the comparison

of values of the proprieties.

In the cases where it is not possible to infer a common set of instances, disjoint extension

comparison can be used. These methods can be based on statistical mslsrues about the

features of class members, on the similarities computed benveen instances of classes, or

based on a matching between entity sets (Euzenat and Shvaiko t20071). The statistical about

the property values of the instances involves measures such as muimum, minimumn mean,

variance, which should be the same for equivalent classes of different ontologies, when there

are statistically representative examples. Similarity-based techniques typically compute the

distance between the setof instances, using similarity measures between the instances which

can be done using other basic methods (this kind of approach differs from the corlmon

extension approach, which always returns 0 if the two classes do not share any instance). The

average linkage can be used to compute the distance betureen all the trnssible comparisons

between the instances. Finally, matching-based comparison consider that the elements to be

compared are the most similar. The distancebefween two sets is a value to be minimiz,ed and

its computation is a optimization problem: to find the elements of both sets that correspond

to each other.
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Figure 2.9: Matching strategies.

22.43 Matchingstratcgies

The matching problem is not limit€d to the use of techniques individually. The march-

ing strategies aim to combine different techniques. They range from the combination of

techniques using aggregated similarity measures to methods that ale used to learn the best

technique. Figure 2.9 shows a schematic classification of the matching strategies, which is

composed by two layers: (1) kind of processing and (ii) bosic sffategies. At the first layer'

the strategies can be classifled into three groups: nranufll, autornatic, and hybrid'

The automaA'c processing involves sequentilrl ot parallcl p'rocessing' A basic way to com-

bine marchers comprises the sequential comp,osition, where the output of a matcher is used as

output for the other marcher. This kind of processing is considered hybrid inthe cla.ssification

of (Rahm and Bernstein t200u). Another way to combine matcheE consists of mnning

several matcher independently and aggregating their results - parallel composition according

to (Euzenar and Shvaiko t20071) or composite following (Ratm and Bernstein t20011).

According to the kind of processing, different strategies can be used to combine matchers

results. Such strategies can be classified in simibrtty aggtegation, agent-based, machine

learning, atdprubabilistic methods. The similarity aggregation involves computing the simi-

larity berween two entities as aggregation of multiple similarities. For instance, ttre similafly

between two classes can be computed by aggfegating, in a single similarity measure, the

similarity obtained from their names and the similarity of their superclasses (Madhavan et al'

t200ll). It can include weighted sum and weighted avexage of the similarities- Moreover,

aggregation can correspond to choosing one of the results on some criterion or merging their
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results through some operator (intersection or union, for instance).

Another way to combine matcher results is using a agent-based approach, where agents

encapsulate different matching algorithms and use al4rroaches such as negotiation and argu-

mentation to combine the individual results.

The leaming methods learn how to sort alignments through the presentation of correct (pos-

itive examples) and incorrect alignments (negative examples). Marchers using machine

learning operate in two steps (Euzenat and Shvaiko t20071): (i) the learning or training

phase; and (ii) the classification or matching phase. In the first step, training data for the

learning process is created, for instance, by manually matching two ontologies, and the

system learns a matcher from this data. In the second step, the learnt matcher is used

for matching new ontologies. The well-known machine learning methods, such as Bayes

learning, neural networls, and decision tree have been applied to ontology matching.

Similarly to learning methods, probabilistic methods, such as Bayesian networks, can be

used to match ontologies, in order to enhance matching candidates orcombine matchers.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, an introduction about ontologies and a review on ontology matching tech-

niques and strategies were presented- A proposal of classification of matching approaches

was presented.

The matching techniques can be grouped into broad categories: lexical (detecting similarities

between labels of concepts), semantic (the terms can be evaluated semantically, usually on

the basis of semantic-oriented linguistic resources), stmcnrral (using the stmchrre of the

ontologies), and instance-based mapping (usrng instance data to detect the similarity between

concepts). However, each category offers a wide diversity of options. An important aspect of

ontology matching is to find ways of choosing :rnong these techniques and their variations

and then combining their results. In the context of this thesis, strategies based on agent

approach, such as negotiation and argumentation, are proposed. A review of these techniques

is presented in the next chaPter.
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Chapter 3

Agent Cooperation

Researches in Multi-agent Systems (MAS) are motivated by the conceptualization, design,

and implementation of entities (agents) that operate in a distributed and open environment.

The key characteristics of MAS are (Sycara t19981) that (i) each agent has incomplete infor-

mation or capabilities for solving the problem and, thus, has a limited viewpoint; (ii) there is

no system global control; (iii) data is decentralized; and (rD computation is asynchronous.

In order to solve conflicts ttrat arise when several agents need to cooperate and coordinate

their activities, mechanisms of negotiation and argumentation are usei- Both approaches re-

fer to some kind of communication between agents. However, systems involving negotiation

and argumentation are yery different in their nature ranging from cornmunication in form of

auctions to argumentation in a more philosophical sense.

Negotiation involves the communication between agents that iteratively exchange proposals

and counterproposals. Argumentation can be seen as a more sophisticated exchange of deals

in a negotiation protocol or a model for reasoning based on &e constmction and comparison

of arguments. In the first sense, arguments are seen as meta-inforrnation used to justiff the

negotiation proposals or to persuade agents to change their negotiation stance. In the second

sense, argumentation can be abstractly defined as the interaction of different arguments for

and against some conclusion.

In this chapter, negotiation and argumentation are presented, where argumentation is both

considered as a sophisticated sub-class of the negotiation apploaches and a reasoning model

to deal with dffierent levels of the comparison of arguments. The chapter is organized as fol-

lows. Section 3.1 comments on &e negotiation appmach. Basically, the negotiation lrrocess'

negotiation models and techniques are presented. Section 3.2 presents the argumentation

approach, considering the argumentation frameworks proposed in the literature. Finally'

Section 3.3 presents the summary of the chapter in the context of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 3. AGENT COOPERATION

Negotiation

Negotiation is the process by which two or more parties make a joint decision (Zhang et al.

t20051). It is a key form of interaction that enables groups of agents to arrive at mutual

agrcement regarding beliefs, goals or plans @eer et al. [1999]). Hence the basic idea

behind negotiation is reaching a consensus (Gr,een et al. l1t9P7l), negotiation can be any

communicative process that results in mutually acceptable agleements. As (Jennings et al-

t20011), 1fos minimum requirement of a negotiating agent is the ability to make and respond

to proposals, where a proposal is a solution to the negotiation problem. tn its broadest sense,

negotiation involves the design of high-level prctocols for agent interaction (Lomuscio et al.

t20OU). The terrn is present in many different fields an{ as a result, several definitions have

bern proposed in the literature. Basically, it refers to communication processes that support

cooperation and coordination in MAS.

Negotiation has its origin in both Disuibuted Problem Solving (DPS), where the agens are

assumed to be cmperative, and Multi-agent Systems (MAS), where the agents are supposed

to be self-interest. However, there are also pnoposals in MAS on mechanisms for cooperative

agents who need to resolve conflicts that arise from conflicting beliefs about different iNpects

of their environment. In DPS, negotiation is used for distrihrted planning and distributed

search for possible solutions for hard problerns. In MAS, negotiation is used to find ways in

which agents can negotiate to come to an agreement, Fving the agents the means to resolve

their conflicting objectives, correct inconsistencies in their knowledge of other agents' world

view, and coordinate ajoint approach to domain tasks which benefits all the agents concerned

(Parsons and Jennings [1996a]).

Depending of the degree of cooperation between the agents, negotiation can be cooperative

or competitive (Guttman and Maes t199Sl). Comyrtitive negotiation can be described as a

process of making decision to solve conflicts involving goals muarally exclusive. The agents

involved in this kind of negotiation are self-motivated and seek to maximize their individual

utility. Competitive negotiation is commonly adopted in scenarios based on the game theory

(Zlotkin and Rosenchein t19%D and electronic corlmerce (Fatima et al. [2004], Sandholm

120001).

On the other hand, cooperative negotiation is the process of making decision to solve con-

flicts involving multiples and interdependent goals, not mutually exclusive. In this kind of

negotiation, the agents are cooperative and collaborate to seek a cofilmon goal, according

to the system's global goals (agents work towards satisffing the same goal). In cooperative

negotiation, each agent has a partial view of the problem and the results are put together

via negotiation trying to solve the conflicts posed by having only partial views (Gani and

Amigoni t20041). Commonly, cooperative negotiation is applied in scenarlos involving

resource and task allocation @igham and Du [2003], Mailler et at. [2003], Zrang et al.

t200s1).
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In the next section, the negotiation process and its proprieties are commented.

3.1.1 Negotiation Process

Basically, the negotiation process is based on the o(s[enge of proposals, critiques, counter-

proposals, and explanations (Parsons and Jennings [1996b], Parsons et d. [1998]). It usually

proceeds in a series of rounds, with every agent meking a proposal - a kind of solution to

the problem - at each round. one agent generates a prcposal and the other agents review

it. If some other agent does not like the proposal, it rejects &e propsal and generate a

kind of feedback in the form either of counter-lnoposal (an alternative pmposal generated

in response to the initial proposal) or critique (comments on which parts of the proposal

the agents likes or dislikes). The other agents (including the agent that generated the first

proposal) review the feedbacli hom such feedback, the proposer should be in a position

to generate a proposal that is more likely to lead to an agrcemenL In addition to generating

proposals, counter-prcposals, and critiques, the agents can make the proposal more attractive

by providing additional meta-level information in the form of aryuments for its position. The

process is then repated. It is aszumed &at a proposal becomes a solution when it is accepted

by all agents.

3.1.1.1 Negotiation Pnocess k'oprieties

(Lomuscio et al. [2001]) gfoups the parameters on which the negotiation can take place into

the following broad proprieties:

cadinality of ttrc negotiarton: which can be distinguished betrreen the cardinalities

of the negotiation domains itself (single-issue or multiple-issue) and of the interaction

that take place betrveen the agents (one-to-one,many-to-one, many-to-many)- Single-

issue negotiation involves only one issue, such as price. In case of multiple-issue

negotiation, different issues can be related by some utillty function. The interactions

between agents can be classified in terrns of the number of agents participating in the

negotiation: one-to-one (where one agent is negotiating with exactly one other agent),

many-to-one (where many agents negotiate with just one agent), and many-temany

(where many agents negotiate with many other agents)-

agent characteristics: each agent is assumed to be capable of rating its preferences' so

that it can evaluate and choose betrreen different deals. The agents arc characterized

depending on their: role (i.e., buyer or seller), rationality, knowledge, commiment"

social behavior, and bidding strategy.
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etwironmEnt and, goods clwracteristics: the negotiation environment can be static or

dynamic, depending if the variables are constant or change over time, respectively.

The goods can be private or public: agents can value the goods differently depending

on whether it is intended for private use or whether its value depends on how other

agents value it

event paramerers: offers and other eyents have a set of proprieties, which form a

important part of the specification of the protocol - bid validity (to be valid, bids have

to be offered at an appropriate time and must satisfy some constraints on their value),

bid visibitity (private or broadcast), and clearing schedule and timeouts.

3.1.2 Negotiation Model

A negotiation model is composed by a negotiation prctocol and negotiation strategies (l-o-

muscio er al. [2001], Wooldridge tz0[izl). \\e negotiation pmtocol defines the set of nrles

that govern the interaction. This covers the permissible types of participans (e.g., the

negotiators and relevant third parties), the negotiation states (e.g., accepting bids, negotiation

closed), the events that cause state transitions (e.g., no more bidders, bid accepted), and the

valid actions of the participants in particular states (e.g., which can be sent by whom, to

whom and at when). The protocol defines the circumstances under which the interaction

between the agents takes palace: what deals can be made and what sequence of offers are

allowed (Jennings et al. [2001]).

The negotiarton strategy is the specification of the sequenees of actions (usually proposals

and counter-proposals) the agent plans to make during the negotiation. A strategy is the way

an agent behaves in an interaction. The exact deals that an agent prcposes is a result of the

strategy which this agent uses. For instance, an agent could concede at the fimt round or

bargain very hard throughout the negotiation until a private timeout is reached. Analogously,

while a protocol describe the rules governing movement of pieces in the game, a strategy is

the way in which a player decides on his next move.

The negotiation strategy an agent employs is critical with respect to the outcome of the

negotiation. The strategies that perform well with certain protocols can not perform well

withothers: thechoiceofstrategytouseisthusafunctionnotjustspecificofthenegotiation
scenario, but also of the protocol in use (Lomuscio et al. [2001]).

According to (Jennings et at. [2001]), a negotiation model is formed by three elements: ne-

gotiation ptotwol, negotiation objects, ard agent decision making rnodels. The negotiation

objects cover the range of issues over which agreement must be reached. The object may

contain a single issue (price), or it may cover multiple issues (price, quality, penalties, etc).

Moreover, agents can have the flexibility to change the values of the issues in the negotiation

object and dynamically to alter the structure of the negotiation object (by adding or removing
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issues). Such objects characteristics correspond to the properties of the negotiation models,

as described in Section 3.1.1.1.

The agent's decision rnaking modcls cover the decision making apparatus the participants

employ to act in line with the negotiation protocol, in order to achieve their objmtives. The

sophistication of the model, as well as the xange of decisions that have to be made, are

influenced by the prctocol in place, by the nature of the negotiation objecq and the range

of operation that can be performed on il The decision making mechanisms de.scribe the

possible set of agent strategies in using the protocol (Lomuscio et aI. [2001]).

In some works, the negotiation protocol is the dominant concern @osenschein and Zotkin

lLgg4l,Sabater et aI. t20001), focusing on the types of operation that can be performed on the

negotiation object and the behavior of the agents' decision making models. In other casies,

the agent's decision making model is the dominant mncern (Sierra et al. [1999]), where the

protocol does not prescribe an optimal sfategy for the agent and there is scope for strategic

reasoning to determine the best course of action. In zuch cases, the dative success of two

agents is deterrrined by the effectiveness of their reasoning model. In the next section, the

rnain negotiation protocols are presented.

3.1.2.1 Negotiation hotocols

Negotiation protocols may be of different forms. Depending on the protocol q/pe, a nego-

tiation can be categoizel as an auction, a contract-net lrrotocol, or a voting or bargaining

scheme (Winoto et al. [2W2]). The protocols can be evaluated according to many criteria,

and the choice of the protocols depends on what popefties the protocol designer wants the

overall system to have. (Sandhotn t19991) proposes a group of evaluation criteria: (i) social

welfare, which is the sum of all agents' payoffs or utilities in a given solutions and it can

be used to measure the global goods of the agents; (ii) Pareto efftciency, which is used to

evaluate solutions, i.e., a solution x is Pareto eff,cient if there is no other solution r' such

that at least one agent in better off in r' and no agent is worse off in x' than in -r; (iii)

individual rationaliry, where a participation in a negotiuion is individually rational to an

agent if the agents's payoff in the negotiation solution is no less than the payoff that the agent

would ger by not participating in the negotiation; (iv) stobiliry, which indicales that th agent

behave in the desired manner (e.g., following the well-known Nash equilibnzm, each agent

chooses a strategy that is a best rcsponse to the other agents' strategies); (v) computational

efftciency;and (vi) distribution and communicaion efftciency, where is desirable to 6[nimize

the amount of communication that is required to converge on a good global solution.

This section describe the main kinds of protocols described in the literature.

Protocol based on voting
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In a voting setting, all agents give input to a mechanism and the outcome that the mechanism

chooses bas€d on these inputs is a solution for all of the agents (Sandholm [1999]) The

classical goal of the voting has been to derive a social choice rule that ranks feasible social

outcomes based on individual's rankings of those outcomes. Examples of protocols based

on voting include: the plurality ptotocol, which is a majority voting protocol where all

alternatives are compared simultaneously and the one with the highest number of votes

wins; the binary protocol, where the alternatives are voted on pairwise, and the winner

stays to challenge further alternatives while the loser is eliminated; and the Botda prutocolr,

which can be described as a mechanism that defines in principle that points are allocated

to alternative strategies. For instance, in a set of X alternatives X points will be allocated

to the most preferred strategy, X-l to the next best" and so on down to the least preferred

strateg!, which is allocated one point The pmtocol requires that all voters have to rank

their preferences among the X alternatives. The preferences are collected centrally to rank

the scores given to each strategy, and to select the strategy with the maximum score as the

winner. The Borda Count mechanismis identified as the unique voting method to reprcsent

the true wishes of the Yoters.

Auctions

Unlike voting, where the outcome binds all agents, in aucti,ons the outcome is usually a deal

between two agent roles: auctioneer and bidder. While in voting it is assumed that the social

goodis enhanced, in auctions, the auctioneerwants to maximizehis own profit. Auctions are

usually applied on situations wherc the auctioneer wants to sell an item and get the highest

possible payment for it while the bidders want to acquire the item at the lowest possible

price.

There are two pattems of interaction in auctionsi one-to-mttny auction protocols, where one

agent initiates an auction and a number of other agents can bid in the auction; afr many-to-

many,where several agents initiate an auction and several other agents can bid in the auction-

Examples of auction protocols include the English auction, where each bidder is free to raise

his bid and when no bidder is willing to raise anymore, the auction ends, and the highest

bidder wins the item at the pnce of his bid; thefrst-price sealed-bid. auction, where each

bidder submits one bid without knowing the others' bids, and the highest bidder wins the

item and pays &e amount of his bid; &e second-price sealed-bid (Vickrey) auction, where

each bidder submits one bid without knowing the ofher's bid and the highest bidder wins, but

at the price of the second highest bid; and the Dutch auction, where the seller continuously

lowers the price until one of the bidders takes the item at the current price.

Coalition formation

Coalition formation methods allow agents to join together and are thus necessary in cases

where tasks can only be perfonned cooperatively by groups (Kraus et al. [2003]). By

I http ://wwwfi pa.org/docs/inputlf-in-00089/f-in-00089.htm
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creating coalitions, agents can share resources and cooperate on task execution, increasing

their benefits. Cooperative garne-theoretic models can be used to do this for self-motivated

agents each of which has tasks it must fulfil and resources it needs to complete these tasks.

Although the agents can aet and reach goals by themselves it may be advantageous to join

together.

Coalition formation involves three activities (Tohme and Sandholm t199]): coalition struc-

ture generation (partitioning the agents into disjoint coalitions), solving each coalition's

(optimization) problem within the coalition, and dividing the value of each coalition among

member agents (in case of net cost, this value may be negative). Coalition formation among

self-interested agents has been widely studied in game theory The main solution concepts

are geared toward payoff division among agents in ways that guarantee forms of stability of
the coalition stmchre.

Contract-nets

An agent may try to contract out some of the tasks that it cannot perform by itself, or

that may be perforrned more efficiently by other agents. One self-interested agent may

convince another self-interested agent to help it with its task, by promises of rewards. In

the contract-net protocol2 (Smith t19881), an contfirct is an explicit agreement between an

agent that genexates a task and an agent that is willing to execute the task. In this kind of
protocol there are two types of agene managers (initiators) and the contrectors (participants).

New tasks to be executed by the system are given to one of the managers. Typically, the

manager broadcasts a rcquest for proposals to all the available contractors. The contractors

then respond to the manager by making a proposal based upon their capabilities or they

refuse should they decide that they lack the rssources needed to perform the task After

some time has elapsed, the manager chooses from the proposals rcceived, the best offer

and subsequently gives the task to be executed to the corresponding contractor. After that

the chosen contractor reports back to manager with the results of the executed task or a

notif,cation of its failure.

3.13 Negotiation lbchniques

Apart the specific protocols of negotiation, the design of applications based on negotiation

involves also the specification of strategies and agents' decision making models. These

involves a sort of rules from different approaches, such as game-theory heuristics, and

argumentation. [n this section such techniques arc commented.
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Game theory is abranch of economics that studies interaction berween self-inte,rest€d agents.

The techniques from game theory are applied to interaction that occurbetween agents which

are regarded as self-interested utility maximizers (Rosenschein and Zlotkin [1994], Kraus

I1997D. The models of game theory are abstract representation of classes of situations that

involve individuals who have dffierent goals and preferences. Such absract models can be

used as a basis for the agents' interactions protocols, where agents arc modeled as players of
game-theoretic models.

According to (Jennings et al. [200U), game theoretic techniques can be applied to two key

problems: design of an approprirte prutocol that will govern the interactions benreen the

negotiation participants; and design of a particular stmtegy (the agents' decision making

models) that individual agents can use while negotiating - an agent will aim to use a strategy

that maximizes its own individual weHare. In order for an agent to make the choice that

optimizes its ourcome, it must reason stmtegically, i.e., it must to take into account the

decisions that other agents may make, and must assume that they will act so as to optimize

their own outcome. In negotiation, this means, for example, taking into account the private

valuations that agents have of the negotiation issues, their private deadlines for making a

deal, and so on. Game theory gives a way of formalizing and analyzing such concems.

There is one important limitation of the game-theoretic approach, i.e., searching the solution

in exhaustive fashion. Considering the limitation of computational power, many heuristic

techniques are adopted to develop new models, namely heuristic-based negotiation models

(Winoto et al. VnOz]). Using these models, the negotiators can malce decisions faster to find

a good solution, althoug! not necessarily the best one.

3.1.3.2 Heuristic approaches

The heuristic approaches (Faratin et al. t19981, Barbuceanu and l,o t20001) can be seen as

seen either as computational approximations of game theoretic techniques or they may b
computational realizations of more informal negotiation models-

The central concern of this approach is to heuristically model the agent's decision making

during the course of the negotiation (tomuscio et al. t20011). The chosen negotiation

protocol is a repeated, sequential model where offers are iteratively exchanged. The space

of possible agreements is quantitative\ represented by conracts having different values for

each issue. Each agent then rales these points in the space of possible outcomes according to

some preference structure, caphred by an utility function. Prroposal and counter-proposals

are then offem over single points in this space of possible outcomes, and the search terminates

either when the time to reach an agrcement has been exceeded or when a mutually acceptable

solution, an intemection in the joint space of possible outcome of both agents, has been
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reached.

The offers and counter offem can be also generated by linear combinations of simple func-

tions, called tactics (Faratin et al. [1998]). Tactics generat€ an offer, or counter-offer, for

a single component of the negotiation object using a single criteria (time, resources, etc).

Different weights in the lineal combination allow the varying imlnrtance of the criteria to

be modeled. A stategy denotes the way in which an agent changes the weights of the

different tactics over time. Tactics are the set of functions that determine hovr to compute

the value of an issue (price, quality) by considering a single criteria. The set of values for

the negotiation issue are then the range of the function, and the single criteria is its domain.

Given that agents may want to consider more than one criterion to compute the value for

a single issue, the generation of counter proposal is modeled as a weighted combination

of different tactics covering ttrc set of criteria. The values so computed for the different

issues will be elements of the counter proposal. For instance, if an agent wants to counter

propose taking into account trro criteria: the remaining time and the previous behavior of
the opponeng it can select two tactics: one from the time-dependent family and one from

the imitative family. Both of these tactics will suggest a value to counter propose for the

issue under negotiation. The actual value which is counter proposed will be the weighed

combination of the two suggested values.

Heuristic models need extensive evaluation, typically through simulations and empirical

analysis, since it is usually impossible to predict precisely how the system and the constituent

agents will behave in a wide variety of circumstances.

3.1.33 Argumentation-based appnoaches

Argumentation may be used both at the level of an agent's internal reasoning and at the

level of negotiation betrveen the agents. At the negotiation level, the basic idea behind the

argumentation-based approach is to allow additional information to be exchanged, over and

above proposals (Jennings et al. [2001]). This information can be of a number of different

forms, all of which are arguments which explain explicitly the opinion of the agent meking

the argument. Thus, in addition to rejecting a proposal, an agent can offer a critique of the

proposal, explaining why it is unacceptable. Similarly, an agent can accompany a proposal

with an argument which says why the other agent should accept it.

Arguments are meta-inforrnation that summarize the reasons why a proposal should be

accepted. Common categories of arguments include: threats (failure to accept this proposal

means something negative will happen to you), rewards (acceptance of this proposal means

something positive will happen to you), and appeals (you should prefer this option over that

alternative for some reason). Moreover, arguments can be seen as a series of logical steps

(Parsons and Jennings [1996a]) for and against propositions of interest, and the weight given

to an argument may be detemrined by examining the support for the steps in the argument.
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According to @arsons et al. U9981, Jennings et al. [1998]), the role of the argument may be

rwofold:

It allows agents to justiff their negotiation stance: an agent might have a compelling

reason for adopting a particular negotiation stance (for example, a company may not

be legally entitled to sell aparticular type of product to a particular type of consumer).

In such cases, the ability to provide the justificuion for its attitude towards a partic-

ular issue can allow the opponent to more fully appreciate an agent's constraints and

behavior.

It can be the basis which agents persuade one another to change their negotiation

stance: agents sometimes need to actively change theiroplnnents' agreement spirce, or
its rating over that space, in order for a deal to be possible. In such cases, agents seek

to construct a{guments that they believe will make their otrponent look more favorable

upon their proposal.

An argument can be seen also as sequence of inferences leading to a conclusion. It the

argument is correct, the conclusion is tme. For example, an agentr does not agrc€ with the

proposal a of the agent y if, when x can build an argument -a that rebuts the initial proposal.

The explanation for why a particular proposal is made is the argument that supports it. Once

the proposal is made it is evaluated by other agents tlrough argumentation by the device

of seeing whether the argument for the proposal may be defeated either because it rebuts

an objective or because it undercuts or is undercut by the argument for achieving the other

agent's objective If this kind of objection is detected the argument created by the other agent

will serve as a critique of the initial proposal A counter proposal may then be generated

by either the original agent or the responding agent using the information that form the

proposing and or critiquing arguments as a guide to what is likely to be acceptable Thus

the use of argumentation also providing meta information. The notion of acceptability of
arguments provides a way of rating possible suggestions to ensure that only the best is sent.

3.2 Argumentation

As commented in the previous sections, argumentation can be seen as a more sqlhisticated

kind of negotiation or a model for reasoning based on the constnrction and comparison of
arguments. In this section, it is focused on the second sense of the interpretation of the term

argumentation. Here, argumentation is seen as the interaction of different arguments for and

against sorne conclusion. More specifically, argumentation is a reasoning model based on

the construction of arguments and counter-arguments followed by the selection of the most

acceptable of them (Amgoud and Cayrol t2002bl).
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In Multi-Agent Systems, argumentation has been applied as a way to facilitate rational

interaction. A single agent may also use argumentation technigues to perforrn its individual

reasoning because it needs to make decisions under complex preferences policies, in a

highly dynamic environment. Argumentation pmvides tools for designing, implementing

and analyzing sophisticated forms of interaction among rational agents. Argumentation has

made solid contributions to the practice of multi-agent dialogues. As commented before,

there is s fine line separating negotiation, dialogues, and argumentation-

Applications for this view on argumentation include: legal disputes, business negotiation,

labor disputes, team forrnation, scientific inquiry, deliberative democracy, ontology recon-

ciliation, risk analysis, scheduling, and logistics.

In this section, the main argumentations frameworks proposed in the literature to deal wittt

the selection of acceptable arguments are presented.

3.2.1 Argumentation Frameworks

An argumentation system is generally composed of five elernents (Prakken and Vreeswijk

t20001): (1) a logical language; (2) n argument definition; (3) a concept of conflict among

arguments; (4) a concept of defeated argument; and (5) a concept of argument acceptability.

The definition of an argument depends of the application: an a{grunent can be seen as a plan

for an agent to achieve or a s€quence of chained implicative mles-

The central notion in argumentation systems is the notion of acceptabiliry, which has been

most often defined on basis of defeaters- The resulting evaluation of arguments is based

on the interactions between defeaters. The different approaches developed 1ff r€asoning in

argumentation systems use either the individuat acceptability (Elvang-Gand Hunter t1D5])
or the joint acceptability (Dung [1995]):

o individual acceptability: anacceptability level is assigned to a given argument on the

basis of the existence of direct defeaters.

o joint acceptability: the set of alt arguments that a rational agents accepts must defend

itself against any defeater.

A most classical argumentation framework was proposed by (Dung t19951). Several sys-

tems, such as the Value-Based Argumentation Framework (Bench-Capon t2003]) and the

Preference-Based Argumentation Framework (Amgoud and Cayrol f}OU2al, Amgoud and

Cayrol t2002b]) use as basis the classical framework of Dung. Moreover, (Prakken and

Sartor t1997D have extended Dung's framework with priorities. They present a language

with defeasible and strict rules, and shong negation (a sort of classical negation) and weak
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negation (a negation by faihne), before considering the use of priorities and defeat. The

system is inspired by some feahrres of the legal reasoning.

In this section, the most promising argumentation frameworks Foposed in the literature are

detailed.

3.2.1.1 Classical argumentation framework

According to Dung (Dung t1995]), a basic argumentation framework is defined as a pair

consisting of a set of arguments and a binary reluion representing the defeasibility relation-

ship between arguments. An argument is an abstract entity whose role is determined by its

relation to other arguments. Dung defines an argumentation framework as follows.

Definition 1 @ung t1995]) An Argumentation Framework is apairAF = (AR,attacks), where

AR is a set of arguments and aaacks is a binary relation on AR, i.e., attacks C AR x

AR. An attack(A,B) means that &e argument A afacks the argument B. A set of
arguments ,! attacks an argument B if B is attacked by an argument in S.

The key question about the framework is whether a given argument A, A e AR, should be

accepted. One reasonable view is that an argument should be accepted only if every attack

on it is rebutted by an accepted argument (Dung t19951). This notion produces the following

definitions:

Definition 2 @ung t1995]) An argument A e AR is acceptoble with respect to set argu-

ments S, acceptable(A,S), rf N xXx e AR) A (attacks(x,A)) ' (l yXy e S) A at-

tacks(y,x)

An argument is acceptable with respect to a set S of arguments if it is defended by that S

against all its defeaters.

Definition 3 (Dung 119950 A setS of arguments is conflict-free rt -(l x)(I y)((x e S)A(y e

S) A aaacks(r"y))

Definition 4 @ung I1995D A conflict-free set of arguments S is admissiWe rt ft-r)(x e S)

-----+ acceptabk(x,S)

Definition5@ungl1995D Asetof arguments Sisaprcferredextensionif itisamaximal
(with respect to inclusion set) admissible set of A-R-
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A preferred extension relrresent a consistent position within AF, which can defend itself

against all attacks and which cannot be further extended without introducing a conflict.

According to (Amgoud and Cayrol I2O02ai), in a given argumentation framework, three

categodes of arguments are distinguished:

the non-defeated arguments, which are gathe,red in the class of acceptable argwncnts,

and represent the "good" arguments.

t11e arguments dcfeated (in the sense of the relation attack), which are gathered in the

class of rejected arguments.

the arguments that are neither acceptable nor rejected, and which are gathered in the

class of aryumcnts in abeyance.

Forrnally, these classes are defined as follows.

Definition 6 (Amgud and Cayrot lzW?a,l) trt (AR,aracks) be an argumentation frame-

work. Ihte class of acceptable arguments, Acco6o"1r' is fhe set {x € AR I therc does

not exist y € AR such attacks(A,B) ). The class of rejected alguments, Rejo766", is

denotedby {x e AR I I y e Acc,sso"l,"such that attacks@,A) }. Th" class of arguments

in abeyance is Abora"*, = AR \(Acc.,fiar*s U Rej"a".:ur)

Consider an arggmentation framework 4p - (AR,attacks), where AR = A,B,C and attacks

- (A,B), (B,C). A useful way to see an AF is as a directed graph, as shown in Figure 3.1,

in which the arguments are vertices and the attacks are represented as edges, dirccted from

attacker to attacked. The argument A is not defeated, and the argumeils C is defended by the

argument A, i.e., Accoro.*" = A,C. The argument B is defeated by A, which is acceptable, so

Rejotrr.lr, = B. Abotto*" = O -

32.'/-,2 Value-based argumentation framework

In Dung's frameworks, attacks always succeed. @ench-Capon [2003]) propose an extension

to model of Dung, Value-Argumentation Framework (VAD, in order to allow associate

arguments with the social values they advance. Then, the auack of one argument on another
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Figure 3.2: Arguments and attacks in a VAF.

is evaluated to say whether or not it succeeds by comparing the preferences of the values

advanced by the arguments concerned.

In many 66a1eins, arguments provide reasons which may be more or less persuasive (Laera

et al. [2006]). Their persuasiveness may vary according to &eir audience. The VAF is able to

distinguish attacks from successful attacks, those which defeat the attacked argument, with

respect to an ordering on the preferences that are associated with the arguments. It allows

accommodate different audiences with different interests and preferences.

Definition L @ench-Capon 12003D A Value-based Argumentation Framework (VAF) is a

5-tuple VAF = (AR aaacks,Vval,P)where (A&attacks) is an argumentation framework,

V is a nonempty set of values, valis a function which maps from elements of AR to

elements of V and P is a set of possible audiences. For eachA € AR, val(A) e V.

For example, consider a VAF = (AR,attacks,V,val,P), where AR = A,B,C, attacks = (A,B),

(B,C), V = syntactic,semantic, where for the audience syntactic the value syntactic is pre-

ferrd to the value semutic,and for the audience semantic,the value semantic is preferred to

the value syntactic. Such arguments could be derived from syntactic and semantic matching

approaches. The VAF is shown in Figure 3.2.

Definition 2 @ench-Capon 120031) AnAudience-specificValueBasedArgumentationFrame-

work (AYAF) is a 5-tuple VAF,= (AR attacks,Vval,valpref") where AR anacks,Y and

val arc as for a VAF, a is an audience andvalprefo is a preference relation (uansitive,

irreflexive and asymmetric) valprcfo e V x V, reflecting the value preferences of
audience a. valprcflv1,v2) means u1 is preferred 6o u2.

Definition 3 (Bench-Capon t2003D An argumentA < ARdefeatso (or successfully anacks)

an argument B e AR for audience a if and only if both attacks(A,B) tnd not val-

prefival(B), val(A)).

An attack succeeds if both arguments relate to the same value, or if no preference between

the values has been defined. If V contains a single yalue, or no preference between the

values has been defined, the AVAF becomes a standard AF. If each argument can map to

a different value, a Preference Based Argumentation Framework is obtained (Amgoud and

Cayrol [1998]), as described in the next section.
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Definition 4 @ench-Capon 120031) Anargument Ae ARisacceptableto audiencea (acceptable")

with respect to set of arguments S, acceptablc"(A,S)) tt N x) ((x e AR A defeats" (tc,A))

----, (1y)((y € S) A defeau"(y,x))).

In the example above, the argument A is acceptable in both audiences because it is not

attacked. For the audience syntactic, the argument B is acceptable considering that B is
preferred to A (which belongs to the audience semantic). On the other hand, for the audience

semonrtc, the argument C is acceptable, due the fact that C is defended by A, which has

greater preference.

Definition 5 @ench-Capon t2003]) A set S of arguments is conflict-frea for audience a rf
N x)N ilGe,S Ay €,S) 

- 
(--anacks(LflV valprefival(y),val(x))e valpruf")).

Definition 6 (Bench-Capon t2003I) A conflict-free set of argument S for audience a is ad-

missible for an audience atf Nx)(x € ,S -----+ acceptableo&911.

Definition 7 (Bench-Capon t2003]) A set of argument S in the VAF is apruferred extension

for audience a (prcferced,) if it is a maximal (with re.spect to set inclusion) ad.missible

for audience a of AR.

The significance of theses notions is with reference to which arguments in the VAF it is
possible consistently to accept (Bench-Capon [2ffi2]). If an argument is acceptable with
respect ro AR, it cannot be defeated and thus must be acceptable. $imilarly, is an argument

is acceptable with respect to a subset S of AR, it is possible to accept it, provided by S is

accepted. S cannot be consistenfly accepted unless it is conflict free- Thus, an admissible

set is one that can be consistently accepted given a VAF. If, however, an admissible set can

be further extende4 it is possible to accept further arguments. Thus, a preferred extension

represents a set of acceptable arguments to which no more arguments can be added.

Considering the given example, the preferred exiension for the audience syntactic is WQf swtadtc

= {A,B}, while the preferred extension for the audience semantic ispref"or*rrs.,-= {A,C}.

In order to determine the preferred extension with respect to a value ordering promoted by

distinct audiences, (Bench-Capon [2003]) introduces the notion of objecrtve and subjective

acceptance.

Definition 8 @ench-Capon t2003I) An argument x e ARis subjecrtvely acceptable if and

only if x appears in the preferred extension for some specific audiences bmt not dl. An
argument x € A.R is objectively acceptable if and only rf, x appears in the preferred

extension for every specific audience. An argument which is neither objectively nor

subjectively acce,ptable is said tabe indefensible.
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Following the example, the argument Ais objectively acceptfule, while the arguments B and

C arc subjectively acceptable.

The set of objectively acceptable arguments reprcsents the consenzus between the parties. In
(Bench-Capon [2002]), such set is called sceptically acceptable.If an argument is not in this

consensus, it can considered at least defensible - subjectively accepted so called crcdtlously

acc eptable in (Bench-Capon [2002]).

32.13 keference-Based Argumentation Framework

Dung's definition of acceptability disregards the quality of rhe arguments. The force of an

argument can be often estimated by considering the beliefs used to build this argument.

According with the preferences that can exist betrreen the beliefs, an argument can be more

or less strcng than another argument.

(Amgoud and Cayrol [1998], Amgoud and Cayrol [2002b], Amgoud and Cayrol [2002a1)

refines the classical argumentation frarnework proposed by Dung, taking into account prefer-

ence relations between arguments in order to integfate two complementary points of view on

the concept of acceptability: acceptability based on the existence of direct counter-arguments

and acceptability based on the existence of defenders. An argument is thus acceptable

if it is preferred to its dfuect defeaters or if it is defended against its defeaters. So, two

complementary notions of defense are used: individual defence (introduced by preference

relations), and the notion of defence proposed by Dung, which may be calle'dioint defence.

The result of combining preference rclations and defeasibility relations leads to a Preference-

based Argumentation Framework (PAF):

Definition I (Amgoud and Cayml I2002aD APreference-basedArgwncntationFramework
(PAF) is a triple (AR,attacks,Pre0, where A is a set of arguments, attacks is a binary

relation representing a defeat relation between arguments, attacks e A x A, and Pref

is a (partial or total) preordering on A x A.

Instead of keeping only the arguments that arc not defeated, the arguments that are preferred

to their defeaters are also accepted. It is said that such an argument defends itself (individual

defense) against all attacks.

Definition 2 (Amgoud and Cayrol l}ffi?aD kt (AR,attacks,Pref) be a PAF. [.€t A, B be

two arguments of A such that attacks(B,A). A defends itself agal;*st B (wit rcspect to

PreD iff A ) pret B. An argument defends itsef (with Gspect to Pref) iff it is preferrcd

with respect to Pref to each of its defeaters.
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Cona,4,,s,pref denotes the set of arguments defending themselves (with respect to Pref) against

their defeaters.This set contains also the arguments which are not defeated Each argument

in Co11o"t"",p,e1 is an acceptable argument. This corresponds to the individual point of view.

However, Cottor*s,pref, is restricted since it discards arguments which appear acceptable.

Considering an argument defeated by B such that B is preferred to A. It is clear that A does

not belongs b Caua"k",p,ey. Assuming that B itself is defeated by an argument C which is

preferred to B. A might be regarded as an acceptable argument. This corresponds to thejoint

defense point of view:

Definition 3 (Amgoud and Cayml l?N?.al) An argument is defended by S (with respect

to Pref) iff V B € A, if attacks@,A) and not (A )p",1 B) then lC e S zuch that

attacks(C,B) and not (B )r,,f C).

The acceptable arguments are the ones which defend themselves against their defeaters

(Catta&s,pref) and also the arguments which are defended (direcAy or indirectly) by the

arguments of Caaoih",pr"f .

In a PAR the acceptability concept is then defined as follows:

Definition 4 (Amgord and Cayrol t2002al) The class of acceptable argurncnts, Accos6o"1"",pr.1,

is rheser {A e A l\ts e Aif attacks(B,A) thenA 2Prel B }. The class of reiected

argumcnts, Rajaua*s,p*y, is {A € A I I B e Acc,,n.,*s,preJ such that attacks(B'A)

and not (A >P'"/g) ). Th" class of arguments in abeyance is Abo6r.it",r"y is AR \
(Acco6o36r,pr"y U Rejrr"* 

",pr 
e!).

Considering (AR,attacks,Pref) (Figure 3.3) be a PAF defined by AR = A,B,C,D, ottacls =
(A,B),(C,D),(D,C), and C yPref D.In the classical argumentation frameworkof Dung, the

argument A is not defeated, i'e', Acco;o.16s = Ai the algument B is defeated by A' which

is acceptable, i.e., Reiott rx" = B; the two arguments C and D defeat each other, so neither

C nor D is acceptable, i.e., Abruo*" = C,D. In PAF, the class of acceptable arguments is

Accoyo.1"r,p,eJ = A,C, where the argument A is not defeated and C is defended by itself;

Rejotto*",pref =8,D, and Abo646 s,pre! = A.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, approaches based on negotiation and argumentation, in the context of Multi-

Agent systems were presented. There is a fine line of separation between negotiation and

argumentation- Negotiation involves different forms of communication between agents that
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o-g
Figure 3.3: Arguments and attacks in a PAF.

iteratively exchange proposals and counterprop,osals in order to solve its tesks. Argumen-

tation can be seen as a more sophisticated exchange of deals in a negotiation ptotocol.

Moreover, argumentation provides also a model forreasoning based on the constuction and

comparison of arguments. The different pmtocols of negotiation and the main aqumentation

frameworks proposed in the literature were commented.

Regarding the argumentation frameworks, the Dung's proposal does not consider the strength

of arguments in the the notion of acceptability of arguments. (Bench-Capon [2003]) and

(Amgoud and Cayrol t2002a]) extend the Dung's proposal in order to define different prefer-

ence relations between arguments. (Bench-Capon [2003]) proposes local definition of pref-

erence, where arguments are preferred to each other according to a specific audience, while

(Amgoud and Cayrol l}CfJl2al) specifies a notion of global preference, where arguments can

defend itself against all other weaker arguments.

In the field of ontology matching, negotiation and argumentation can be seen as promising

approaches to combine matching techniques. Agena representing different matching ap-

proaches can try to arrive to an alignment consensus on their different views of the problem

using such approaches. In the next section the main related work on ontology marching arc

presented, including the recent proposals in usrng negotiation and argumentation.



Chapter 4

Ontology Matching Systems

The diversity of ontology marching techniques and strategies have been demonstrated in a
great variety of matching systems. In this chapter, a comparative study of the main ontol-

ogy matching systems proposed in the literature is presented. These systems are classified

according the kind of approaches they use, in two groups: standard matching systems and

c oope rativ e agent -based systems.

The chapter is organized as follow. Section 4.1 presents the standard ontology marching

systems. Section 4.2 comments on the negotiation and argumentation-based matching sys-

tems, which are closely related with the proposal presented in this thesis. Finally, Section

4.3 prcsents the summary of the chapter in the context of the thesis.

4.1 Standard Ontolory Matching Systems

The ontology matching systems presented in this section are classified according to the kind

of information, ontology-lcvel ot data-lcvel,used in the marching process. This classification

is inspired on the proposal of (Euzenat and Shvaiko !ZW7D. First, the systerns that focus on

the use of ontology-level information are discussed. Next, the systems that exploit instances

of the ontologies are presented. Third, the systems that exploit both ontology-level and data-

level inforrnation are commented.

4.1.L Ontolory-levelinformation

Thble 4.1 presents a review of the syst€ms that are based on the use of ontology-level infor-
mation, such as labels of classes and pmperties, and ontology hierarchy. Such systems are

compared using four paramet€,rs: kind of inpu! technique applied in the matching process,
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strategy used to combine the techniques, and target operation. The techniques and strategies

are characterized according to the classifications provided in the Sections 2.2.4.2 (Basic

Techniques) and2.2.4.3 (Marching Strategies), respectively. The detailed description of each

system can be found in the Appendix B (the respective section of the system is indicated

below of is name).

As shown in Table 4.1, when considering the technique used in the matching process, the

majority of the systems ap,ply string-based techniques, which fimge from simple comparison

of strings (they are totaty similar or not), zuch as applied by (Hovy t198]) to edit-distance

similarity (such as in COMA, S-March, ASCO, DSSim, PriorPlus, and XSOM), TFIDF

mqNure (such as in ASCO), and Jaccard measrue (DSSim). The otlrer systems apply prefix

and suffix comparison (Similarity Flooding) and n-grarn rnethod (S-March). Moreover,

several systems combine the string-based approaches with the synonymous relations pro-

vided by a thesauri, commonly the WordNet (Skat" Dike, Artemis, Coma, XClust, S-March,

MoA, ASCO, HCone, DSSIm, and X-SOM). Regarding the stnrctural approaches, sevetal

heuristics are use4 such as number of common descendants (Hovy [1998], Cupid, XClust,

PriorPlus), number of similar nodes in the path betrveen the root and the element (Anchor-

Prompt, XClust, S-Match, PriorPlus), neighbors (ASCO and H-Match).

A variety of strategies to combine individual matching techniques is used in the systems.

The techniques can be executed in parallel (H-Match, Dssim, XSOM, and PriorPlus for

instance), sequentially (Milo and Znhat [1998], SKAT, DIKE, Artemis, Anchor-Prompt,

OntoBuilder, MOA, and TtxoMap), or in a hybrid manner (parallel at element-level and

sequential at stmctural-level, zuch as done by S-Match). To combine the results of these

executions, several ways are proposed: simple weighted formula (Hovy [1998], Cupid, and

PriorPlus), average of the results (COMA), threshold to select the best matcher (COMA),

linear combinations (H-Match), hierarchical clustering (XClust), Dempster's mle of combi-

nation (DSSim), and combination using a feed-forward neural network (XSOM).

Few systems explicitly define a pre-processing phase. For instance, OntBuilder and ASCO

include a pre-processing to remove stop terms and noisy characters. MoA, ASCO and H-

Match apply the tokenization of strings, in order to deal with composite strings. TlxMap

defines sernantic relations based on the matching of tokens of the labels (for instance, to

labels are equivalents if they have exactly the same string, or they are related by a subzump-

tion relation if there is inclusions of labels). (Hovy t19981) propose a score associated with

composite words: namescore = sguare of number of letter matched + 20 points if words are

exactly equal or 10 points if end of match coincides.

Regarding the reuse of mappings, just COMA proposes a reuse-oriented matcher (COMA),

which uses previously obtained rezults for new schemas.

The interaction with the user is proposed in some systems: mappings mles provided by

domain experts (SKAI), pairs of related tenns can be defined by tre user (Anchor-Prompt),
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or different levels of user interaction (fully automated, semi-automated, and user-based, such

as proposed by HCONE).

The ouput of the majority of systems is a score of similarity in the range [0,1]. Only

S-Match, HCONE and TixoMap explicrtly specify as ouqlut semantic relations such as

equivalence and subsumption, while DSSim and OntoDNA outlrut boolean values.
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4.1.2 Data-level information

The data-level systems are based uniquely on the instances comparison. Table 4.2 shows a

review of such systems. Comparing values of attributes is commonly adopted in database

integration, and as shown in Thble 4.2, part of &ese systems receive as input populated

relational schemas (LSD, AutoMatch, GLUE, iMap, Dumas, and sPLMap) to discover cor-

respondences between attributes of trvo schemas (such as done in iMap and AutoMatch).
Moreover, matching in these systems aim to exchange documents ann613ffi with the on-

tologies (CAIMAN), me{Be otrtologies bas€d on instances (FCA-Merge), or determine cor-
respondences between classes of two classification by comparing the membership of the
documents od these classes (SBI).

Basically, statistical and machine learning techniques are applied: TFIDF (CAIMAN and

Dumas), Formal Concept Analysis (FCA-Merge), bayesian learning (AutoMatch, iMAP),
minimal information and enhopy (Kang and Naughton [2003], multi-strategy learning ap-

proach (GLLJE), K-statistic (SBI), and Jaccard similarity to measure the overlap betneen set

of instances (Isaac et at. [2008b]). Moreover, systems such as iMAP, sPLMap and Dumas

use based string-based techniques to compare values of attributes.

4.1..3 Ontolory and data level information

Table 4.3 presents the review of the main systems that use both ontology-level and datalevel
information. Several systems execute different matchers (i.e., string-based, structure-based,

and instance-based) in parallel and combine tlreir results: rules heuristically defined (NOl$,
machine learning classifiers (C4.5 as done in Embley et al. [2004]), systems of equations
(OLA), linear interpolation (RiMON), formal concept analysis to extract alignments based

both on maps of concepts and instances (IF-MAP), weighted average (oMap), weighted sum
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(SAMBO), and experimental weighted (Lily). Some systems combine sequentially instance-

based anribute classification udth editdistance string-based (such as done in Clio). Falcon
execute sequentially a TFIDF linguistic matcher that combine concepts and instances, and

a graph-based matchers. Moreover, ASMOV iteratively combines several matchers using a
single weighted sum to combine the individual results. A combination of names and values

of attributes is used as input to a neural netwoft to learn mles of mapping (SEMINT).
Instance-based matcher are commonly based on Naine-Bayes classifiers (Clio, RiMON,
oMap), statistics (SEMINT, NON, Falcon, Silas, SEMA), probabilistic methods(SAMBO),
pat0em extaction (Madhavan et al. [2005]).

Regarding the kind of output, Lily, Sema, Silas, and Sambo produce boolean values for the
equivalence relation, while oMap is able to return equivalence and subsumption relations.

The other systems output the standard confidence values.

63

of the data-level based

)0VIL schema,

relational schema

)0vIL,
relational schemas

(Kang and Naughton, 2003)
A.2.5
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4.1.4 Comparison of Standard Matching Systems

As presented in the previous sections, the matching systems represent a $eat variety of
techniques and strategies. $imilar methods are used by these systems, but the strategies used

to combine such methods vary (for example, by simply changing the order of execution of
the methods can generated different results).

A comparative evaluation of these systems is hard to do, due the fact that they use so different
experimental tests. Recently, the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEDI has

done efforts to establish a consensus for evaluation of the methods for ontology matching.

It organizes evaluation campaigns that aims to evaluate ontology matching technologies,
through the controlled e4rerimental evaluation of the techniques performances. In this

section, the comparative resuls reported in the OAEI campaigns ale presented.

The first complete set of tests was presented in the OAEI 2005 (Euzenat et al. [2005]), where
two set of tests were used: benchmark (containing 53 tests using ontologies of bibliography
domain) and dircctory (fomrcd by web directories from Google and Yahoo) . For benchmark
track, three described systems are considered" namely Ola, Falcon, and oMap. Falcon seems

largely dominanL Pot dhectory track, which is a very hard task, Falcon and OLA produced

similar values of recall (about 3O%), representing better values than oMap.

The OAEI 2006 campaign was formed by a greater number of data sets and participants (see

Euzenat et al. [2006] for details). For this campaign, Falcon, H-Match, DSSim, COMA,
Prior, and RiMON we.re evaluated (not all systems participate of all tests). Five set of tests

were considered, namely2: bencfunark, Iike the previous campaign, anotomy, covering the
real world ontologies of body anatomy domain, directory,like rhe previous campei$n,food,
containing trro thesauri about foo4 and conference, comp,osed by a collection of conference

I http://oaei. ontologymarching.org/
zJobs frack was not perforrned due the technical prcblems.
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organization ontologies. andy food tests consider three semantic relations (exactMatch,

narrowMatch, and broadMatch).

Fot benchmark tests, three systems were relatively close (COMA, Falcon, and RiMON).
The RiMON system was slightly ahead of the others systems. No systems had strictly lower
performance than edna" a very simple edit distance algorithm.

Fca anatomy tests, due to the lack of a reference malrping, the evaluation was concentrated

on the coverage of the ontologies, treatuent of iregular concepts, and applied techniques.

None of the systems had a gmd coverage of the ontologies and only COMA was able to
determine mappings for iregular concept names - however, it was not able to match any of
the regular concept names. Looking at the methods used by the systems, almost all systems

use linguistic similarity between class names and other of the class description as a basis for
determining candidates. Some systems also had applied strucnral techniques.

In directory tests, the Falcon produced the becer F-measure, followed by the RMON,
COMA, Prior, and H-Match, respectively. Again, fot the food tests, the RiMON and Falcon

had performed consistently well and achieved the bemer values of F-measure. H-March and

Prior achieved similar results, followed by COMA. None of the system was able to rehrrn the

relations of broadMatch and narrowMatch. Similar rcsults were achievedin confercnce tests,

where Falcon had achieved better F-measure, followed by RiMON, H-Match, and COMA.

The OAEI 2007 campugn was formed by additional set of tests, namely ewirunmcnt, con-
taining thesauri about the environment, and library, formed by thesauri about books. For
both sets, the relations of broadMatch, narrowMatch and exactMarch were considered. We
compared twelve of the evaluated systems: ASMOY DSSim, Falcon, LiIy, OLA, OntoDNA,
PriorPlus, RiMON, SAMBO, SEMA, Silas, TaxoMap, and X-SOM. For benclunark tests,

three systems are relatively ahead (ASMOY Lily, and RiMON), with three close followers
(Falcon, PriorPlus, and OLA).

For anatomy t€sts, systems that use additional background knowledge related to the biomed-
ical domain (SAMBO and ASMOV) clearly generated berer alignments compared to &e
systems that do not use ir The follower were, respectively (values of F-measure): Falcon,

ThxoMap, PriorPlus, Lity, X-SOM, and DSSim. However, while Falcon had executed in L2

minutes, SAMBO and ASMOV had used 6 hotrrs and 15 hours, respctively.

In directory tests, X-SOM had achieved the highest precision, while the values of F-measure

had produced the following order: OLA, PriorPlus, Falcon, Lily, RiMON, ASMOY DSSim,
X-SOM, and OntoDNA . For food tests, the Falcon performed best, achieving high precision

and recall, followed by RiMON, DSSim, and X-SOM. The fact of the systems returned only
exacMatch mappings, significantly had limited recall.

Only Falcon and DSSim had participated in the environmant task" while in library task"

Falcon, DSSim and Silas had been evaluated. For both tasks, Falcon had performed better

67
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than the other participants. For library tash no participant proposed hierarchical broader and

narower links, which are useful for the applications scenarios at hand. Finally, for confer-

ence tasts, Falcon, OLA, OntoDNA, ASMOV Lily and SEMA had pno&ced, respectively,

the better results.

As the results of OAEI campaigus, Falcon had performed well in the majority of the tests.

Specifically for the benchmark track, RiMON is in set of better results both in 2006 and

2007. However, similar techniques and strategies, when applied to different ontologies can

produce differentresuls. For instance, for dircctory andarutomy tracks, OLA and SAMBO
performed beuer than the other participants. Basically, systems that use both ontology

and data level information performed well. For complex ontologies, zuch as the O\YL-
DL ontologies of the anotomy, systems using specific domain knowledge strow considerable
improvement in the rcsults.

4.2 Negotiation and Argumentation based Ontology Match-
mg

The use of negotiation and argumentation approaches as strategies to combine ontology
matching alproaches is a pomising research area Different matching techniques can be

encapsulated by agents, which negotiate the conflicts that arise from their individual views.
Recent proposals for ontology negotiation and argumentation have been proposed in the

literature. In this section, zuch proposals are detailed.

4.2.1 llamma et al. (?frg})

(Timma et al.lzffizl) proposes an negotiation ontology, which serve as the basis for agent

negotiation. The idea behind this al4roach is that negotiation protocols must not be hard-

coded in agents, but must be described using a shared ontology of negotiation. The ontology
provides the basic vocabulary that an agent and a negotiation host must shared in order to
discuss the terms of the participation in the negotiation session. It describes the concept used

to describe a negotiation protocol and it is populated by particular protocols - the concepts

shared across all possible applications and domains are represented in higher part of the
hierarchy, while the concepts in the lowest part of the hierarchy ane specific and concern a

single negotiation protocol. The ontology itself is not the object beiag negotiated.
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4.2.2 Bailin and lhuszkowski QW2)

(Bailin and Truszkowski [2002]) presents an ontology negotiation model which aims to

arrive at a conrmon ontology which the agents can use in their particular interaction. It is pro-

posed a protocol that allows agents to discover ontology conflicts (semantic mismatches) and

then, through incremental interpretation, clarification, and explanation, establish a common
basis for communication with each other.

[hre interpretqtiondetermines if a message is properly understood betvreen the agents, where

the messages ale considered sequences of keywords and the recipient agent tries to interpret

each keyword in nrrn. First, the agent chects its own ontology to see whether the keyword
occurs there. If no! the agent queries WordNet to find synonymous of the keyword. Then,

it checls the ontology for any of these synonymous. If a synonymous is located in the

ontology, it represents an interpretation of the keyword. Considering that there arc many

synsets for a given keyword, each synonymous must be confirrned by the sotuce of the

message - confirmation of the interpretation.

When an agent is not able to interpret some of the keywords of a message it has received, it
can decide to proceed anyway (if enoug! other keywords are understood), or it can request

a clarification The message source, then, applies the follorving methods of clarification:
(a) locate synonymous in the source agent's ontology; (b) provide a complete set of special-

ization from the source's ontology (keywords as the union of its zubclsses); (c) p'rovide a

weak generalization from the source's ontology; or (d) provide a deflnition in forrnal logic,

defining the keyword as the conjunction of other keywords.

The negotiation process ends with one or both agents modiffing their ontology to introduce
a new concept. The end result of this p(rcess is that each agent converges on a single, shared

ontology.

4.2.3 Beun et al. (2004)

(Beun et al. [2A04]) proposes a framework for the detection of ontological discrepancies in

multiagent systems. The discrepancies can be detected during a communicative situation

and the agents can react to these observed discrepancies. Agents may detect discrepancies

by type conflicts, ontological gaps, and particular inconsistences that emerge during the

conversation process. Depending on the kind od discrepancy, the agent generates aparticular
feedback message in order to establish alignment of its private ontology with the ontology

ofthe sender.

It is adopted an approach in which agents have a dynamic mental state that contains onto-

logical information about the domain of interest in terms of type theoretical contexts - the

agent's ontology are expressed in type &*ry, which is a logical formalism based on typed
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lambda calculus.

The decision criteria for discrepancies is expressed in terms of type theory where the addition

of particular inforrnation to ontologies yields so called legal or illegal contsxts. A legal

context is a context where the addition of new information was adhered to the mles of
the type system, i.e., the inroduction of new prcdicates in orly possible if the type of its
arguments is alrcady included in the ontology; otherwise the context is illegal.

In the detection stage of the interpretation process of an incoming message particular infor-
mation - presuppositions - is extracted from the message. In cases where the addition of
presuppositions to the ontology of the receiver yields an illegal context, the receiving agent

has to generate particular feedback. Thus, to deteet possible ontology discrepancies, the

presuppositions are compared with the ontology of the receiver.

Based on a FlPA-compliant agent communication language, it is distinguished between

messages to ask and answer questions about the state of the domain and messages for gling
feedback at &e ontological level. For instance, query-if, confirm, and, disconfii'rn are used

to query confirrn and disconfirrn that an expression g is believed to be true of the domain,

respectively. The following feedback messages are specified: qucry-if, which is used to ask

whether a type theoretical context f is part of the recipient's ontology, and inform, which is
used (according different message's parameters) to report that I is new to the sender (i.e.,

that it is not part of its ontology) or to indicate a mismatch berween part f of the sender's

ontology an part f ' of the recipient's ontology.

4.2.4 Silva eL al. (2005)

(Silva et al. [2005]) describes an approach for ontology mapping negotiation, where agents

are able to achieve consensus about mapping mles defined between two different ontolo-
gies. This approach is inserted in the Cooperative Consensus Building module of MAFRA
(Maedche et al. [2002]).

The negotiation mechanisms is based on utility functions that evaluate the confidence in a
certain mapping rule. According to a confidence value, the mapping rule can be accepted,

rejected or negotiated. A mapping is composed of a set of semantic bridges (mapping rules),

which describe the semantic relation betrveen a set of entities of the sorrce ontology and

a set of entities of the target ontology. Such semantic bridges rcpresent the perspertive of
an agent on the semantic relations defined between the entities of two ontolqgies. They are

computed by matcher services in I\{AFRA architecture.

First, each agent performs its own semantic bridging process, generating a mapping. After,
the set of semantic bridges are subject of negotiation between both agents. Based on confi-
dences degtees, the semantic bridges can be considered rejected, non-negotiable, negotiable,
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pruposed, or rumdatory. The negotiation nms int two phases. The first one intends to

build a consensus on mandatory semantic bridges (SB-), while the second intends to build
a consensus on the proposed semantic bridges (Snt'). In the first phase, each agent proposes

every sb- € SB'z} to the other agent. If one sb- is not accepted by the other agent, the

negotiation is closed without a consensus.

In the second phase, each agent proposes every sbr € SBp (not yet negotiated) to the other

agent and three situations can occur: (r) the semantic bridge is also proposed by the other

agents, thus it is agreed (SB"); (ii) the semantic bridge is rejected by the other agent, and

is therefore rejected; or (iii) the semantic b'ridge is negotiable by the other agent, therefore

categoized as tentatively ageed (SB'). In the (iii) situation, the semantic bridges are eval-

uated according to utility functions, representing the overall goal of the negotiation of such

semantic bridge.

4.2.5 Diggelen at al. (2006)

(van Diggelen et al. t2006D proposes a layered communication protocol which incorporat€s

techniques for ontology exchange, where the agents gradually build towards a semantically

integrated system by establishing shared ontologies. The agents agree on a cornmon ontology

in a decentralizd way, i.e., every agent increments its own ontolory with the neoessary

concepts.

The protocol is composed by three layers: normal communication protocol (NCP), concept

definition protocol (CDP), and concept explication protocol (CEP). NCP deals with normal

agent cornmunication, i.e., the kind of social interaction which agents normally exhibit when

no ontology problems exist in the system, while the other two layers are added to the protocol

to deal with ontology problems.

The upper layer NCP deats with message composition and interpretation, and the decision of
when to switch to CDP. It is proposed for its layer a simple communication mechanism that

exploits some feahres of partially shared ontologies, namely the distinction between native

concepts (i.e., concepts in the original agent's ontology) and acquired concepts (i.e., leamt

concepts during the negotiation), and equivalence mappings. The message composition

involves ranslating the native concept the sender intents to convey to an equivalent shared

concept (i.e., shared concepts is common betrveen the two agents) and use this in a message.

Message interpretation involves translating the concept used in the message to an equivalent

native concept. The agent switches to CDP when no equivalent shared concE t is available

in its ontology. Moreover, onoe an agent has used an unknowingly shared concept (i.e., both

agents know the concept but do not know this of each other) in the message, this concept

becomes shared.

In CDR the agent mies to convey the meaning of a concept by stating the relations with other
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concepts. If the definitions of other concepts enable the agent to derive a complete meaning

of the concept, then the agent switches back to NCP. An agent considers i[6 msaning of an

acquired concept complete if it knows the relation with every other concept in the ontology.

If there arc not sufficient shared concepts available to convey the complete meaning, the

agent swirches to CEP.

Finally, CEP aims to convey the meaning of a concept when no satisfactory definition of
the concept in terms of other concepts can be given. It is used a concept classifier to
classify concept instances. The agent (sender), upon explicating a concept, communicates

a number of positive and a number of negative examples of the concepts. The receiver

classifies these exarnples using the concept classifiem from its own ontology. After the

concept classification, the receiver switches to CDP.

4.2.6 Laera et al. (?.OMr}W7)

(Laera et al. [2006] and Laera et al. l2D7l) propose to use an argument framework to deal

with arguments that supportorol4rcse candidate mappings, according to agent's preference.

The argumentation framework relies on a formal argumentation schema and on an encoding

of the agents' preferences betrneen particular kinds of arguments, distinguishing between

alignments valid for all agents and those specific to a particular agent. The Yalue-based

Argumentation Framework is used, where audiences rcpresent different preference between
the categories of arguments that are identified in the context of ontology matching. Each

agent has a (partial or total) pre-ordering of preferences over different types of ontology
mismatches (Pref)-

The alignments are genentel by a dedicated agent, called an Ontology Alignment Service
(OAS). Each alignment is a set of all possible mappings betrreen the two ontologies. A
mqpping is a tuple m = (e, e', n, R), where e and e' are the entities (concepts, relations or
individuals) between which a relation is asserted by the correspondence; n is a degree of
confidence in that correspondence; and R is the relation (e.g-, equivalence, more general,
etc.) holding between e and e'. For each correspondence m, an OAS is able to provide a set

of justifications G, that explain why it has generued a candidate mapping. The agents use

such information to exchange arguments supplying the reasons for theirmapping choices.

Every agent has a private tbreshold value e which is used to compare to the degree of
confldence that an OAS associares with each mapping. This threshold together the pre-
ordering of preferences are used used to generat€ the arguments for and against a mapping.

Anargumentxisauiplex=(h,G,m),wheremisamappingm,Gisthegroundsjusti$inga
prima facie belief that the correspondence does, or does not hold; h is one of +, - depending
on whether the argument is that m does or does not hold. Counter-arguments are generated

by different values of h, when a mapping m refers to the same entities e and e'. The grounds
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justifying G correspondences are classified according the following groups:

semantic (M): the sets of models of two entities do or do not comparc;

internal structural (IS): two entities share more or less intemal structue - e.g., the
value range or cardinality of their attributes;

external stmctural (ES): &e set of relations, each of two entities have, with other
entities do or do not compare;

terminological CI): the names of two entities share more or less lexical features;

extensional (E): the known extension of two entities do or do not compare;

These classes are used as types for the values V e VAF (i.e., V = M, IS,ES,TE). For
instance, an audience may indicate that terminological argumen8 are preferred to semantic
arguments. This preference is determined according to the kind of ontology. The pre-
ordering of preferences Pref for each agent is over V, corresponding to the specification
of an audience. Specifically, for each candidate mapping rn, if there exist justification(s) G
for m that corresponds to the highest preferences Pref (with the respect of the pre-ordering),
assuming n is greater than its private threshold e", an agent will generate arguments x =
(G,m,+). If not" the agent will generate arguments againsc 1= (G, m,-).

The argumentation prccess takes four main steps: (i) for each agen! for each candidate
mapping is consftucted an argumentation frareworlg by speciffig tbe set of arguments
(according agents's preferences and threshold) and by determining the attacks betrreen them;
(ii) the individuals frameworks are meqged, by forming the union of the individual argument
sets and attack relations of the multiple agents, and then extend fte attack relations by
computing the attacks between the arguments present in the framework of each agent with the
arguments of all the other agents; (iii) for each VAF, is is detemined which of the arguments
are undefeated by attacks from other arguments, given a value ordering - the global view is
considercd by taking the union of these preferred extensions for each audience; and (iv) the
arguments in every preferred extension of every audience are considered - the mappings that
have only arguments for are included in the a set called agreed aligrtrnents, the mappings
that have only arguments against are rejected, and the mappings which arc in some preferred
extension of every audience arc part of the set called agreeable alignmcnts.

4.2.7 Comparison of the Negotiation and Argumentation based Sys-
tcms

Most of the ontology negotiation-based systems aims to arrive at a common ontolog5l which
the agents can use in their interactions, as prognsed by (Bailin and Truszkowski [2002]),
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(Beun et al. [2004]), and (van Diggelen et al. t20061). Differently from these proposals,

(Thmma et al. [2W2]) presen8 ontology which describe the basic concepts of a negotiation
process. Such ontology is not the object being negotiated.

While (Bailin and Truszkowski t20021) proposed a protocol where incremental interpreta-

tion, clariflcation, and explanation steps are used to establish a common basis for communi-
cation between the agents; (Beun et aL. [2W]) defines sets of discrepancies and feedbacls
to solve ontological discrepancies; and (van Diggelen et al. [2006]) pesents a layered com-

munication protocol, where each layer is able to solve a kind of ontological mismatch. In
such systems, the agent ontologies are incrementally changed during the negotiation step.

On the other perspective, (Silva et al. [2005]) describes an ontology mapptng negotiation
based on utility functions, where agents are able to achieve consensus about mapping rules

deflned between two different ontologies. Each agent keep our ontologies unaltered. How-
ever, the mappings are specified by services outside the negotiation frarnework. However,

the system is highly on the MAFRA frarnework and cannot be flexibly applied in
other environments.

The use of argumentation in ontology matching is proposed only by (Laera et al. [2006],
Laera et al. [2W7]), in order to deal with arguments that support or oppose candidate cor-
respondences between ontologies. However, the candidate mappings are obtained from an

Ontology Mapping Repository (OMR) - the focus is not how the mappings are computed -
and argumentation is used to accommodate diffierent agents' preferences. In such approach,

the agents keep their ovm ontologies unaltered.

Basically, the closer proposals to our are from (Silva et aI. [2005]) and {-aeruet al. [2006],
Laera et al.l2007l). Howevet in this thesis, the mappings are computed by specialized

agents, which negotiate or aryurnent to solve conflicts between the individual results.

4.3 Summary

This chapter presented a review of the main marching systems proposed in the literature. It
was not an exhaustive but a relrresentative overview of the matching systems. The systems

were classified into two broad categories: standard systems, which does not make use of
negotiation or argumentation aplmoaches , and negotiation and argumcntation based systems.

The standard systems were grouped according to the kind of input data they use in the
matching pfircess, namely into the categories ontology level,where 24 representative systems

were described, data kvel, with a description of 11 systems, and ontology and data levels,
where 16 systerns were presented. Basically, most of such systems are based on sequential
aggregation of matching techniques, and statistical or machine learning approaches, respec-

tively. Few systems use some form of reasoning (as one of the major advantages of O\IL)
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in order to take the meaning of the ontologies into account. Other important issue is related
with the kind of semantic relations that the systems are able to deal. Few systems rchm
broader and narrower relations, which are useful for the applications.

When compared with the number of stand,ard systems, few approaches are proposed in
the fields of negotiation and argumentation ontology matching. Most of such systems had
focused on the construction of a common shared ontology as a fimt step to solve the semantic
heterogeneity in agent communication situations. The closer proposal than the one presented

in &is thesis was proposed by Laera and colleagues, where an argument framework is
used to deal with arguments that support or oppose candidate comespondences between
ontologies. However, the candidate mappings are obtained from an Ontology Mapping
Repository (Oi\R) - the focus is not how the mappings are computed - and argumentation is
used to accommodate different agent's preferences. In the approach proposed in this thesis,

the mappings are computed by specialized agents which negotiate and argument to solve
conflicts between their individually obtained results, as detailed in the fotlowing.

The next chapter present the whole proposed agent-based model. The marcher agents, the
negotiation model, and the argumentation framework are detailed.
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Chapter 5

Composite Approaches for Ontology
Matching

Different matchers working on the basis of particular approaches arrive to distinct matching
results that must be shared, compard chosen and agreed- In order to deal with this problem,
we propose an agent-based approach where cooperative agents try to agree on a final march-
ing rcsult. Two agent-based proposals are presented: negortation-based and argumcntation-
based. In both proposals, cooperative agents apply individual matching algorithms and
cooperate in order to exchange their local rezults. In the negotiation-based a14noach, a
protocol based on voting is used, where each vote repr€setrts the view of an agent on the
marching between entities of the ontologies. On the other hand, the argumcntation-based
approach is based on the interaction of different arguments reprosenting marching results.
Such arguments are evaluated following a notion of acceptability, in order to select the valid
arguments.

The term "agenf is used in this thesis in order to following the terminology of the automa0ed

negotiation and argumentation literature. However, the proprieties of agents (i.e., full auton-
omy, learning, and reasoning), as explored in the agent literatwe, are not fully considered.
In the context of this thesis, 'agent" means an entity that apply a specific to solve
a problem, and communicate with other entities to exchange their points of view.

This chapter presents the proposed cooperative negotiation and, argumentation models. The
matcher agents that represent the individual marching techniques are also described. These
techniques are variations of the standard ones presented in the Section 3.2,ln order mainly
to support ontology entities composed by multi-words.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 prcsents the matcher agents. Section
5.2 presents the negotiation-based approach. Th organization of the society of matcher
agents and the negotiation protocol are detailed. Section 5.3 presents the argumentation-
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based approach. An extension of the Value Argumentation Framework (VAF) (Bench-
Capon [2003]), in order to represent arguments with confidence degrees, is presented and
the argumentation process is detailed. Section 5.4 comments on the comparison between the
two approaches. Finally, Section 5.5 presents the summary of the chapter in the context of
the thesis.

5.1 Matcher Agents

The approaches for ontology marching can be grouped into three rcpresentative categories:
syntactic, semantic, aodstructural. These categories arre used as basis to the definition of the
matcher agents proposed in this thesis.

The three matchers are specified to deal with composite terrns and different semantic rela-
tions, namely exactMatch,nanowMatch,bruadMatch, and relatedMatch. As commented in
the previous chapter, few systems are able to deal with such relations (for instance, S-Match,
TaxoMap, and oMap). The majority of the systems output a confidence measure in range

[0,1] for equivalence relations. For real world applications, such as library and anatomy
tasls in the OAEI, hierarchical broader and narrower links are useful.

5.1.1 Syntacticmatcher

The syntactic matcher considers labels of the ontology entities as a s€quence of characters.
It is based on the [rvenshtein distance (trvenshtein tt966D and considers the length of the
compared labels to comput€ syntactic similarity (Maedche and Staab t2002]). The syntactic
similarity (SS) berween two entities e" and e1 is:

min(l e* l,l et l) - E
min(l e" l,l et

First, the labels are parsed into tokens and the syntactic similarity is comprted for each
token. Most matchers (basically all that use edit distance meastme) consider comlnsite term.s
as a unique label in order to compute the distance between them. As a resul6, labels as for
instance "camera-and-photo" and "photo-and-camera" are not correctly matched.

Differently of the most syntactic approaches, which output only the equivalence relation,
the syntactic matcher considers four relations: exactMatch, bruadMatch, nartowMatch and
relatedMatch. Consider two entities from the source and target ontologies, e, and er, where
cs = &s1, ..., osd and es = or1, ..., aq. i is the number of tokens (atoms) for e' and j is the
number of tokens for et. matches(e,, es) indicates the number of tokens that syntactically

,S,S(er, url : *o* (A, "", 
er))p(

t)
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match betrreen e" and er - two tokens match tf the edit distance is greater than a given

threshold. The mapping relation berween e* and e1 is defined as follows (where the strength

is matches(e", e1) f mat(i, j)):

eractMatch(e*,e1) rtmafuhes{e",et) - i: j;

narrow M oftch(e", e) if i > j and matches(e", et) : j ;

broadM atch(e 
", 

e1) rt i < j arld matches(e", e1) : f ;

related,Match(e",e1) in all the other cases where matchns(e",et) ) 0.

For instance, for the entities e" = "photo-camera" and et = "camera-photo", an exactMatch(e",et)
with saength 1 is obtained; and for the entities d. = "science" and e1= "comput€,r-science",
a broadMatch(e",et) with strength 0.5 is rehrrned, where matchcs(e",et) = I md, mar(i, j)
-a

5.1.2 Semantic matcher

The semantic matcher is based on semantic relations (i.e., synonym, hyponym, and hyper-
nym) between entities to measue the similarity between them, on the basis of a thesauri. Dif-
ferently of systems such as XClust, S-March, and DSSim, which consider only synonymous
relations, the semantic matcher retrieves also h5ryon5rm and h5rpernym relations, looking for
tokens into composite terms.

Consider e, and e1, where os = os1, ..., Lsi and q = atl, ..., aq. matche.s(e*,e1) indicates the
number of tokens that are synonymous between e* and e1 rel(e6e*) indicates the semantic
relation between e, and es, when searching them in the thesauri without decomposing the
Iabels of the entities into tokens.

The mapping relation between e" and e1 is defined as follows (wtrere the stnengtr is given by
rnatches(e*,e)f moa(i, j) o, I in the cases where rel(e",e) I A):

er act M atch(e", el) rt rel(e",er) = synonymous or matches(er, €t) : i : j :

narrouMatch(e",e1) rtrel(e,,et) =hyponym or (i > j and matches(er,e2) : j);

broadMatch(e",e1)rf rel(e",e1) =hypernymor (i < j andmatche.s(e",e): i);

relatedMatch(e",e1) in all the other cases where matches(e", et) ) 0.
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For instance, for the entities e* = "photo-camera" and e1 = "camera-photo", a thesauri as

WordNet is not able to return the synsets between these multi-words labeled entities. How-
ever, decomposing the entities "camett'is synonymous of 'tamera" and "photo" is synony-

mous of "photo". So, an exactMatch(e",et) with strength 1 is obtained. For the entities e"

= "personal-computet'' and e1= "pc", WordNet contains a direct relation of synonymous in
these synsets, i.e., aa exactMatch(e",e1) with strength 1 is sfotained.

5.13 Structural matcher

The stmctural matcher is a taxonomy-based matcher that considers the positions of the terms

in the ontology hierarchy to verify if the entities must be matched. The super-classes of
the two ontology entities are taking into account in the matching pmcess. Most stmcnrral
matchers consider positions of the tenns in the hierarrchy or the number of subclasses.
The proposed structural matcher looks inside the labels of each super-class, considering
the intensional semantic of a concept based on the composition of the label describing the
concept.

It is based on the taxonomy overlap (Maelche and Staab l?ffi2|)andsemanrtic cotopy (Maed-
che and Staab [2002]) measrmes. The intensional semantics of a concept c6 ma] be seen to be

constituted by the semantic cotory (SC) of ci, i.e., all its super and sub concq)ts: SC(ci,Or)

= {c3 € Ct I cn 1c ci V ci 4s c; }. Based on the SC, the ta.xonomy overlap CIO) is defined
as:

t SC(ct,O") n SC(q,Ot) 
|TO(ci,O",Ot) - |

1SC(a,O") U SC(q,Or) I

In order to consider only the super conoepts of the entities being compared, the intensional
semantics of ca is adapted to be constituted of the n superconcepts of ci: SC,(c;,O6) = {c3 €
Ct I ct 4c ci ), with.

I SC-(q,O,) n SC.(ci,O) 
|TOn(ci,O",Or):ffi

The mapping relation between e, and e; is defined as follows:

exactMatch(e",e) rtTOn(e",et) : I

broadMatch(e",e) if e, € SCo(e6O",O1) - e1

narrowMatch(e",e1) rt e1e SCn(e",O*,O1) - e"

relatedMatch(e",et) if I (SCn(e",O",Ot) - e,) fl (SC*(e6O,,Ot) - et) l> 0
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Figure 5.1: Source ontology.
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Figure 5.2: Target ontology.

In order to compute the SC, and TO,,, the syntactic or semantic similarity can be used.

Consider the ontologies source (Figrne 5.1) and target (Figrrre 5.2)1, and the marching be-
tween the entities "personal-computet'' and "trrc":

o SC,r(*PersonalComputet'',O,) = {Electronic, PersonalComputer}

o SCrr(*PC",Or) = {Electronic, pC}

TOo(e",e1,O" O'\ _ | Elec:troni,c' Personalcomprfier fi Elec,troni'c' PC 
I

tvt) -

By using the semantic similarity, TO,, = 2 \2 = 1, and then the entities "personal-computer"
and "pc" are matched via an emctMatchrelation, with strength 1.

When considering the marching between &e entities e" = "electronics" and q = "1rc":

r SCrr("Electronic",Or) = {Electronic}

o SC,r("PC",OI) = {Electronic, PC}
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Inthiscase,TO,,=1\2=0.5+1,but"electronic"eSCn(e6O",Ot)-€t={Electronic,
PC) - FC. Then, the entities are related by a rclation of bruadMarcft, with sEength 0.5.

5.2 Cooperative Negotiation for Ontology Matching

The idea behind the cooperative negotiation is that agents sharing common objectives try
to arrive at mutual agreement regarding their partial (and sometimes different) views of the
problem they are trying to solve. This idea can be adapted to the ontology matching problem.

Different matching approaches suggest to consider different perspectives of the matching
problem. The conflicts thu arise from the different perspectives can be solved by negotiation,
where the matching techniques are encapsulated in so called agents.

In the proposed negotiation model (frojahn et al. [2006], Trojahn et al.), the agents apply
different matching techniques - sSmtactic, semantic and stnrctural - to match entities of trvo
different ontologies. The distinct mapping results are shared, compared, chosen and agreed,

and a final mapping result is obtained. Following, the organization of the agent society is
presented.

5.2.1 Oryanization of the agent society

The negotiation model is described according to an agent society (Figure 5.3), using the
Moise+ model Htibner et al.I2W2]. This model prog)ses three dimensions for the orga-
nization of agent societies: stmctural, functional and deontic. The strucmral dimension
defines what agents could do in their environment (their roles). The functional dimension
defines how agents execute their goals. The deontic dirnension defines the perrnissions and
obligations of a role in a goal.

According to HUbner et aL. [200t21and Hubner l20f3l, structural specification has three rnain
concepts, roles, role relations and groups that are used to build, respectively, the individual,
social and collective structural levels of an organization. The individual level is composed
by the roles of the organization. A role means a set of conshaints that an agent ought to
follow when it accepts to play that role in a group. The following roles are identified in the
proposed organization :

Mediator: this role is responsible for mediating the negotiation priooess, sending and
receiving messages to and from the matcher agents.

Matcher: this role is responsible for giving aD output between two ontology mappings
(i.e., encapsulates the matcher algorithms). One matcher could assume the syntactic,
semantic or stxucfirral role.
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Figure 5.3 : Negotiation olganizational model.

In the social level are defined the kinds of relations among roles that directly constrain the
agents. Some of the possible relations are:

Acquaintance (acq): agents playrng a source role are allowed to have a rcpresentation
of the agents playing the destination role. In Figure 5.3, fhis kind of relation is present
between the source role mediator and the destination role marcher.

Communication (com): agents playing a sourcerole are allowed to communicate with
agents that play the destination role. In Figure 5.3 this kind of relation is present
between the source role rrediator and the destination role matcher (by heritage, specific
matchers).

Authority (aut): agents playing a source role has authority upon agent playing destina-
tion role. In Figure 5.3 this kind of relation is present betrveen the source role matcher
semantic and the destination roles marchers syntactic and stmctural.

The collective level specifies the group formation inside the organization. A group is com-
posed by the roles that the system could assuflle, the sub'gmrps that corld be created inside
a group, the links (relations) valid for agent and by the cardinality. A group can have intra-
grcups links and inter-groups links. The intra-group links state that aa agent playing the link
source role in a groop is linked to all agents playing the destination role in the same group or
in its sub-groups. The inter-group links state that an agent playing the source role is linked
to all agents playing the destination role despite the groups these agents belong to Hiibner
et Ll. l20ff2l. I.inks intra-group are repre.sented by a hatched line and links inter-groups are

represented by a continue line. This specification defines only a group called negotiation and
all links are intra-group.
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Based on the struchrral specification of the proposed organization, the society is composed

by one agent that assumes &e mediator role and three agents that assume the matcher role.

5.2.2 Negotiationpnocess

Basically, the negotiation pfircess involves two phases. First, the agents work in an inde-

pendent manner, applying a specific matching approach and generating a set of negotiation

objects. A negotiation object is a 2-tuple (A,m),where A indicates the matcher generating

the mappin E m. Amapping m is t5-tuple (e,e"h&,s), where e and e' are ontology entities;

h is avalue of +,- indicating if the mapping betrveen e Lnd e'hold or not; R is the relation

between e and e'; and s is a continuous values indicating the degree of confidence in the

mapping, which can be used to filter the mappingS below a thrcslwld' Second, the set of

negOtiation objects is negotiated among the agents. The negotiation process involves one

mediator and several matchef agents'

Figure 5.4 shows an AUML (Agent Unified Modeling l-anguage) interaction diagram with

the messages changed between the agents during a negotiation round' It is used an extension

of AUML-2 standard to repfesent agents' actions (the actions are placed centered over the

lifeline of the named agent). The interaction diagram refem to negotiation of the mapping

between the entities s = "pemonal computet'' arrd e'= "pc" (Figures 5'1 and 5'2' respec-

tively). Three matchers are considered, slmtactic, semantic, and stmctrrral' which return the

following mappings, respectively i frsyntdi"=("personal-computet'""pc",-,exactMatch,L'0)'

fttsenra.ntic: ("prersonal-computet'',"pc",+,exactMarch'1'O) ' and m"p"6rT oI : ('!'ersonal- com-

puter", "pco',+nexactMatch'1.0)-

The negotiation process starts with the mediator agent asking to the matcher agents for its

number of "rnappings". The first matcher agent to generate a proposal is one that has the

greatest number of "mappings" (syntactic age t"in the specific exunple).

The proposal contains the f,rst negotiation object that sti[ wasn't evaluated by the agent'

This proposal is then sent to the rndiator agent, which sends it to other agents (in the specific

example,thesyntacticagentproposesanegativemapping(h=-)tothemalpingberweenthe
entities ..pefsonal computer" and *pc"). Each agent then evaluates the p,roposal, searching

for an equivalent negotiation objecl one negotiation object is equivalent to another when

both refers to same entities e afrd e'in the two ontologies.

If an equivalent negotiation object has the same value of h, the agent accepts the proposal'

Otherwise, if the agent has a different value of ft in the negotiation object, its object negotia-

tion is sent as a counter-pfoposal to the mediator agent" which evaluates the several counter-

proposals received (several agents can send a count€r-prcposal)' In the example' se[mntic

and strucUrral agents have generated countel-proposals, indicating a positive mapping (/r =

+) between the comParcd entities'
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The mediator selects one counter-proposal that has the $eater number of hits. If the two

kinds of marching, negative and positive, receive equals number of hits, the mediator uses a

global preference order (for instance, semantic > stmchrral > syntactic) to select the final

result. When a proposal is accepted by all agents or a counter-proposal consensus is obtained,

the mediator adds the corresponding negotiation object in a consensus negotiation set and

the matcher agents mark its equivalent one as evaluated. The negotiation ends when all

negotiation objects are evaluated.

Moreover, when two matchers indicate different matching relations for the corresponding

entities, the relation indicated by the matcher with greater prcference in the preference order

is selected.

5.23 Negotiationalgorithm

Table 5.1 presents the negotiation algorithm to define the matching consensus among the

matcher agents. It describes to a round of negotiation, where a negotiation object (marching

between trvo entities) is evaluated. The negotiation ends when all negotiation objecs have

been evaluated. A proposal Prefers to a negotiation object. A consensus C is returned by
the algorithm.

ln order to simplify the algorithm description, the specification of the selection of the relation

that hold betrveen the entities when different onqs are count€,r proposed is not detailed. tn
this case, the relation with greater number of hints is selected and in the cases where two

relations receive the same number of votes, the relation indicated by the agent with grcater

preference is selected.

5.3 Argumentation Framework for Ontology Matching

Following the line of approaches agent-based, argumentation is an innovative and promising

option, where arguments in favor or against mappings between ontology entities are rcp-

resented and processed. In these approaches, matchers encapsulating differcnt categories

of matching apploaches, generate a set of arguments that rcprcsent the mappings between

the ontology entities. According to the definition of attacking relations, an arguurent for
a mapping generated by one matcher can be supported or attacked by other arguments

from other matchers. Based on the arguentation frarnework instantiation (using specific
attacking relation and preference order betrveen the arguments), the marchers compute their

preferred set of arguments. The arguments in such preferred sets arc viewed as the set of
globally acceptable arguments (mappings).

The argumentation framework proposed in the context of this thesis - Strength-based Ar-
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Table 5.1: thm forde consensus vra
Requim: Llap,geferwcnot*;r PrcI

: consensus c
each Agi e Ag

askNumkrMappings

8: (M)

end for
s en d N umb er M appin g s (nlll)
seleetAgStartNeg(Ag)
askPrqosal(Ag)
for each Map;,i € Map;

P = getMapNotEuahnted}
sendProposal@)

end for
for each A96 e where t I i

sendProposal(P)
end for
for each Mapp;

if (er,i = ep) aod (e't,i = e'.p) and (haj = hr) then
acceptProposal(P)

else
s en dC ou,nt er P r opo s aI (P' )

end if
end for
if all Ag* accept(P) then

for each P
if Rels l Relp then

Rele - Re! | Rel; € Pr and Agi )r'", ABr
end if

end for
add(P,C)

else
for each P'r

positive = countH+(P' r)
negative = countH-(P' r)

end for
if (negative > positive) then

hP' =-
else

if (positive > negative) then
hP'=a

else

hp, - h6 | h6 € P6 and A96 ))p,"y Agi
end if

end if
add{P',C)

erd if
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gumentation Framework (S-\[A.D - is based on the Value-based Aryumentation Framework
(VAF) (Bench-Capon t20031). The VAF is extended in order to reprcsent arguments with
confidence degrees. Originally, the VAF allows to deterrnine which aryuments are af.cept-

able, with respect to the different au.diences, which can characterize different preferences

between agents. However, the notion of acceptabitty of arguments is based on the pref-

erences according to the audiences. The quality of the argument itself is not take into
account. Regarding other argumentation frameworks, such as the Prefererce Argumentation
Framework (PAD (Amgoud and Cayrol [1998]), it considers the quality of the arguments

without consider the context (audience) in that arguments are inserted

In order to define a notion of acceptahility based both in the quality of the argument and the

context that it occltrs, the VAF is extended with confidence degree representing the quality

of the arguments being associated to each argumenl An audience represents a preference

order between different marchers (for instarce, semantic matcher is preferred to the slmtactic

mateher). The idea behind the S-VAF is to arrive at a set of arguments that are acceptable for
all audiences. i.e., the set of mappings that are seen as correct for all matchers.

In the next section, the proposed argumentation framework is detailed.

5.3.L Strength-bascd Argumentation Frameryork (S-VAF)

T\e strength represents the confidence that an agenthas in some aryument. One element has

been added to VAF: a function which maps from arguments to real values from the interval

[0,1]. Such measure is arelevant criterion in the ontology matching domain. Many matching

tools output mappings with a strrength that reflects the confidence they have in the similarity
of the entities involved in the correspondence. These confidence levels are usually derived

from the similarity assessments made during the ontology matching process, a.g. from an

edit distance meastue between labels, or an overlap measure betrveen instance sets.

In previous work (Trojahn et al. [2008a], Tmjahn et al. [2008d], Trojahn et al. [2008c]),
discrete categories to represent the smength of the arguments - certainty and uncertainry

were used. The use of continuous strength has two main advantages: (i) the set of mappings

can be reduced by filtering them using continuous thresholds, which can be adjusted by

the user; (ii) continuous values are more representative to indicate the degree de similarity
between the entities (specially when such measure considers, for instance, the analysis of
composite labeling entities).

In a S-VAR it is imponant to distinguish the difference between values and strcngths. There

are different types of agents representing different matching approaches. Each approach

represent a value and each agent represents atr audience, with preferences betrreen the

values.l1ne values are used to determine the preference berween the different agents. More-

over, each agent genemtes arguments with a strength, based on the confidence returned
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by the matching technique. So, we extended the VAF in order to define a new notion of
argument acceptability which combines values (related with the agent's p,reference) and

stnength (confidence degee of an argurnent). If our criterion was based only on tlrc strcngth
of the arguments, a Preference Based Argumentation Framework could be used (Amgoud

and Cayrol t19981).

A S-VAFhas the following definitions:

Definition L A Strength based Argumentation Ramework (S-YAF) is a Gtuple (AR, at-
tacks,$val,P,valS) where (AR"attacks,V,val,P) is a value-based aqgumentation frame-
work, and valS is a function which maps from elements of AX to rcal values from the
interval [0,1] representing t}re strength of the argument.

Definition 2 An argument.r € AR defeatso (or successfully auacks) an argument y € AR for
audience a if and only rt afiaclu($y) A ((valS(x) > valS(y)) Y (- valprcflval(y),val(x))
A (- (valS(y) > valS(x)))).

An attack succeeds if (a) the strcngth of the attacking argument is greater than the strvngth

of the argument being auacked; or if (b) the argument being afiacked does not have greater

preference value than attacking argument (or if both arguments relate to the same preference

values) and the strcngth of the argument being attacked is not grcater than the attacking

argument.

Figure 5.5 shows two S-VAFs with their corresponding set of arguments regarding three

audiences: syntactic, semwttic, aad, structuraL Such S-VAFs represent the matching between

the entities "personal computetr" and "pc". In the seBing (a), the syntactic matcher outtrluts

an axgument against the mapping, with strength O.5; troth semantic and stmctural matchers

output arguments in favor of the mapping, with shength 1.0. In the setting (b) the syntactic

matcher outputs an argument with strength 1.0.

Regarding the notion of successfully attacks, in the sening (a), the argument A is successfully

attacked by the arguments B and C - item (a) of the Deftnition 2 - independently of the

syntactic' preference order. However, when considering the argument A with shength 1.0,

the arguments B and C do not successfully afiack it, i.e., when the arguments relate the same

striength, the preference order is taking into account - item (b) of the Defrnition 2.

Definition 3 An argument A € AR is acceptable to audience a (acceptable") wfihrespect to

set of arguments S, acceptable"(A,S)) rt N il fu e AR & dcfeatso @,Ay ----- (1y)((y

e S) & ddeats"(y,x))).

Regarding the S-VAFs of Figure 5.5, in the seming (a), for the audience syntactic, the ar-

gument A is not acceptable because it is succe.ssfirlly attacked by B and C, ufrich are not
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Figure 5.5: S-VAFs examples.

attacked by other arguments. The aryuments B and C are acceptable. For the audiences

semantic and structural, the arguments B and C are acceptable (A is weaker than B and C).

In the setting (b), for the audience syntactic, A successfrrlly attacks the arguments B and

C, which are not defeated. So, the argument A is acceptable. As in the setting (a), for the

audiences semantic and strucnrral, the arguments B and C are accepable (A has the same

strength than B and C but it is not preferred regarding the audiences).

Definition4 A setSof arguments is conflict-free foraudience atf Nx)Nil(xe S A y €
S) * (-attacla(x, y) V (-(valS(x) > valS(y)) A (valpreflvaVil, vaWx)) (V (valS(y) >
vatS(x)))))).

Definition 5 A set of argument ,S in the S-Vr\F is r prcfened extension for audience a
(prefeted) if it is a maximal (with respect to set inclusion) a&nissiblc for audience a
of AR.

Definition 6 An argument -r € AR is subjectively acceptable if and only if -r appears in
the preferred extension for sorne specific audiences but not all. An argument x €
AR is objectively:rcceptable if and only if, .r appears in the preferred extension for
every specific audience. An argument which is neither objectively nor subjectively
acceptable is said rr.be indcfensible.

For the seuing (a), the preferred extensions are: syntactic matcher = {B} - B attacks A
and then A is removed and in the second iteration of argumentation process, C does not
attacks B, as detailed in the Section 5.3.3; semantic matcher = {B}; and stmc0ral matcher
: {C}. In the setting (b), the preferred cxtcnsions arc: s)mtactic matcher = {A}; semantic

matcher = {Bh and stmctural matcher = {C}. In both settings, the arguments A, B, and C
arc subjectively acceptable. Howevel in the setting (a) there is a consensus in the sense that
the arguments B and C are in favor of the mapping.

Based on this example, rt objectively acceptab,le arguments refer to the same kind of map-
ping (positive or negative), such arguments are considered as a global consensus, i.e., the
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Figwe 5.6: Argumentation organizational model.

arguments that have the same value of /r in all preferred extensions. On the otherhand,local
consenaus refers the set of mappings that are in some preferred extension. In the example

above, for the setting (a) the arguments B and C refem to mappings that must be nthe gbbal
cowensus set. It leads to the definition of global consen$us and local consensus:

DefinitionT Anargumentx€ARisinthe globalconsensus if andonlyifxappearsinthe
preferred extension for every specific audience or if the mapping ,r, € x has the same ft

in every audience extension. An argumentx e AR is in the local consensus

if and only if x appears in the preferrcd extension for some specific atrdience or if the
mapping m e x has the same ft in some audience preferred extension. An argument

which is neither in the global or local consensus is said tobe indefensible.

5.3.2 Organization of the agents society

The Moise+ model is used to describe the argumentation model (Figure 5.6). In this society,

only the matcher role is identified, which is responsible for giving an ortput between two on-

tology matching (i.e., encapsulate the matching algorithms). Differently from the negotiation
model, there is no role responsible for mediating the argumentation process. The possible

relation between the agents is the communication, where the agents playing a source role
are allowed to communicate with agents playing the destinationrole. This kind of relation is
present through the communication among the fhree matcher agents within an agent society.

9l

argurrnntatlcr
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5.3.3 ArgumentationProcess

In a S-VAF, the values v € Y rcpresent different matching approaches used by the agents.
Three approaches are considered: syntactic (L), semantic (S), and sfuctural @), then V
= {Z.S,E}. Each audience has an ordering preference betrneen the values. For instance,
the syntactic a$ent rcIr€sents an audience where the value Z is p,referred to the values ,S

and E. The idea is not to have an individual audience with prefercnce betwoen the agents
(i.e., semantic agent is preferred to the other agents), but it is to try accommodate different
audiences (agents) and their preferences. The idea is to obtain a consensus when using
different matching techniques, which are represented by different preference between values.

The argumentation process has two main steps: argument generation aad prcfened extension
generation. First, the agents work in an independent manner, applylng the sprcific rnatching
approach and generating the alignment set" An alignment consists of a set of all possible
correspondences between entities of two ontologies. A mapping m is described as a S-tuple
I = (e,e',h,R,s), where e corresponds to an entity in the ontology 1, e'co[eslnnds to an

entity in the ontology 2, h is one of {-,+} depending on whether the mapping does or does

not hold, R is the matching relation resultrng from the matching betrreen the two entities,
and s is the stength associated to the mapping. Each mapping m is encapsulated into an
argument. Anargumcnt e AR is a2-tuple x= (m,a), where misa mapping; a €V is
the value of the argument, depending of the agent gererating that argument (i.e, syntactic,
semantic or stnrctural).

The strength of an argument is defined by the agent when applylng the specific rnatching
approach. After generating their set of arguments, the agents exchange with each other their
arguments - the dialogue between agents consists of the exchange of individual arguments.

When all agents have received the set of arguments of the each other, they gererate their
attaclcs set. An axack (or counter-argument) will arise whn we have arguments for the
mapping between the sarne entities, but with conflicting values of h. For instance, an

argument -r = (m1,L), where mL = (e,e',+,l.O,equivalence), have as an attack an argument
y = (m2,E), where m2 = (e,e',-,l.A,equivalence). my and m2 refer to the same entities e and

e' in the ontologies. The argumenty also represents ananack to &e argumentr.

When the sets of arguments and attacks have been produced, the agents need to define which
of them must be accepted, with respect to each audience. To do this, the agents compute
their preferred extensions, according to fte audiences and strrength of the arguments. Based

on the generated preferred extensions, the sets global and,local consensus are defined.

Finally, it must be point out that when two matchers indicate different maiching relations for
the corresponding entities, the relation indicated by the matcher wi& greater preference in
the preference order is selected.
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Table 5.2: Algod and Dunne tzC(]i2l).
nXff{Ofaf,"r""trt
l: S:= {s € AR: (Vyxnor defeats(y,s))}
2: R:= {r € AR: fs € S for which defear(sr}
3: if S = A thenreturn S and Halt

1; ffi;f"Hl# fl , . R) u (R x AD u (AF x R))
6: Return S U EXTEND(AR',anacks')

5.3.4 Argumentationalgorithm

The complexity related to the definition of the preferred extensions in the S-VAF is derived of
the complexity of the VAF. Such complexity arises from the possibility of cycles in the graph
and the plurality of preferred extensions derives frrom such xssumption. In the literature of
AFs, the cycles can be classified according to the number of values V llrrto monochromatic,
if they contain arguments relating to a single value, dichrcmatic if they sontain arguments
relating to exactly two values, and, polychromatic if they have more than two values. In
the S-VAF, the cycles arc always polychmmaic because each aryument is distinguished by
a different value v e y. In a vr\F, as specified in (Bench{apon f?frozl,Benc}r{apon and
Dunne [2002]), a polychromatic cycle has a unique, non-empgr preferred extension. Such
assumption is valid to a S-VAF. A unique non-empty prcfemed extension can be constructed
by the algorithm describe in Thble 5.2,rclative to a value ordering (audience).

At least one argument is removed in each pass, thus, the algorithm will eventually halt.
The set returned is the prcferred extension. The arguments in S must be included in the
preferred extension because they are no defeated. Either they were initially not defeated, or
their attackers are removed in an eadier pass before they were included in.S. Similarly, no
argument from ft can be in the preferred extension" because their inclusion in R means that
they are defeated by an argument in .S. The new system (AR',attacks') now contains a subset
S' of arguments with no attackers in A,R'. These are those arguments which were originally
attacked by arguments in R, and we know that a defence to these attacks is provide by S.

These arguments may therefore be included in the preferred extension.

The algorithm described in Thble 5.2 is used for each matcher to compute its preferred
extension. Thble 5.3 describes the algorithmused to compute the gtobat and/rocalconsensus.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, the whole proposed agent-based model was presented. Firstly, the matcher
agents were detailed. These matchers represent the bmoad categories of matching approaches.
A differential characteristic is attributed to the proposed matchers, when compared with

93
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T$I*5.3,Ngodtutuetuog8 .

Require: marchers Ag, mappings rllap, audiences prefererce Prelo
consensus G end local consenzus I-

Args4 = g ener at e Ar gs(Map)
sendArgs(A,rgE, AgE) where i I t

end for
for each Args;:

if (ei,i = ep,i) and (e'i,; = e' *,j) aod (ht,j = hn,j) tlren
ottocksi(trgi,Argr)

end for
S-VAF = t eateAF (Largs;,attacks;,Pnef;)
preferred; = E X T E N D(S-VAFi,atlacksi)
C = {arg e prefemeQ I arg e Y prefered* orm; € arg I m € V preferredr.}
L = {arg e preferreQ I arg e I preferred- or rfli € arg I m e 3 preferred,,}

the state-of-the-art techniques: they are able to outprt four kind of relation (exactMatch,

broadMatch, narrowMatch, and relatedlllach), together a continuous confidence measure.

Most of the state-of-the-art matcher systems ouqrut single rclations, generally equivalence
relations or numeric measures. Moreover, the relations are computed based on the composite
labeled entities.

Next, the cooperative and argumentation-based approaches were detailed. In both approaches,

the dialogue between the agent is based on the exchange of marching views. In the coop-
erative model, a prefercnce voting mechanism is used to obtain the consensus betrreen the
different matchers.

On the other hand, the argumentation model evaluate aryuments in favor and against map-
pings based on the notions of attacks and acceffability of arguments. [n order to represent

arguments with confldence degrees, the Shength Yalue argumentation Frarnework (S-VAF)
is proposed as an extension of the Value-based Argumentation Framework (VAD proposed

by Capon. To each argument is associated a conrtdenre degree, representing how confident
an agent is in the similarity of two ontolqgy entities. Based on their prefercnces and confi-
dence of the arguments, the agents comprte the preferred matching sets. The arguments in
such preferred sets are viewed as the set of acceptable arguments.

In the nert chapter, the evaluation of the proposed models is presented.

4:
5:
6:

7:

8:

9:
10:



Chapter 6

Experiments

This chapter presents the experiments to match two ontologies using the negotiation and

argumentation models, which were detailed in the previous chapter- Two data sets are

used: (i) a benchmark of ontologies in the bibliographic domain provided by the Ontology
Alignment Evaluation tnitiative (OagDl; and (ii) a real-world library case, from National
Library of the Netherlands. For the OAEI benchmark, two experiment seuings are specified,

depending on the input used to the negotiation and argumentation models: (i) results from
the proposed agents; and (ii) results ftrom the systems that had participated in the OAEI 2007

benchmark

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 presents the experiments using the OAEI
benchmarh where the OAEI dataset is described and the experiments for the two OAEI
settings are presented. Section 6.2 presents the experiments using the library case, where the

dataset is described, the configuration of the matchers is presented and the experiments are

detailed.

6.1 Benchmark Case

6.1.L Dataset description

The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) is a coordinated international initia-
tive to establish a consensus for evaluation of the methods for ontology matching. It orga-
nizes evaluation campaigns that aims to evaluate ontology matching technologies, through
the controlled experirnental evalualion of the techniques performances. Specifically, the

goals of the OAEI are: (i) assessing strength and weakness of mafching systems; (ii) compar-
ing performance of techniques; (iii) increasing communication among algorithm developers;

thttp://oaei.ontolorymatching.org/
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and (iv) improving evaluation techniques.

A systematic benchmark2 is provided by the OAEI community. The goal of this benchmark

is to identify the areas in which each algorithm is strong and weak The test is based on

one particular (reference) ontology dedicated to the domain of bibliography and a number of
alternative ontologies of the same domain for which elignments are provided. The reference

ontology contains 33 named classes, 24 oblect properties, N dafa properties, 56 named

individuals and 20 anon)mors individuals.

Basically, the reference ontology is matched with different alterations of itself. There are six

categories of alterations:

name (label), where the name of entities can be replaced by random strings (R),

synonyms (S), name with different conventions (N), or names are described using

another language than English (F);

comments, which can be suppressed (N) or translated in another language (F);

specialization hierarchy, where the hierarchy can be zuppressed (N), expanded (E) or
flattened (D;

instances, which can be strppressed (N);

pruperties, which can be sutrrpressed (N) orhaving the restrictions on classes discarded
(R);

classes, which can be expanded (E) - replaced by several classes - or flattened (D-

The data sets involving such alterations are grouped into tbree categories: (a) concept test
(tests 101, lO2,lO3 and 1(X); (b)systemarrr(tests2Ol-2661;and(c)realontologics(tests
30L,3U2,303, and 30E.). Systemarlc tests involve alterations in the proprieties, classes, hier-
archy, and instances of the alternative ontologies, as the categories of alterations commented

above. Thble 6.1 characterizes the tests according to thekindof alterations on the alternative

ontologies.

6.1.2 Evaluation nreasurs

As a rnapping quality evaluation, the measures of prercision, recall and f-measure are used.

Such measrnes are derived ftrom a contingency table (Table 6.2).

Precision (P) is defined by the number of correct automated mapplngs (m++) divided by the

number of mappings that the system had renrrned (m++ + m+-). It measures the system's

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2lnttp: I I o aeT.onalog5rmarching .crrgt2UJf lbcrchmarks/
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Thble 6.1
Test I-abel Comments Hierarchy Instance Properties Class Description

UI

ta
r03
104

KetereDce ,hgnment

lrrelerrant ontology
Language generalization
Languase restriction

2At
242
203
2U
205
zffi
2W
208
2@
Zto
221

222
223
224
225
228
230
231
232
233
236
237
238
239
240
241
24
247

248
249
250
251
252
253
254
257
258
259
260
261
262
265
266

R
R

C
S

F
F
C
s
F

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N

F

N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
F
E

N
N

F
E
F
E
N
F
E
N

F
E
N
N

F
E
F
E
N
F
E

N

N

N
N
N

N
N
N

N

N

N
N
N

N
N
N

R
N

N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N

N
N

N
N
N
N
N

F
E

No names, no comnrents
No comments
Naming conventions

Synonymous
Translation
Translation

No specialization
Flattened hierarchy
Expanded hierarchy
No instance
No restrictions
No properties
Flattened classes

expanded classes

301

3U2

303
304

Brblex Mll-
BibTex t MB(l
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2: Continsencv table for classi
manual h = + manual h = -

output h = + m++ Itr+-
ouQut h = m-1 m__
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classiflcation.

correctness or accuracy. Recall (R) indicates the number of correct mappings rehrned by the

system divided by the number of manual mappings (m++ * m-+). It reasures how complete

or comprehensive the system is in its extraction of relevant mappings. F-nwasurc (F) is a
weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall.

P_ fTl++ R- 'lTL++

(m++ I m+-)' (*** + rn-+)'
n (2xPxft)
ts:-^ (P+R)

To measure the global performance of the system, the measures af macm-overaging and

micru-ovemging (Joachims I2W2l) arc used. Such measures are often usefirl to compute

the average performance of a system over multiple test sets, where the results of n binary

tasks can be averaged b get a single performance value. Macrc-arcmgirg corrcsponds to

the standard way of computing an (arithmetic) average. The performance (i.e. precision

and recall) is computed separately for each of the z test The average is computed as the

arithmetic mean of the performance measure over all tesls. Micro-overaging averages the

contingency table,s of the various tests. For each cell of &e table, the arithmetic mean is

computed - ^TX, 
mi!, m?1, mY - and the performance is comprted from this averaged

contingency table. For the precision, macno-(nteraging and micro-averaging imply:

t)lttulcro-lS- otnbo- *Tlr -;k,n, , -@{Tm
Macro-averaging gives equal weight to each test whereas micro-averaging gles equal weight

to each mapping (example).

For all comparative results, a significance test is applie{ considering a confidence degree of
957o. Such comparison is indicated in bold face in the tables below. When thre is reference

for results slightly better, we mean that some tme positive mappings are retrieved while some

false positive mappings are discarded, however without having so significantly differences

in the results.
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6.1.3 Benchmark Setting 1: Using the Pnopmed Matchers

6.13.1 Matchers configuration

In the first experiment setting, the proposed matchers (Section 5.1) are used. Four kinds of
matcher agents are considered: (i) syntactic matcher (Section 5.1.1), (i) semantic matcher

(Section 5-1.2), (ii) structuralmatshrer (Section 5.1.3), and (iv) anribute datatype matcher.

The synraoic matcher applies a threshold of 0.8 when computing the edit distance (i.e.,

strings with edit disirnce below this value do not match). The semantic natclwr is based on
the Java WordNet lnterface API7, which is an interface to the WordNet database. WordNet

database version 2.1 is used.

The stractural matcher is implemented using the syntactic and semantic similarity measures,

i.e., two entities match if they are slmtactically similar (using edit distance) or if they ale

semantically related (synonymous), respectively. Ttvo values are used to the parameter n

(number of considered super+lasses), 1 and 2. Thus, four structural matchers are specified:
(i) struchral-syntactic with n = 1 (SSynl); (ii) stnrctural-syntactic with n = 2 (SSyn2); (iii)
stnrctural-semantic with n = 1 (SSeml); and (iv) strucarral-semantic with z = 2 (SSem2).

t1,Ile anribure datatype matcher is a simple matcher based on the comparison of the datatype

used to specify the pnoperties. Two entities (propertias) match if they have the same datatype.

For instance, "title" and "name" are two properties that match because both have the type

string.

A pre-processing step that involves tokenization and lemmatization pmcesses was applied.

For each token, its lemma is obtained using the Tree-Tagger-English tool8.

The matchers are implemented in Java for Linux, version 1.5.0, and the matching process mn
on a Intel(R) Core (TM) Duo CPU zGHz, 2038MB. [n average, each matchers ta]res 4O min-

utes to generate its mappings (the syntactic matcher consume less time), while negotiation

and argumentation take 4O seconds and 2 minutes, respectively.

6.1.32 Individual matchers

This section presents the individual results of the proposed matchers. The results of syntactic

and semantic matchers consider both entities that are classes and attributes, while the struc-

tural matcher is applied to the classes, and the attribute matcher refers to the entities that

are attributes. The results for the strucoral matcher refer to the beuer results obtained from
one of the foru serings (SSynl, SSyn2, SSeml, SSem2). For all tests, the SSynl has similar
perforrnance than the SSeml, and better results than the other stnrcttral configurations. This

Thttp: //www. mit.edu/ metof/proirelwordnetl
thttp://www.ims.uni-stuttgtrt.de/p,rojektelcorplex/IreeTagger/DecisionTreeTagger.html
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fact arrives because the OAEI ontologies are struchrally simple. Thus, the results below

refer to the SSynl configuration.

Thble 6.3 shows the results for each matcher, where the columns (C), (A), (All) refer to the

values for entities that are classes, attributes, and both of them, relpectively. For the sake

of brevity, the values of macro-averaging and micro-averaging are presented. A detailed

corresponding table can be found in the Aprpendix B (Thble B.1). Considering that the results

of the benchmark consider only the relation of "exactMatch", only the mappings with such

relation are take into account.

As shown in Thble 6.3, when considering the classes (C), the syntactic and semantic matchers

have similar results of Fmeasure, while the Fmeasurd*" of syntactic matcher is signi-

ficarively better than the results returned by the structural matcher. This is due the fact that in
the majority of the tests (except248-266), the reference ontology is matched with alterations

of itself with few syntactic variations on the labels of the entities. When analyzing the

attributes (A), the syntactic matcher presents again the beter results for F-meastre, and the

attribute matcher shows that it is insufficient to the problem: several attributes have the sarne

datatype but they refer to different entities. For all entities (All), the results refers to the same

analysis for both classes and attributes.

Examination of the results in the different test groups (Iable B.t in Aprpendix B) shows

that all matchers produce comparable results. The exceptions (for worst results) are the

systemotic tests 201, 202,248, 249, 25O,251,252,253,254, 257, 258,259,zffi,261,
262, 265, and 266. For the tests 201 and 2U2, the concept labels of the ontologies have

been replaced by random strings and the matchers are based on the analysis of the labels,

thus performing not well. For the tests 248-266 (shown in Appendix B), different name

conventions for the labels are used and the ontology hierarchy is flamene{ leading to ne-

cessity of matching techniques that use alternative input elements than labels and hierarchy
(i.e., marching techniques different than the used by the proposed matchers). As stated in
(Hu et al. [2006]), these tests are the most challenging ones, and it was extremely difficult
to recognize the correct alignments. Fa complex tests, struc0rral and afiribute matchers

produces the worst F-measure.
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6.1.33 Baseline, negotiation and argumentation results

The use of the negotiation and argumentation models aims tor obtain a consensus between

the matchers, improving or balancing the individual results. This section p,nesents &e results

using such models, considering as input the results from the proposed matchers. First,
different values of strength for the arguments that reprcsent a negative mapping (h: -) an
considered to verify the behavior of the argumentation model. Next, the negotiation and the

argumentation models are analyzed against &e baseline - which is compmed by the union

of all individual mappings - and individual rcsults of each matcher.

In the negotiation model, when positive and negative mappings receive the same number of
votes, the vote of syntactic marcher is used to solve the conflict.

The argumentation rezult contains only the arguments objectively acceptable, and the audi-

ences represent the following complete preference order, which has been defind according

to the individual performance of the matchers (table 6.3): syntacn'c audience - syntactic

> semantic > structural; semantic audience - semantic > syntactic > stmcnrral; strucrural
audience - struchrral > syntactic > semantic; and attribure audience - attribute > syntactic

> semantic.

Firstty, two values are used to rcpresent the strength of counter-arguments of a positive

mapping, 0.5 and 1.0. Table 6.4 shows the re.suls. The detailed corresponding table can

be found in Appendix B Cllrble 8.2).

Considering that the matchers outlrut arguments forpositive mappings with strength between

0.80 and 1.0, using 0.5 as sEength for a negative mapping does not relrresent atracks for the
positive mappings. 'When the marchers have good performance, this results better values of
recall (all positive mappings are selected). tt is the case of the cLasses (C) in Table 6.4, where

significant difference is observed between the 0.5 and 1.0 F-measures*o. On the other

hand, if there are matchers with poor performance, the negative mappings from the matcher

with good performance do not relrresent attacks to the false positive mappings, resulting
in a low precision. It is the case of rhe attributes (A), where the true negative mappings

from syntactic and semantic matchers do not attack the false positive mapflngs from the

weak attribute malcher (with significant differences between both F--rneastx€*" and F-
measure-bo).

When using a value of 1.0 for the negative mappings, the false positive mappings from the

bad matchers - case athibutes (A) - are possibly attacked or not selected as objectively
acceptable (the false positive mapping is not acceptable for the audience of the tme positive

mapping). In this way, the precision is significantly beuer. On the other hand, &e resulting
recall represents the lower recall of the good matchers - case classes (C). It is the case

of the sffuctural matcher (C), which possibly have aryuments that zuccessfully attack the

arguments from the syntactic and semantic matchers or the arguments are not objectively

101
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Different proposed matchers.

acceptable. For (All) setring, both F-measute)nuwro and Fmeas-ttetnicro using 1.0 for the

negative mappings, are betrer than the F-measures when using 0.5.

A norrnalized value of sEength for the positive mappings was verified (i.e., all the positive
mappings with strength 1.0). Considering that the matcher aheady output values in the range

[0.8, 1.0], the results were the same of those shown in Thble 6.4.

Next, the results regarding strrength 1.0 are considered. Thble 6.5 shows the results of the

baseline, negotiation, and argumentation. The detailed correslnnding able can be found
in Appendix B (Table 8.3). As expected, the baseline has higher recall than the output of
the argumentation and negotiation models. For classes (C), there is significant difference
between the recall of the baseline and the recall of the argumentation (specially R*"),
while for the utributes (A), there is significant difference between the recall of the baseline
and both recalls of negotiation and argumentation models. On the other hand, the baseline
produces low values of precision, specially in the presence of several false positive mappings

- case of using the attribute matcher, columns (A) and (AI1). In these cases, precision of the

negotiation and argumentalion is significantly better than tre precision of the baseline (i.e.,

using negotiation or argumentation, the false positive mappings can be discarded). For the

more interesting setring, (All), this produces better values of F-measrre for the negotiation
and argumentation models than the baseline.

When comparing the negotiation and argumentuion models, there is no significant difference
between the values of prccision and recall, and consequently F-measure (the exception is
the F-measutd*o for classes (C), where negotiation performs beser). However, a false
positive mapping that is not acceptable for one matcher can be acceptable by voting in the
negotiation process, what can not happen in the argumentation prccess (the corresponding
counter-argument is not objectively acceptable). Thus, the argurnentation process can filter
some false positive mappings (improving the precision) but, on the otherhand, can eliminate
true positive mappings which iile acceptable only for one matcher, reducing the recall.

Looking for each group of tests, the best performance is achieved for concept te.sts (hlgh
performance of the matchers). For systemaac tests, negotiation slightly the recall
while argumentation improves the prccision (specially for the more interesting case - (All)
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Table 6.5: Baseline, negotiation, and argumentation (strength 1.0) results -
matchers.

103

prcposed

setting). Such behavior is also achieved in the all cases of concept tests. For tffts 248-2ffi
(shown in Appendix B, Table B.3), considering that in such t€sts both the lexical information
and the struchrre of the target ontologies have been heavily changed the matchers perfonn
not well resulting in a low perfonnance of both negotiation and argumentation models. For
real cases, the previous analysis is corroborated-

Analyzing the results of negotiation and argumentation with the individual results, when

considering only the classes - column (C) in Tirbles 6.5 and 6.3, rcspectively - the matchers

produce similar sets of positive mappings (i.e., the baseline produces similar precision and

recall than the individual matchef,s), and the output of the negotiation and argumentation
processes is similar to the individuals ones. For the attributes (A), using negotiation and

argumentation produce a considerable improvement in the results when looking for the
attribute matcher (A). This matcher produces a great number of false lnsitive mappings,
which are not produced by other matchem (i.e., so different properties are described by
the same datatype). Thus, using negotiation and argumentation part of these false positive
mappings are filtered out.

6.1,.3.4 Comparison with Laera et al. argumentation model

The results of negotiation and argumentation (Table 6.5) are compared with the results of the
state-of-the-art Laera's argumentation model (fable 6.6), which are aveilable in (Laera et al.

t2007]). In the model proposed by Laera two agens argue on the mappings pnovided by an

Ontology Mapping Repository (OMR). The agents' preferences (Prefi and Pref) are chosen

on the basis of the ontological information. In the majority of the available test cases, the
terminological value is pleferred on both Prefi amid, Prefz.

The results in the different grcups shows that for the conceptual tests (101-104), negotiation

and argumentation produce significant berer results than the I^aera's rnodel. This is directly
related to the quality of the mappings provided by the proposed marchers in opposition to
the mappings provided by the OMR.

In the systematic resfs, negotiation perforrns beter in the majority of the cases. For tests 201
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Table model.6.6: with Laera et. al.
Negotiation Argumenadon Laera Argumentation

Test F-nreasure F-measure F-measure
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and 202, all approaches prforms similarly less well due to a lack of true positive mappings
prcvided by the matche,rs and OMR (in these test ontologies, the concept labels have been

replaced by random strings). ln the Lae,ra's model, for tests 205 and 206 the argumentation
produces a 0 F-measure because the information in the two ontologies causes the agents to
select directly opposing preferences, which leads to an inability to reach agreement on many
of the mappings. This situation is avoided in the propo.sed negotiation and argumentation
models, by voting and attacking relations with suength, respectively. In the complex tests,
the Laera's model performs better thnn negotiation and argumentation in test 301, but similar
results are obtained for the o(her tests, specially for fre nqgotiafion model.

In all, negotiation performs better than the argumentation models. However, the quality of
the results is related with the quality of the mappings. A more fair comparison could be to
use the same set of initial mappings as input fm both three models and then to compare the
final results-

6.1.35 Comparison with OAEI matchers

\Yhen comparing the negotiation and argumentation models Cllable 6.5) with the results of
the OAEI ?-007 rmatchen (Tiable 6.7), there is significant better result only for negotiation
than TiuoMap system, although the argumentation and negotiation models improve slightly
the results of OntoDNA and TaxoMap systems.
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Examination of the results in the different test groups (Thbles 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5) shows that

fot conceptual tests the values of F-measure of negotiation and argumentation (column All in
Thble B.3) are in a similar range to the OAEI systems (specially recall of negotiation and pre-
cision of argumentation). Fot systemafic tests, negotiation and argumentation produce results
below the OAEI systems, specially in the cases 201, 2V2,248-266, due the limitation of the
proposed matchers to use hierarchy and label-based techniques. Such tests are responsible
for the low F-meastre*o and Fmeastfre*bo- Finally, for complcx tests, the precision
produced by the negotiation and argumentation models is higher than the corresponding
values produced by Ola, RiMON, and Sema, while the recall is lower.

6.1.4 Benchmark Setting 2: OAEI Matchers

6.1.4.1 Matchers configuration

The group of OAEI matchers are the participants of the OAEI Benchmark Track 200?e: AS-
MOV, DSSim, Falcon, Lily, Ola" OntoDNA, PriorPlus, RiMON, Sambo, SEMA, ThxoMap,
and XSOM. These systems are described in Section 4.1.

6.1.42 Individual matchers results

Table 6.7 shows the results for each OAEI matcher. The detailed corresponding tables can be
found in Appendix B (Thbles 8.4 and 8.5). These rczults out a group of systems, ASMOY
Lily, Falcon, OLA, PriorPlus, and RiMOM which seem to perform the tests at the highest
level of quality (Euzenat et al. [2A07]). Of these, ASMOV, Lily and RiMOM seem to have
slightly better results than the three others. A previous comparison betrreen zuch systems is
presented in Section 4.1.4.

6.1.43 Baseline, negotiation and argumentation results

Firstly, different values of srength for the arguments that represent a negative mapping (ft =
-) are considered to verifu the behavior of the argumentation model. Next, the negotiation
and the argumentation models are analyzed againsl the baseline and individual results.

In the negotiation model, when positive and negative mappings receive the same number of
votes, the vote of ASMOV is used to solve the conflict.

The argrtmgntation result contains only the arguments objectively acceptable, and the audi-
ences represent the following complete preference order (template), which has been defined
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Thble 6.7: Individual matcherresults - OAEI

according to the individual performance of the matchers: ASMOV audience - ASMOV >
LiIy > RiMON ) Falcon > Ola > PriorPlus ) Sema > DSSim > XSom > Sambo >
OntoDNA; Lily audrence -Lily > ASMOV > RiMON > Falcon > Ola ) PriorPlus > Sema
> DSSim > XSom > Sambo > OntoDNA; and so on.

T\vo values arc used to rcpresent the strength of the counter-argument of a positive mapping,
0.5 and 1.0. Table 6.8 shows tb results. The detailed correslnnding table can be found in
Appendix B (table 8.6).

Basically, the OAEI matchers produce arguments for positive mappings with strength be-
tween 0.80 and 1.0, using 0.5 as strength for a negative mapping does not reprcsent auacks

for the positive mappings. As the matchers have good performance (as shown in Thbles 8.4
and 8.5, Appendix B), this results beuer values of recall (the majority of the tnre positive
mappings are selected). However, some false negative mappings are select€d because tnre
negative mappings do not represent attacks, resulting lower precision.

When using a value of 1.0, the false lnsitive mappings from the matchers with lower per-
formance are possibly attacked or not selected as objectively acceptable (the false positive
mapping is not acceptable for the audience of the tnre positive mapping). In this way, the
precision is becer. On the other hand, the resulting recall rellresents the lower recall of the
matchers. Moreover, a notable problem when using the value 1.0 in the absence of mappings
for one matcher is that if all others have tnre lnsitive mappings with shength below 1.0, such
true positive are zuccessfully attacked by the negative mappings. It is what occurs
with the TixoMap matcher, for the tests 248-266 (Table 8.6, Appendix B).

Next, the results of baseline, negotiation, and argumentation irre compared (table 6.9). The
detailed correstrronding table can be found in Appendix B (Table 8.7).

When compared with the baseline, the negotiation and argumentation models eliminate false
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Thble 6.8: Different values of strength for the negative mappings ard, original strength for
positive mappings - OAEI matchers.
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positive malryings, resulting slightly better values of precision than the baseline. However,

signiflcant results are obtained using negotiation. For recall, there are no significant differ-
ences for the results for both three settings. In average, looking for the F-measures values,

the results are significantly better for the negotiation model.

Conrparing negotiation and argumentation, teking into account that 0.5 is used as strength for
the negative mappings, as expected the precision can be lower, while recall is higher. Thus,
negotiation achieves higher precision rhen argumentation, while argumentation trmduces
better values of recall.

An observed behavior, specially in systematic tests 248-266, is that the majority of the

matchers rehnns a low number of true positive mappings and sometimes the sets of pro-
duced mappings are disjunctive. By voting, only the true positive mappings rehrned by the

majority of the matchers are selected. This implies a high precision, btrt a lower recall,
due the low number of mappings produced by the matchers. On the other hanfl, wfusa

using argumentation the attacking relations can overlap small sets of mappings (for example,
ASMOV has an argument with strength 1 for a tnre positive mapping that successfully attacks

an argument with strength 0.5 from TlNoMap representing a false negative mapping). Thus,

the recall of argumentation is higher while precision is lower (the false positive mappings
are not attacke4 because the strength of the false negative mappings is possibly lower -
0.5 - than the strength of the false positive mappings). Fot real tests, negotiation produces

significant better values of precision than the argumentation model, and similar values of
recall, resulting better values of F-measure.

Thble 6.9: Baseline, and 0
Baseline Negotiation Argumentation
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- OAEI matchers.

tw

When analyzing the results of negotiation and argumentation (Thble 6.9) with the individual
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results (Table 6.7), using negotiation slightly improves the precision of all OAEI matchem,

while having signiflcant similar results than the best OAEI marchens (ASMOV, Lily, RiMON,
and OLA). With argumentation, a similar behavior is found for recall, where it slightly
improves the precision of all OAEI matchers, hnt has significant similar results than the
best OAEI matchers (ASMOY Lily, RiMON, and OLA). In terms of F-measure, negotiation
produces results in the mnge of the those achieved by the best OAEI marchexs. However, if
we consider real ontologies only, negotiation ouperforms sligltly the best marckr.

6.2 ReaI-WorId Library Case

The second set of experiments involves matching two real thesaunrs provided by National
Library of the Netherlands. This dataset corrcsponds to the Ubmry track of fte OAHLZWT
campaignl0. The evaluation is an application dependent one due the fact that there is no
reference alignment available.

6.2.1 Datasetdescription

The National Library of the Netherlands maintains two large collections of books: the
Deposit Collection, containing all the Dutch printed prblications (one million items), and the
Scientific Collection (1.4 million books). Each collection is annotated - indexed - using its
own controlled vocabulary. The Scientific Collection is described using the GTT thesaunrs,
a huge vocabulary containing 35.194 general concepts. The books in the Deposit Collection
are describes against the Brinkman thesaurus, which s6arnins a large set of headings (5.221)

for describing the overall subjects of boots. Amng the 2.4 Million books in the two
collections, 250K are achrally dually annotated by both thesauri. Concepts are provided
with preferred labols, synonymous, exha hidden labels, and stmchrral information, in the
form of narrower, broader, and related links.

6.2.2 Evaluation measures

The evaluation is done in an annotation translation scenario supporting the re-indexing of
GTT:-indexed books with Brinkman concepts (see Isaac et al. [2008a] for more details).
This is useful if GTT is drcpped: a huge volume of legacy ,lata has to be converted to
the remaining annotation system. The evaluation is based on a tool that interprets the
correspondences provides by the different marchers so as translate existing GTT annotations
into equivalent Brinkman annotations.

1 ohttp :lloaei.ontologymarching.orgl2O0Tllibrary/
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The simple concept-to-concept correspondences of the matchers are transformed into com-
plex mapping nrlqs that associate one GTT concept and a set od Brinkman concepts. The set
of GTT concepts attached to each book is fhen use to decide whether these rules arcfired for
this book. If the GTT concept of one rule is contained by fte GTT annotation of a book" then
the nrle is fued. As several nrles can be fired for a sarne book, the union of the consequents

of these rules forms the translated Brinkman annotation of the booh

To carry out the evaluation, it is used the 250K dually annotated books (golden standad). It
is measured (i) how many translated concqrs are correct over the annotation produced for
the books on which rules are fued (P"), (ii) how many corect Brinkman annotation concepts

are found for all bools in the svalrration set (Ro, and (iii) &e combination of these two,
namely a Jaccard overlap measure betrveen the produced annotation an the correct one (Jo).

R*:
ffbooks-fi,red' Soll-books'

where ffcorrect is the number of the translated Brinkman concepts which are achrally used,

Bo and Bl are the original and transtlated Brinkman annotation, respectively.

6.2.3 Matchers configuration

Two group of marchers are used to carry out the experiments. The first group involves three
OAEI matchers that had participated of the OAEI Library Track 2007: Falcon, DSSim, and

Silas. These tmls ale hybrid, as they use several alignment techniques in an integrated
process. These systems are described in the Section 4.1. It is important to point out they
mainly rehrrn equivalence (exactMatch) mqlpings, except Silas, which provides asignificant
number of related mappings.

The second group is composed by alternative matchers, namely the syntactic matcher de-

scribed in Section 5.1.1, the SKOS Dutch lexical, and the o(>occurrenoe match.

As many lexical mappers are only dedicated to English, the STITCH and CHOICE Dutch
research projects have developed the SKOS rnafcher, a Dutch-specific lexical marcher. It is
based on the CELEX morpholory database, which allows torwogmzn,lexicographic vari-
ants and morphological components of a word form. This mapper produces e*ac, matches

bet''reen concepts, but also hierarchical bmader matches, based on the morphological (resp.

syntactic) decomposition of the words (resp. expressions) that label them. The different
lexical comparison methods used by this mapper give rise to different confidence measures:

using exact string equivalence is more reliable than using lemma equivalence. Also, the

maplrer considers the status of the lexical features it compares. The concepts that are aligned
are described according to the SKOS model (Miles and Bechhofer [2008D, ufrich means

that their labels can be eithet prefened ot altemative. The latter ones can be near synonyms.

1@

#corred.
t&tt #corred.

lB.lD - #coweet, - 
LIEM

u" - #all-book*
P"
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For two concepts, any comparison based on them is therefore considered less reliable than
a comparison based on alternative labels. The combination of these two factors - differ-
ent comparison techniques and different features compared - results in a grading of the
produced mappings, which can be used as a confidence level.

The co-occurrence based matcher is an instance-based mapper has been develo@ in the
context of the STICH project Isaac et al. t2m8bl. In fu application context, the instances

of a coneept c, noted e(c), are the set of books related to this concept via a sub ject
annotation property- For each pair of concepts, the overlap of their instance sets is measured

and considered as the confidence level for an equivalence emctMatch relation. The measure

is adapted from the standard Jaccard similarity, so that it assigns a smaller score to less

frequently (co-)occurring concepts:

ouerlap;(c1,cz): I l"k)Ue(c)1.
The 0.8 factor has been chosen so that evidence for concepts that havejust one co-occurring
instance is weighed as much as mapping two concepts would get when a large number of
concepts have ZOVo in their intersection. This choice is relatively aftitrary, but the obtained
measure has shown to perform well on plevious carried out with the dataset

considered in this paper.

6.2.4 Individuat matcher rsults

Thble 6.10 shows the results for the individual matchers. Such results refer the evaluation
when using all tlpe of mappings in order to prcduce the mles (i.e., exact, bruad, nartow,
and related). As shown in Table 6.10, Falcon, SKOS, and Silas perform similar: (J-a) and
much ahead of DSSim, while the syntactic matcher perform better than Co-occrnrence and

DSSim.

Thble 6.10: Individual matcher results - Real-library case.
Marcher P-a R-a l-a
DSSim
Falcon
Silas

0.r3
0s2
0.45

0.09
0.36
o.42

0.07
oJl
0.31

SKOS
Co-occurrence
Syntactic 0.3r

0.,10

0.13
u.45

o.43
0.79

u.z9
0.12
4.24

As commented in (Euzenat et al. [2007]), half of the translated concepts are not validated,
and more than607o of the real Brinkman annotation is not found. The correspondences from
Falcon are mostly generated by lexical similarity. This indicates that lexically equivalent
correspondences alone do not solve the annotafion translation problem. It also confirms the
necessity of the combination with the altemative marchers.
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6.25 Baseline, negotiation and aryumentation results

For the experiments using argumentation, a complae preference order is used between the
audiences representing the matchers. The order is based on the individual performance of
the marchers. For OAEI group of matche,m, for instance, the Falcon's audience has the
following order: Falcon > Silas > DSSim. For the alternative matchers, the co-occurrence's
audience has the order: SKOS > syntactic ) co{)ocurence. For the combination of the two
gloup de marchers, a template order is the following: Falcon > Silas > SKOS > syntactic )
co-occurence > DSSim. The shength for the negative map,pings (h = -) is 1.0.

Thble 6.11 shows the results of baseline, regotiation and argumentation for three combina-
tions of matchers: OAEI matchers, alterrative matchers (Skos + syntactic + co-occurence),
and all matchers. As expected, negotiation and argumentation models eliminate falsepositive
mappings (and also true positive) when compared with the baseline rezults. This results

higher precision and lower recall than the baseline.

Argumenation is more selective. When a countef-ergument with strength I is generated

for one matcher, it successfully attacks the poeitive alguments issued by th marchers with
lesser preference. When each audience privileges the arguments produced by the matcher it
represents, this arnounts fiIter out from the objectively rcceptable mappings all those belong
the intersection of mappings with strength t. This implies an expected great increasing in
precision and a decrease in recall, compred with the baseline. For the OAEI combination (as

well as for All, which includes it), the intersection is very small (caused by DSSim missing
a lot of good mappings) which causes recall to be very low. Forthe alternative matchers, the

intersection is larger, explaining an improvement for recall.

Using negotiation, it is possible to retrieve significant part of the intersection sets of atl
mappings, considering the selection of the mappings based on voting. For example, if both
Falcon and Silas have a argument in favor a positive mapping, independently of the strength
of a possible argument against the mapping from DSSim, the positive mapping is selected.

Thble 6.11: Baseline, negotiation and argumentation on combined matchers - Real-library
case.

For the more interesting case which involves the combination of all marchers, the precision
of both negotiation and argumeilation are similar. However, significant difference.s are found
for the recall. In all, negotiation achieves the better values of J-a, which are similar to the

best individual matcher, improving significantly the results of the worst malchers.
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UAEI Altemative All
P-a R-a J-a P-a R-a l-a P-a R-a J-a

Itasehne
Negotiation
Argumentation

432
053
4.52

4.fi
o.32
o.at

tzt;
o.?s
o.u7

o.l3
0.45
0s2

o.7l)
o-M
o.37

o.t2
o32
o.3l

0.
0s3
0.s3

I2 oJ0
0.38
0.o7

U.I I
0.31
0.06
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Using 0.5 or 1.0 for the strength of negative mappings is a trade-off betrreen precision

and recall. For 0.5, good values of recall are achieved, while precision is lower. It is due

the fact that the arguments with such strength do not reprcsent attacks for the arguments

representing tme and false positive mappings. On the other hand, using 1.0 as strength

good values of precision are obtained, while recall is lower. It happens because the false

positive mappings and some tme positive mappings are successfully attacked or not selected

as objectively acceptable- When taking into account the quality of the individual matchers,

in the presence of matchers with low performance (case atributes and all settings using the

proposed matchers), it is prefered to use a strength of 1.0, while for good matchers (case

OAEI matchers), 0.5 achieves good results.

As expected, baseline produces higher recall (all true positive mappings are retrieved) than

argumentation and negotiation, while precision is lower (all false lnsitive mappings are

retrieved). By negotiation and argumentation, false positive mappings can be are filtered
out, improving the precision, while tue positive mappings are also discmded, reducing the

recall. This behavior is accentuated in the presence of bad matchers (case amibutes and all
settings for the proposed matchers, and library case).

fn average, negotiation performs better than argumentation (regarding F-measure values).

For the setting using the proposed marchers, although there are no signiflcant differences in
the results, argumentation slightly improves the precision while negotiation achieves higher
values of recall (expected behavior when using 1.0 as strength for a negative mapping). By
voting the majority of the true positive mappings are retrieved, while by argumentation, a

possible false positive mapping is not objectively accepted (i.e., only one matcher can not
accept such false lnsitive mapping). However, for the sefing using the OAEI matchers, a

different behavior is verified- As a value of 0.5 is used as strength for the negative mappings,

as expected, the precision is lower, while recall is higher. Thus, negotiation achieves higher
precision than argumentation, while argumentation prcduces bemer values of recall. For the

library case, although negotiation and argumentation pro&rce similar values of precision,

argumentation is more selective in terms of recall (specially when fte intersection of good

mappings is small due the presence of matchers that not perform well).

It is importantpoint out that only the arguments objectively acceptable are considered in the

evaluation process. It means that only the mappings strictly accepable for all matchers are

evaluated.

Analyzing the results of the individual matchem, the consensus achieved by the cooperative
models is a balancing between the individual results. By consensus not exactly there is
improvement in all individual results, but a intermediary values near of the best marcher and

a considerable improvement in the worse matchers. For the case of the proposed matchers,
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significant improvement is achieved in the cases of attributes (A) setting. For the classes (C)

setting, the matcherolqrut maplrings within a intersection set" thus the consensus is similar to
the individual resuls (what is so expected). For the OAEI matchers, the consensus's results is
in the mnge of the values of the best matchers, imlroving the results of the worse matchers.

However, the cooperative model are able to filter out sonre false nesative mappings while
retrieving tnre positive mappings, slightly improving precision and recall of all matchers

(i.e., negotiation and argumentation, respectively). For tbe real ca*s,in terms of F-measure,

negotiation slightly outperforms the best matcher

In the library case, cooperative models have showed to be promising, improving the worse

matchers. Moreover, an important issue when using zuch dalaset is the possibility to evaluate

the four kinds of relations (i.e., emctMatch, narmwMatch, bruadMatch, and, related match)

retrieved by the proposed matchers. In the OAEI 8acks, such as anatomy and library, it
is proved to be useful. Evaluating the syntactic matcher against the other matchers, it
has achieved significant better results than matchers using for example, instanrces of the

ontologies (Co-occurrence and DSSim matchers).

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, the evaluation of &e negotiation and argumentation models was presented.

Two data sets arc used: (i) the OAEI benchmark of ontologies in the bibliographic domain;

and (ii) the real-world library case, from National Library of the Netherlands. Two groups

of matchers were used: the proposed matchers and the OAEI 20ffl participants. While
the proposed matchers reprcsent well-specific marching approaches, the OAEI matchers

represent hybrid solutions.

For the OAEI benchmarlg two experirnent settings were specified: (i) using results from
the proposed agents; and (ii) results ftrom the systems thathadpafticipated in the OAEI2007
benchmark. Negotiation and argumentation prformed well, with negotiation achieving more

satisfactory results.

ln summary, the consensus obtained by negotiation and argumentation is not exactly the

improvement of all individual results, but it represent intermediary values which ale closer
to the best matcher. Due the fact that individual performances are nd always available, using

cooperative models allows to achieve an equilibrium in the results.
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Conclusions

Ontology matching is viewed as a promisor solution to the semantic heterogenei$, sup-

porting interoperability betrveen ontology-based systems. An important research issue in
ontology marching is to find ways of choosing among many techniques and their variations,

and then combining theirresults.

In this thesis, the problem of combining different matching approaches was formalized using

a cooperative agent-based approach- Specifically, two models were proposed: a negotiation

model based on voting, and an argumentation model based on strength. For both models, the

mappings are computed by agents using different matching approaches. For the former, the

consensus benveen the matchers is represented by the number of supporters of a positive or

negative mapping, where the greater number is choose as consensus.

The argumentation model was based on the Value-based Argumentarion Framework (VAF).

Such framework was extended in order to represent arguments wrth confidence degrees,

according to the similuily degree between the entities being mapped. A new notion of
argument acceptability was defind, which combines values (related with the agent's pref-

erence) arld strength (confidence degree of an argurrent). Based on their preferences and

degree of confidences, the marchers compute their preferred mapping sets. The arguments in
such preferred sets are viewed as the set of globally acceptable arguments.

Using argumentation, it is possible to use the values to nepresent preferences between the

matchers. Each appmach rcpresents r value and each agent rcIrresents an audience, with
preferences betrreen the values. Tlne values are ud to detsmrre &e preferense between

the different matchers. Moreov€,r, each agent gen€,faf€s argumeilts with a strcngth, based on

&e c+efidcnce rcr.:iacd bi'',hc =siching tcchnique- \r.rlren thc perforrnance of the individual

matchers are available, a complete preference crder can be defined (i.e., A > B > C), while

when this inforrnation is not available, a partial preference or&r must be specifid (i.e., A >
B;andA>C).
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Differently from the argumentation model, in the negotiation a matcher that not perforrrs

well has the same weight in the voting than a matcher that performs very well. A simple

relation of preference between the matchers is used only in the case of equals number of
votes for positive and negative mappings, where the matcher with best performance decides

the impasse (when such information is not available, a arbitrary choosing must be done).

A potential advantage of using argumentation is the possibility of adjust the preference be-

tween the marchers. On the other hand, the performance of the argumentation is related with
the strength attributed to the map,pings. It is recognized the importance of using arguments

with strengttr, reflecting the confidence the matcherhas in the similarity between two entities

(the matching tools acnrally output mappings with a confidence measure). Such confidence

levels are usually derived from similarity assessments made during the matching process,

e.g. from edit distance measure between labels, or overlap measure between instance sets.

However, there is no objective theory nor even inforrnal guidelines for determining such

confidence levels. Using them to compare results from different matchers is therefore ques-

tionable especially because of potential scale mismatches. For example, a same stnength of
0.8 may not correspond to the same level of confidence for two different matche$. Moreover,

using different values to represent the strength of count€,r-arguments of a positive mappings

is a trade-off between precision and recall. Such evidence point to the necessity of a more

comprehensive study in order to specify sEengths that could balance these results.

A potential weakness of the argumentation model is related to the fact that an argument

against a mapprng can successfully attack all the arguments in favor of it, even if there are

dozens of these (specially when using high sfength for arguments rcpresenting negative

mappings). For example, three arguments for a true positive mapping can be successfully
attacked by just one argument representing a false negative mapping. on the other hand,

as already commented, such fact can improve significantly the precision, while reducing the

values of recall. As the OAEI 2006 Food track campaign (Euzenat et al. t20061) - have

indeed shown that the more often a mapping is agreed on, the more chances fo,r it to be valid.

fn average, negotiation performs better than arg'rmentation (specially taking into account the

values of F-measure). When considering the union of all mappers, both models had pre-

sented promising results. Negotiation is in average better, while the results of argumentation

are directly related with the strength of the negative mappings (often improving the precision,

often improving the recall).

It is hard to improve the best matcher, specially when there is a great intersection between

the individual results. In this case, the performance of the cooperative models is similar to
the results of the individual matchers. On the other hand, when the sets arc disjunctive, the

cooperative models are promising. Negotiation had proved to be useful due the fact that
is based on how often a mapping is agreed on, augmenting the chances for it to be valid
(again, as the OAEI 2006 Food rack campaign, it has indeed shown that the more often a
mapping is agreed on, the more chances for it to be val$. When using argumentation with
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high strength for counter-arguments in negative mappings, significant values of precision are

achieved. Thus, a combination of both approaches could be interesting, for instance adapting
the S-VAF by introducing voting into the definition of successful attacks; by introducing
weighted strength based on the individual performance of the matchers (what is not always
available); or using a meta-matcher that combine both models.

Due the fact that ontology matching is a relative new researrch arca, the data sets available
for evaluation are still under constmction and they are not very rohrst

When analyzing the performance of the marchers, as the results of OAEI campaigns, Falcon
had performed well in the majority of the tests. Specifically for the benclunark track,
RiMON is in set of better rezults both h 2006 and 2007. However, similry techniques and
strategies, when applied to different ontologies can produce different results. For instance,
for dircctory and anatomy trac*s, OLA and SAMBO performed bet er than the other partic-
ipants. Basically, systems that use both ontology and data level information performed well.
For complex ontologies, such as ttre OVIL-DL ontologies of the arwtomy, systems using
specific domain knowledge show considerable improvement in the results. Few systems
use promising techdques such as reasoning/inconsistency detection, or tec.hniques based on
constraint satisfaction p,roblem (CSP), due to the charactedstics of ontology itself and its
reprcsentations. Moreover, reuse of mappings is also unexploited.

As future work, an a€umentation frameryork based on voting could be specifie{ which
considers the number of arguments in favor and against a mapping. As observed in the
evaluation Imocess, how oftcn q mspprng is ugreed on, augmenting ttre chances for it to be
valid. Second, a quantitatirrc study about dre use of different strengths for the argumenti must
be done, in order to evaluarc the equivalences between the confidences rcBrned by different
matche6. Third, r motr-lesnr€r to combirc the reeults of negotiation and sryumentation
could be specified. Fourth, other data sets curld be exploite( in order to evaluate the quality
of the semantic rclations retrierrcd by the propoced matchft1s.
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Appendix A

0ntology Matching Systems

A.L Ontolory-levelinformation

A.1.1 (Hovy, 1998)

(Hovy 119981) describes two sets of heuristics for alignment and integration of ontologies:
(i) text matchcrs; and (ii) hierarchy matchers. T}re text matcher includqs concept names and
definitions matchers. The name matcher compares the names of two concepts, where com-
posite words are split into separated words and the maximum score is returned (narnescore

= square of number of letter matched + 20 poins if words arc exactly equal or 10 points if
end of match coincides). The definition matcher compares definitions of the concepts. First,
the definitions are separated into individual wonds and stop words are removed. With the
remaining wordso three values are computed: strength (ratio of number of words sharcd in
both definition to numhr of words in the shorter definition), reliability (number of shared
words), defscow (srength * reliability). The hierarchical marcher traverse.s the taxonomy
in both super-concepts and sub+oncepts directions (rll concepts in the taryet ontology that
are closer than l0 links to the considered concept). This verification produces the score
taxscore = I \ number-of-links. The final score is glven by the combination fonnula: score
= sqrt(namescore) * defscore * (10 * taxscore).

L.1.2 (Milo and Zohan, 1998)

(Milo and Zohar t19981) propose n mechmism for data translarion between inpur schemas,
where the alignment is used for translating data instancss of the souroe schema to instances
of the targct mherna. Tlre matching consists of basic functions, such as match and descendent
functions. The match function examines ttre labeting of the vertioes of tlre two graphs and

t2l
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determines if they possibly match (using a dictionary to detect synonyms). The match is
conditional on the matching of the components of the vertices (i.e. their descendants in the
schema graph) as determined by the second furction. For each pair of vertices of the input
and outlxrt schemas, the function descendent r€tume two sets of deecendants thet need to be
matched in order the two vertices to maich (sets of direct children of the two vertices). The
functions are combined sequentially based on their priorities.

A.I.3 SKAT (1999)

SKAT (Semantic Knowledge Articulation Tml) (Mitra * al. [1999]) is a mle-based system

that semi-automatically discovers mappings betrneen two ontologies, The onlologies arc

encoded a.s graphs, while the nrles are provided by domain experts and encoded in first order
logic. Matchers arc applld sequentially, considering string-basod matsbing and strucarro
matching (considering nodee near the root of the first ontolqy against nodeo near fhe root of
the serond ontology). The successor of SKAT is ONION (ONtology compositloN) (Mitra
et al. [2000J), which adds new matchers. The new liaguistic matchers use word similarity
table generated by a thesaums or colpus-based matcher (the similarity sctre between two
concepts is the average of tlte similarity scorc$ of all posrible pairs of wordr in tlrcir names).

Sructural matching is basod on the results of the linguistic matching, looking for struchrral

isomorphism between subgraphs of th ontologies. The strucaral matcfut tries to match

only the unmarchedpairs fmm thelinguistic matching.

a.1.4 DIKE (2000)

(Palopoli et al. [2000], Palopoli et il.I2ffi31) present DIKE (Database Intensional Knourl-
edge Extractor) a matching tool for infening semantics relations among schema objects from
differentrlatahase scbmas. The mafching process is based on termirnbgical and strucrural
prcpreaier- Tfu tcrminological match€rs iocludc analycie of synon5rmous and homonymous
(using extcmal riesoufisesr such as lVordNet). Tbe structural matchers apply zubschema

similarities, such as similarities betrveen schemas ftagments. A value in the mnge [0,U is
associated tn e*h similarity. The algorithm worirs complting eeguentially the similarities.
A final coefficient is produced" taking into rccount the different proprielies.

A.1..5 Artemis (2001)

Artemis (Analysis of Requirements: Tool Environment for Multiple Inforrnation Systems)
(Castano er al. [200U) performn affinity-based analysir and hierarchical clurtering of database

schema elernents. Affinity+ared analysis repre$€fi$ dre matctring step. In a sequential man-
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ner, it calculates the name, strucnrral and global affinity coefficients exploiting a corlmon

thesarus, which is bnrilt with the help of WodNet or manual input. Based on global affinity

coefficients, a hierarchical clustering technique categorizes classes into groups- For each

cluster, it creates a set of global attributes and the global class. Logical correspondences

between the atrributes of a global class and source schema attributes are determined through

a mapping table.

A.1.6 Anchor-Pnompt (2001)

Anchor-prompt (Noy and Musen t20011) is an ontology alignmgal and merging tool- It is

a sequential matching algorithm that takes as input two ontologies, internally represented

as graphs (classes are nodes and slots 3p links), and a set of anchors - pairs of related

terms defined by the user or automatically identified by string-based techniques- From

this set of previously identified anchors, Anchor-PROMPT produces a set of new pairs of

semantically close terms. To do that, Anchor-PROMPT traverses the paths betvreen the

anchors in the corresponding ontologies. A path follows the linls between classes defined

by the hierarchical relations or by slots and their domains and ranges. Anchor-PROMPT

then compares the tenns along these pafhs to find similar terrns. If if two pairs of terrns from

the source ontologies ils similar and there are paths connecting the terms, then the elements

in those paths are 6fts1 similar as well.

A.1.7 OntoBuilder (2001)

OntoBuilder (Modica et al. [2001], GaI et al. LaOA4D project supports the extraction of

ontologies from Web search interfaces, that enables fully-automatic ontology matchfurg. [t
operates in two phases: (i) ontology creation and (ii) ontology adaptation. In the first phase,

an initial ontology is created by extracting it from web sites. The adaptation phase includes

on-the-fly march and interactive merge of related ontologies with the initial ontology. In this

phase, the users suggest the web sites to explore, which are used to ontology extraction This

result in a candidate ontology, which is merged into the initial one. This process involves

a matching process, which consists in the sequential execution of several matchers (that

includes a prepfocessing to remove stop terms and noisy characters): substring matching,

thesaurus lookup, and manual matching.

A.1.8 Cupid (2001)

Cupid (Madhavan et al. [200U) is a matching system based on.linguistic and structural

approaches. First, it matches individual schema elements based on their names, data types,
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domains, etc. A thesaurus is used to help match names by identifying short-forms' acronyms'

and synonyms. The result is a linguistic similarity, lsim, betwe.en' each pair of elements.

Next, stmcnsal matching of schema elements is made. The stnrcnral match depends in

part on linguistic matches catculated initially, resulting in a stnrctural similarity coefficient

ssim. Tyeweighted similarity (wsim) is a mean of lsim and ssirt: wsim = wstuct x ssim *
( 1-wstruct) x lsim, where the constant wstruct is in the range 0 to 1.

A.1.9 COMA (2002)

COMA (COmbination of MArching algorithms) (Do and Rahm 12W21) is a ma-tching tool

based on parallel composition of matchers. It provides a library of matching algorithms, a

framework to combine the results, and a plafform for the evaluation of the different matchers.

It contains 6 elementary matchers, 5 hybrid matchers, and 1 reuse-oriented matcher. They

exploit different kinds of schema information, such as names, data types, and stnrcfiral

properties, or auxiliary information, such as synonym tables and previous match results.

The elementary matchers implemeng basicatly, string-based techniques, such as affi:; n-

gram, edit distance. The hybrid matchers are based on thesauri lookup. The rcuse-oriented

matcher uses pleviously obtained results for neln, schemas. The march result is a set of

mapping elements specrfying the matching schema elements together with a similarity e

[0,1] indicating the plausibility of their correspondence. A combined match result foom the

individual matcher results is stored in a similarity cube. This is achieved in nvo sub-steps:

aggregation of matcher specific results and selection of mapping candidates. First, for each

combination of schema elements the matcher-specific similarity values are aggtegatd into a

combined similarity value, e.g. by taking the average or maximum value. Secon4 a selection

strategy is applied to choose the mapping candidates for a schema element, e.g. by selecting

the elements of the other schema with the best similarity value exceeding a certain tbreshold.

A.1.10 Similarity flooding (2002)

Similarity flooding (Melnik et al. l?N}l) is a structural algorithm that can be used for

matching of data schemas. The elements of the schemas represent atifacts like relational

tables and columns, or products and customers. The algorithm is based on the following

steps. First, it converts the models to be matched into directed labeled graphs. These graphs

are used in an iterative fixpoint computation whose results indicaJe what nodes in one graph

are similar to nodes in the second graph (using string based comparison, such as corlmon

prefix and suffix). For computing the similarities, it relies on the innrition that elements of

two distinct models are similar when their adjacent elements are similar'(i.e., a part of the

similarity of two elements prcpagates to their req>ective neighbours).
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A.1.11 XCIust (2002)

XClust (Lee et al- I2O@l) is a tool for integrating multiple DTDs, using strategies based on

clustering. The system works in two phases: (i) DTD similarity computation; and (ii) DTD

clustering. In the first phase, pairwise similarities between labeled trees are computed, using

matchers that exploit schema names and stmchrral information. Schema names matchers

compute the similarity using comparison of synonymous ftrom WordNet and a cardinality

restrictions that considers a table compatibility in order to compute the cardinality similarity.

Suuctural matchers exploit previously name similarity and are based on (a) similarity of
paths - which is computed as a normalized sum of name similarity between the sets of
elements of these paths (elements from root to the node undq eonsidemtion); O) similari$

of descendants; and (c) similarity of leaves. The struchrral similarities ale aggregated as a

weighted sum. The result of the first phase is the similarity matrix of a set o DTDs. In the

second phase, based on this matrix, a hierarchical clustering is applied to group DTDs into

clusters.

L.l.lz S-Match (2004)

S-Match (Giunchiglia et aI. t200aaD adopts the idea of semantic matching, msaning the use

of logical relations. It takes as input two graph-like stnrctures (classifications, )flVIL schemas,

ontologies) and returns as output logic relations (equivalence, subsumption) between the

nodes of the graphs. The rclations are determined bV (i) expressing the entities of the

ontologies as logical formulas; and (ii) reducing the matching problem to a propositional

validity problem. The entities are translated into propositional formulas which express

the concept description as encoded in the ontology sftucture and in external resources as

WordNeL The algorithm works in a sequential system with parallel composition at the

element level. The input ontologies are preprocessed and the algorithm is based on two

main steps. First, the synonymous ieflns are captured using WordNet (element level) and

several basic matchers such as n-gram and edit-distance can be used. Second, the strucnrral

schema properties are taken into account, where the path to the root is computed (stmctural

level). The structural matcher includes the SAI solvers. Element level matchers provide

the input to the sffuchrral level matcher, which is applied on to produce the set of semantic

relations between concepts as the marching result.

A.1.13 MoA (2005)

MoA (Kim et aI. [2005]) in an ontology matching and merging tool that comprises (i) a

library of methods for importing, rnatching, modifying, and merging OWL ontologies; and

(ii) a shell for using these methods. The matching approach is based on concept similarity
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derived from linguistic rules. It is a sequential solution, involving a preprocessing phase.

This phase includes three steps: (a) names of classes and poperties are tokenised; O) tokens

of entities are associated with their psaning by using the WordNet senses; (c) meanings of
tokens of ancestors of the entity are taken into account. The matching is based on mles,

i.e., equivalence between two classes or proprieties holds when there is equivalence between

these entities in the steps (b) and (c).

A.1.14 ASCO (2005)

ASCO (Bach et al. t2004], Bach and Dieng-Kuntz t2005]) is a system to match ontologies

described h OWL or RDF. The matching is sequential and has three steps. First, fhe terms

and expressions are normalized (for instance, puncfuation, upper case, special symbols)

and different string comparisons (edit distance) and external resources ($/ordNet) are used.

Based on token similarities, the similarity betureen sets of tokens is computed using TFIDF.

The obtained values are aggregated tbrough a weighted sum. Second, structure matching

is computed by propagating the input of linguistic similarities. It is an iterative fixed point

computation algorithm that propagates similarity to the neighbors (subclasses, zuperclasses,

and siblings). The propagation terminates when the class and relation similffi[1i6s do not

change after an iteration or a certain number od iterations is reached. Third, linguistic and

stnrchrral similarities are aggregated in a weighted sum.

A.1,.15 OMEN (2005)

OMEN (Ontology Mapping ENhancer) (Mitra et al. [2005]) is a framewort to improve

existing ontology mappings using a Bayesian Network. It applies a set of meta-mles that

capture the influence of the ontology struchrre and the semantics of ontology relations and

matches nodes that are neighbors of already matched nodes in the two ontologies. [t takes as

input two ontologies, an initial probability dismibution derived from element level linguistic

matchers, and positive and negative evidence thresholds. Also, it provides a stmctural level

matching algorithm, by deriving the new mappings ordiscarding the existing false mappings.

The following summarizes the Omen algorithm: (il if idtial probability of a march is above

a given threshold, create a node representing the march and mark it as evidence node; (ii)
for each pair of concept pair of concepts, create a node in the BayesNet gaph; (iii) create

edges between the added nodes using the rules for top-down or bottom-up iterations; (iv)

prune out nodes that are at a distance greater than k from an evidence node (a node with a

priori probability above the positive tbreshold or below the negative threshold); (v) use the

meta-nrles to generate Conditional Probability Thbles (CPf) for the BayesNet; (vi) run the

BayesNet to generate the a posteriori probabilities of each node; (vii) select those nodes with
a posteriori probabilities over a given threshold as matches. The ouQut of this process is a
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new set of matches.

A.1.16 H-Matuh (2006)

H-Match (Castano et al. [2006]) is a system for matching distributed O]VL ontologies. [t is

based on linguistic (based on WordNet) and stnrchral matching techniques for the evaluation

of affinity considering concept names and concept contexts. These are cornbined by using

weighting schemas (linear combination), resulting r semantic ffiity final measure in the

range [0, 1]. The linguistic techniques consider names of ontology elements and their mean-

ing. To caphrre the meaning of names, a thesaurus of terms and weighted terminological

relationships are exploited Inparticular, itextends theArtemis thesaums-based approachfor

name affinity managernent by extending the matching linguistic features (such as automatic

handler of composite ter:ns) of ontology elements in order to rely only on the WordNet

lexical system, providing a fully-automated matching process. The contexhral affinity con-

siders neighbors concepts e.g., linked via taxonomical or mereological Garf-oD relations

of the acfiral concept. Moreover, another feature of H-MAICH is that it can be dynamically

configured for adaptation to the semantic complexity of the ontologies to be compared, where

the number and type of ontology feafirres that can be exploited dudng the matching process

is not known in advance. This is achieved by means of four matching models: surface,

shallow, deep, and intensive. Computation of linguistic affinity is a common part of all the

matching models. In surface model, only the linguistic affinity is considered. The otherthree

models take into account various contextual feanrres. fft6 shallow model considers concept

prcprieties, while the deep and the intensive models extend previous models by including

relations and property values, respectively.

A.1.17 Maponto (2006)

MapOnto (An et al. t20061) is a semi-automatic tool that assists users to discover semantic

relationships between a database schema (relational or XML) and ontologies. The system

takes as input three elements: (i) an ontology specified in an ontology reprcsentation lan-

gaage (e.g., OIIIL), (ii) relational or )OVIL schemas; and (iii) simple correspondences (e.g.

between XML attributes and ontology datatype properties). Input schema and ontology are

internally encoded as labelled $aphs. The system looks for connections among the graphs,

producing in a semi-automatic way a setof complex mappings formulas expressed in a subset

of first-order logic. The tist of logical forrnulas is then ordered and the mappings can be

selected by the user.
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a.1.18 HCONE (2000
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HCONE (Kotis et at. [2005D is a tool for ontology matching and merging, which explores

different levels of interaction with users. Initially, an alignment between the input ontologies

is computed, using WordNet. Next, the alignment is processed by using merging mles and

a new ontology is created. The basic matcher works as following: all WordNet senses for

a given conce,pt are obtained; the hypernym and hyponym relations are retrieved from the

senses; an association matrix relating the n most frequently occurring terms in the m senses

is created; using fhe matrix, Latent Semantic Indexing is applied to compute the grades for

what is the correct WordNet sense (i.e., the most plausible meening for the concepts under

considetation). Finally, the relationships between the concepts are computed: equivalence

between two concepts holds if the same WordNet sense has been chosen for those concepts;

subsumption relation is returned if a hypernym relation holds between the WordNet senses

corresponding to these concepts. Moreover, different level of user interaction are considered:

firlly automated, semi-automated, and user-based. Users can provide feedback on what is to

be the correct WordNet sense (user-based) or in some limited cases, by exploiting heuristics

(semi-automated).

A.1.L9 DSSim (2007)

DSSim (Nagy et Ll.l20A7D is an ontology mapping system that is used with a multi agent

ontology mapping framework in the context of question answering. It works as follows:

(i) it takes a concept (or properly) from ontology 1 and consider it as the query fragment

that would normally be posed by a user. From the query fragnent, a gaph which contains

the close context of the query flagment such as the concept and its properties is built;

(ii) it takes syntactically similar concepts and properties (using string-based techniques to

match names and name descriptions, such as edit distance and Jaccard similari$) and its

synonyms (using the WordNet) to the query graph from ontology 2 andbuilds a graph that

contains both concepts (properties) and its sytronyms; (iii) different similarity algorithms

(considered as different experts in evidence theory) are used to assess quantitative similarity

values (converted into belief mass function) between the nodes of the query and ontology

fragment which is considered as an uncertain and objective asse.ssment. Then the information

produced by the different algorithms is combined using the Dempster's rule of combination;

(iv) based on the combined evidences it is assessed the semantic similarity Oased on the

analysis of their positions within the graphs) between the query and ontology graph fragment

struchrres and select those in which we calculate the highest belief function; (v) the selected

concepts are added into the alignment.
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A.1.20 OntoDNA (2007)

OntoDNA (Kiu and [,ruel2ffi6l, Kiu and [-eel2007D is an ontology matching and merging

system based on hybrid unsupervised clustering methods, namely Formal Concept Analy-

sis (FCA), Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and K-means incorporated with lexical similarity.

Basically, OntoDNA relies on ontological concepts and properties name for mapping and

merging ontologies. It comprises four steps: (i) using FCA to caphre the properties and

stmctural relationships among the concepts (i.e., discovering conceptual pattern between the

ontologies); (ii) pre-linguistic processing is applied to normalize the attributes and a set of
mapping rules is applied to reconcile intents in these attributes (the reconciled formal context

is used as input for semantic similarity discovery in the next step} (iO SOM and k-means

are applied for semantic similalily mapping based on the conceptual pattern discovered in
the formal context; and (iv) the mapping rules are applied to discover semantic simitarity

between ontological concepts in the clusters. The ontological concepts of the target ontology

are updated to the source ontology based on merging nrles.

A.l.2l PriorPlus (2001)

The PriorPlus (Mao and Peng t20071) is an extension of the Prior (Mao and Peng [2CI6],
Mao et aI. t20071) system In addition to the profile similarity and the edit distance of name

of elements used in the Prior, the PriorPlus considers structwe similarity as well and adap-

tively aggrcgate different similarities based on their harmony (i.e., a term used to represent

the similarity between ontologies)- Moreover, it has a brand new Neural Nenvork-based

Constraint Satisfaction Solver. It works in three sequential phases. First, both Iinguistic

and structural similarities (phase i) are computed in parallel. Linguistic similarity involves

calculating the profile similarity and the edit distance of elements' name (i.e. the profile of
a concept is a cornbination of aII linguistic information of the concept - the concept's name

+ label + comment + property restriction + other descriptive information). To calculate the

structure similalily of trvo elements, various structtrral features arc extracted, e.g. the number

of its sub-elements, the number of its direct property, the depth of the element to the root etc.

The difference between these structural features are calculated and normalized to represent

its structue similarity. The outputs of the similarity generation process are tluee similarity

matrixes (name-base4 profiIes, and stnrctural similarities), where each matrix denotes a

kind of simil6ily of two ontologies. In the second phase (phase ii), these matrixes arre

used to calculate three types of harmony of ontologies: narne harmony, profile harmony and

structure hannony. Basically, each harmony is computed by the number of cells that own

the highest similarity in its corresponding rodcolumn divided by the number of elements

in both two ontologies. The final harrnony corresponds to a weighted aggregation of the the

three harmonies. If the final harmony is greater than a threshold, the Neural Network-based

Constraint Satisfaction Solver is used to refine the previous results (phase iii).
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L.1.22 ThxoMap (2007)

TaxoMap (Zargayoana et al. !Z0[TD is an approach to align taxonomies which relies on

terminological techniques applied sequentially. It proposes essentially subclass relation

mappings. OnIy concepts that have strictly the same label are matched with an equiva-

Ience relation. The remaining concepts of the source ontology are matched with a subclass

relation which denotes a proximity relation. The alignment techniques are based on the

Lin's similarity measure, which compares strings and has been adapted to take into account

the importance of words inside expressions. The terminological techniques are performed

in tbree sequential steps: (i) search for equivalents, where concepts with strong similarity
(greater than a threshold) are selected; (ii) labels inclusion, where the inclusions of name

strings betrreen the two labels are proposed as a subclass mapping; (iii) relative similarity,

where if the name string of the concepts (c1 and c2) with the higher similarity measure is not

included in the name shing of cz, but if its similarity measure is significantly highest than the

measure of the others, c2 is considered as a brother of cr and the system proposes a subclass

relationship between c1 and the father node of c2.

L.1.23 X-SOM (2007)

X-SOM - eXtensible Smart Ontology Mapper- (Curino etal.V007al, Curino et al. [2007b])
is an extensible ontology matcher that combines various matching algorithms by means of a

feed-forward neural network It is composed by three subsystems: Matching, Mapping and

Inconsistency Resolution. The Marching Subsystem is constituted by an ex0ensible set of
matching modules, each of which implements a matching technique (i.e., Iinguistic, which

is based on the edit distance and search in the WordNet; structmal technique, which uses

the Graph Matching for Ontologies algorithm; and semantic technique, which is based on

the use of use background, contextual and trrror knowledge to compute the similarity degee

between two resources). Each module p,roduces a so-called similarity map, and the several

maps are then combined by means of a feed-forward neural network in order to produce an

aggegatel similarity defee. Given these aggregate matching values, the Mapping Subsys-

tem computes a set of candidate mappings by applying, to tlrc set of matchings, a pair of
configurable threshold values. The first threshold is called discard threstrold; the marchings

with a similarity degree lower than it are discarded a-priori. The second threshold is called

accept threshold, and the matchings with a similarity degree greater than it are accepted

as candidate mappings. The remaining matchings, whose simil6aily is betvreen the two

thresholds, are considered as uncertain and manually evalua0ed by the user. Finally, the

Inconsistency Resolution module takes as input the candidate mappings from the Mapping

Subsystem and produces a set of mappings, in which at least all the logical inconsistencies

have been solved.
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L.2 Data-Ievelinformation

a.z.t CAIMAN (2001)
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CAIMAN (Lacher and Groh t2001]) is a system that facilitates the exchange of relevant
documents between different communities of interest It is assumed that each community

organizes its documents according to its own categorization scheme (ontology). It exploits
this ontology for information retrieval, wherc related documents are retrieved on a concept

granularity level from a central community document repository. To find the related con-

cepts in the queried ontology, CAIMAN performs an ontology matching. The main idsa

of the matching algorithm is to calculate a probability measure between the concepts of
trvo ontologies by applying machine learning techniques for text classification. Based on

documents, a representative feature vector (a word coun( weighted by TFIDF) is created for
each concept. The cosine measure is computed for two of those class vertors and by using
thresholds, the resulting alignment is produced.

A.2.2 FCA-Merge (2001)

FCA-Merge (Stumme and Maedche t200U) is a system for merging ontologies following
a bouom-up appmach which offers a stmctural description of the merging process. The

method is guided by application-specific instances of the given source ontologies, that are

to be merged. It is based on techniques from natural language processing and Formal
Concept Analysis (FCA) to derive a lattice of concepts as a structural result of FCA-Merge.
The process of merging consists of three steps: (i) instance extraction; (ii) concept lattice

computation; and (iii) interactive generation of the final merged ontology. In the first phase,

the set of instances is extracted from text documents. In the second phase, the system

uses formal concept analysis techniques in order to compute the concept lattice involving
both ontologies. The last step consists of deriving the merged ontology from the concept

lattice. The produced lattice is explored and transformed by users who further simplify it
and generate the taxonomy of an ontology. The result is a merge rather than an alignment.

However, the concepts that are merged can be considered as exactly matched.

A.2.3 LSD (2001)

LSD (Leaming Source Description) (Doan et al. [200U) is a system for semi-automatic

discovery of one-to-one alignments between the elements of source schemas and a mediated

schema in data integration. The main idea is to learn from mappings created manually
between the mediated schema and some of the source schemas, in order to propose in an
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automatic mannerthe mappings forsubsequent source schemas. The system consists of four
components: base learner, mcta-learner, prediction corwerter, ard constraint handlcr. It
operates in two phases: training and matching. In the training phase, ISD first asls the

user to manually specify the mappings for several sources. Second, it extracts some data

from each source, creating the training examples for the base learners from the extracted

data. Different base learners require different sets of training examples. Next, it trains each

base learner on the training slamples. Finally, it trains the meta-learner. The output of the

training phase is the internal classificuion models of the base-learner and meta-learner. In
the matching phase, the hained learners are used to match new source schemas. First, tSn
extracts some data from the source and creatqs for each source-schema element a column

of elements that belongs to it. Second, it applies the base learners to the elements in the

column, then combines the learner's predictions using the meta-learner and the prediction

converter. Finally, the consraint handler takes the predictions, together with the available

domain constraints, and outputs 1-1 mappings for the target schema. The user can either

accept the mappings or provide some feedback and ask the constraint handler to come up

with a new set of mappings.

L.2.4 AutoMatch (2002)

AutoMatch (Berlin and Motro tzffizl) is a schema matching system that uses machine

learning techniques to automated discovery of mappings between attributes of database

schemas. Based primarily on Bayesian learning, the system acquircs probabilistic knowledge

from examples that have been provided by domain experts. This knowledge is stored in a
knowledge base called the attribute dictionary. When presented with a pair of new schemas

that need to be marched (and their corresponding database instances), Automatch uses the

attribute dictionary to find an optimal matching. This dictionary characterizes different

attributes by means of their possible values and the probability estimates of these values.

Furthermore, the dictionary may be extended to contain any attribute metadata that has a

probabilistic interpretation (e.9. attribute names or string pattems).

A.2.5 (Kang and Naughton, 2003)

An instance-based approach for discovering correspondences between attribiutes of nelational

schemas is proposed by (Kang and Naughton [2003]). It is a two-step technique that works

even in the presence of opaque column names and data values. In the fimt step, it rneasures

the pair-wise attribute correlations in the tables to be matched and construct a delnndency

graph using mutual information as a measure of the dependency bet'ween attributes. TWo

table instances are taken as input and the corresponding dependency graphs are constnrcted

based on the minimal information and entopy. Muhral information measures the reduction
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in uncertainty of one attribute due to knowledge of the other atnibute (the amount the

information captured in one attribute about the other). It is zero when two attributes are

independent and increases as the dependency betrveen the two athibutes grows. Mutual
information is computed over all pairs of attributes in a table. In dependency graphs, a

weight on an edge stands for mutual information between two adjacent attributes. A weight

on a node stands for entropy of the attribute. In the second stage, it finds matching node

pairs in the dependency graphs by running a graph matching algorithm (marching node

pairs are discovered between the dependency graphs). The quality of matching is assessed

by using meEics such as Euclidean distance. The distance is assigned to each potential

correstrnndence between attributes of two schemas and one-to-one alignment which is a
minimum weighted graph matching.

L.2.6 GLUE (2004)

GLUE (Doan et al. [2004]) is a machine leaming matching system that follows a multi-

strategy learning approach, involving several basic matchers and a meta-matcher. The system

works in three steps. Fifit it learns the joint probability distribution of classes of trno

taxonomies, exploiting two basic matchers (content learnerusing naive Bayes technique and

the name learner). The meta-lea:ner performs a linear combination of the basic marchers.

Weights for these matchers are assigned manually. In the second step, the system estimates

the similarity between two classes in a user-supplied function of their joint probability dis-

tributions. This result in a similarity matrix between terms of two taxonomies. Finally,

some domain dependent (subsumption) and domain-independent (if a1l children of the node x
match node y, then x also matches y), constraints (heuristics) are appliedby using arelaxation

labeling technique. They are used in order to f,lter some of the matches out of the similarity
matrix and keep only the best ones.

L.2.7 iMAP (2004)

iMAP (Dhamankar et al. [2004]) is a system which semi-automatically discovers both one-

to-one (address = location) and complex matches (address = concat(city,state)) between

database schemas. It reformulates schema matching as a search in a match space. To search,

iMAP employs a set of searchers, each discovering specific types of complex matches. It
exploits a variety of domain knowledge, including past complex matches, domain integnty
constraints, and overlap data- For instance, a text searcher considers the concatenation of
text attributes, while numeric searcher considers combining attributes with arithmetic ex-

pressions. Specifically, iMAP worla in three steps. First, malching candidates are generated

by applying basic matcherc. During the second step, for each target attribrute, matching

candidates of the source schema are evaluated by exploiting additional types of information
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(naive Bayes evaluator, for instance), resulting additional scores. All the score are combined

into a final one, resulting in a similarity matrix between pairs (target attribute, match candi-
date). Finally, by using a set of domain consEaints and mappings from the previous match

operations, the similarity matrix is cleaned up such that only the best matches for target
attributes are returned as the result.

A.2.8 SBI (2004)

SBI (Similarity Based Integration) Qchise et al. [2004]) is a system for automatic statistical

matching among classifications. The system aims to determine correspondences between

classes of two classifications by statistically comparing the membership of the documents of
these classes. The pair of similar classes are determined in a top-down fashion by using the

k-statistic method. These pairs are considered to be the final alignrnent.

a.2.9 DIIMAS (2005)

DLIMAS (DUplicate-base MArching of Schemas) (Bilke and Naumann t20051) is an instance-

based approach which identifies one-to-one alignments between relational schemas. It per-

forms horizontal ma.tchfug, traversing tables in search for similar rows (or hrples), in ef-
fect detecting duplicates. Once a few duplicates have been discovered, deriving a schema

matching is simple in principle: same or similar data values among the duplicates imply
corresponding attributes of the schemas. This approach solve two prcblems: (i) detecting

duplicates among databases with opaque schemas and (ii) deriving a schema matching from
a set of fuzzy duplicates. For the search, tuples are viewed as strings and a string comparison

is used to compare two nrples. Specifically, tuples arc tokenized and each token is assigned a

weight based on TFIDF scheme. The algorithm ranks hrple pairs according to their similarity
and identifies the ft most similar tuple pairs. Next, based on the k duplicate pairs with highest

confidence, the correspondences between altributes are derived (i.e., if fwo field values are

similar, then their respective attributes match). A field-wise similariry comparison is made

for each k duplicates, resulting in a similariff rnatrix. For comparing tuple fields, a variation
of a TFIDF-based measure is used, allowing the consideration of similar terms as opposed

to equal terrns. The resulting alignment is extracted from the similarity matrix by finding the

maximum weight matching.

A.2.10 sPLMap (2005)

sPLMap (Probabilistic Logic-based Mapping) (Nottelmann and Straccia [2005]) is a for-
mal framework for learning mappings between heterogeneous schemas which is based on
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logics and probability theory It combines different classifiers for finding suitable mapping

candidates (together with their weights), and selects that set of mapping rules which is the

most likely one. sPLMap operates in three main phases. First, it evaluates ttre quality of
all possible individuat correspondences on ttre basis of probability distributions, selecting

the set of correspondences that maximizes probability on the basis of instance data. Then,

for each correspondence, matchers are used as quality estims.torst they provide a measure

of the plausibility of the correspondence. The following marchers have been used: (i) same

attribute names, (ii) exact tuples, (iii) tfre k neighbor classifier, and (iv) the naive Bayesian

classifier. The result of these matchers are aggregated by linear or logistic functions, or their

combinations.

L.2.11 (Isaac eL al.,2007)

An instance-based matcher (Isaac et al. [2008b]), developed in the context of the STITCII

projectl, makes use of the individual objects described by the concepts that are to be mapped.

The instances of a concept c, will be the set of objects-e.g., books-which are related to this

concept via a sub ject annotation properfy. This matcher considers the most elementary

form of extension for a concepfi the set of its instances. For each candidate mapping

between two concepts, the tool accesses their instance sets and measure their overlap, which

is considered as the confidence level for an equivalenc.e exactMatch rclation The measure

is adapted from the standard Jaccard similarity, so that it assigns a smaller score to less

frequently (co-)occurring concepts. Evidence for concepts that have just one co-occurring

instance is weigled as much as mapping two concepts would get when a large number of
concepts have2OVo in their intersection.

A.3 Ontology and data level information

A.3.L SEMrNT (2U)0)

SEMINT (SEMantic INTegrator) (Li and Clifton t2000]) is a system based on neural net-

works to identify correspondences between auributes in heterogeneous databases. It applies

both schema and instance level information to produce mles for matching corresponding

attributes. First, it extracts from two databases all necessary information for matching.

This includes norrnalized schemainforrnation (field specificuions, such as datatypes length,

constraints) and statistical about data values (character pattern, such as ratio of numerical

charactem, ratio of white spaces and numerical pafterns, such as mean, variance, standard

deviation). Second, by using a neural network as a classifier with self-organizing map
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algorithm, it groups the attributes based on the similmily of the features for a single database

(the fimt). Then, it uses a back-propagation neural network for leaming and recognition.

Based on the previously obtained clusters, the learning is performed. Using a trained neural

network on the first database features and clusters, the system re,eo8nizes and comlxrtes

similarities between the categories of attributes from the first database and the features of

attributes from the second database. A list of march candidates is generated, which are to be

confirrned or discarded by users.

A.3.2 Clio (20ffi)

Clio (Mi1ler et al. [2000], Hernindez et al. [2m1], Haas et aI. [2005]) is a system that

provides a declarative way of specfyiry schema mappings between either )ftIL or rela-

tional schemas. As a first step, the system transforrns the input schemas into an internal

representation. It combines in a sequential manner instance-based attribute classification via

a variation of a naive Bayes classifier and string matching between element narnes by using

an edit distance. Then, taking the value correspondences together with constraints coming

from the input schemas, Clio compiles these into an internal query Saph representation. In

particular, an interpretation of the input correspondences is given- Thus, a set of logical

mappings with formal semantics is produced.

A3.3 IF-Map (2003)

IF-Map (Information Flow based Mapping) (Kalfoglou and schorlemmer [2003a]) draws

from the works on alignment of ontologies (Schorlemmer t2O02D and on the heuristics

defined by (Kalfoglou [2000]), to analyze prospective mappings betrryeen ontologies. The

method is based on the mathernatical theory of information flou' of (Bamise and Seligman

tl997l), ageneral model that arempts to describe the inforrnation flow in distributed system.

The matching is based on a reference ontology (global), which it is assumed to represent an

agreed understanding berween other (local) ontologies of the domain. When the reference

ontology can be expressed in each local ontology and instances ofthe local ontologies can be

associated to concepts in the reference ontology, the IF-Map applies formal concePt analysis

between the three ontologies to extract an alignment It caphrres, by means of trro pairs

of contra-variant functions, an existing duality betrveen concepts and instances: each pair

consists of a map of concepts and map of instances, and pointing in the opposite direction.

From achannel-theoretic perspective, sharing knowledgeinvolves a flow of inforrnation that

crucially depends on how the instances of different ontologies are connected together. If the

mappings are not available, it generates candidate pairs of mappings and artificial instances.

Such instances are generated via the enforcement of constraints which are induced by the

definition of the reference ontology and by heuristics on suing-based and structure-based
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methods.

A.3.4 NON (2fi)4)

NON (Naive Ontology Mapping) (Ebrig and Sure 120041) and QOM (Quick Ontology Map-

ping) (Ehrig and Staab t20041) are components of the FOAM framework. NON is based

on a set of manually encoded mapping rules, and adopts the idea of parallel composition of
matchers. It is able to discover one-to-one mappings between single entities. The system

support 17 rules, which are based on various string-based (i.e., if labels are the same, the

entities are probably also i6s same), structural techniques (i.e., if superconce' ts are the

same, the actual cotrcepts are similar to each other), and instance-based techniques (ie.,

instances thathave the same mother concept are similar orif concepts have a similarlodhigh
fraction of the instances, the concepts are sirnilar). The combination of the matcher applies

both manual and automatic approaches to learn how to combine the methods. It includes a

summarizing over the n weighted similarity methods; a sigmoid function, which has to be

shifted to fit our input range of [0 . . . l] (a high similarity value should be weighted over-

proportionally whereas a low value practically can be abandoned); and a machine leaming

technique to learn the best matcher.

A.3.5 QOM (2W4)

QOM (Quick Ontology Mapping) is a variation of the NON system that analyzes the trade

offbetrreen effectiveness (i.e. quality) and efficiency of the mapping generation algorithrns.

The approach is based on the idea that the loss of quality in marching algorithms is marginal

while the improvement in efficiency can be significant. QOM is grounded on rnatching

rules of NON, but for the purpose of efficiency, the use of some rules, such as the nrles

that traverse the taxonomy, are restricted. QOM avoids the complete pairwise comparison

of trees in favor of an incomplete top-down strategy, focusing only on promising matching

candidates. The simitarity produced by basic matchers (matching rules) are refined by using

a sigmoid fi.rnction, thereby emphasizing high individual similarities and de-emphasizing

low individuat similarities. They are then aggregated through weighted average.

A.3.6 (Embley eL alr 2004)

A parallel composition approach to discover one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many cor-

respondences between graph like stmctures is proposed by @mbley et al. [2004]). The

matching is performed by a combination (an average function) of multiple matchers. The

basic element level rnatchers include: (i) name matcher, which comprises string compar-

r37
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isons, linguistic normalization (stemming and removing stop words), and it detects syn-

onymous among nodes names with the help of WordNet; (i) value-characteristic matcher,

which determines where two values of schema elements share similar value characteristics,

such as means or variances of numerical data (based on iostance dat4; and (iii) data-frame

matcher, which finds instance-level mappings by applying dara-frame recognizers to identify

data values in object sets (it compares object values indirectly, i.e., if the same dara frame

recognizes values from two different object sets, there is a strong likelihood that these object

sets match). For both, name and value-characteristic matchers, mapping mles are obtained

training aC4.5 decision-tree generator over WordNet characteristics using synonym names

found in a variety of database schemas and over value characteristics using sets of data

values from a domain of interest, respectively. The stxuchrte level matchers are use to

suggest new correspondences as well as to eonflrrn correspondences identified by element

level marchers. Baamples of stnrctural matchers include considering similarities between

the neighbor elements computed by element level matchers and using an external domain

ontology C and to match the schemas A and B to the C, in order to decide if A corresponds

to B.

A.3.7 OLA (2004)

OLA (OIVL Ute Aligner) @uzenat and Valrchev t2004]) is an ontology marching system

based on the analysis of classes, constraints, and data instances. It first compiles the input

ontologies into graph structures, unveiling all relationships between entities. These gaph

structures produce the consfaints for expressing a similarity between the elements of the

ontologies. The similaligy between nodes of the graphs follows trro principles: (i) it depends

on the category of node considered (class or property); anO (ii) it takes into account all the

feahres of this category (superclasses, properties). The distance between the nodes in the

graph are expressed as a system of equations based on string-based, language-base4 and

struchre-based similarities (as well as taking instanrces into account whenever necessary).

These distances are almost linearly aggregated. For computing these distances the algorithm

starts with base disrrnces measures computed from labels and consrete datatypes. Then, it
iterates a fixed point algorithm until no improvement is produced.

A.3.8 RiMON (2004)

RiMOM (Risk Minimisation based Ontology Mapping) (Tlang et al. [2004]) approach for-

malizes ontologies as a decision making problem. Given two ontologies, it aims at an optimal

and automatic discovery of alignments which can be complex (such as including concatena-

tion operators). The approach firsts searctres for concept-to-concept correspondences and

then for property-prcperty corespondence$. The matching process has the following steps:
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(i) matcher sekcrton - if tqro ontologies have high 1nfosl similarity, then RiMON will rely
more on linguistic based strategies; while if the two ontologies have a high stnrcture similet-
ity factor, RiMON will exploit similalisy propagation based strategies on them; (i) matcher
execurton - matchers are executed independently, which can include linguistic normalization
of labels, such tokenisation, expansion of abbreviations and acronyms, edit distance, matcher

that lools for label similarity based on WordNef k-nearest neighbors statistical learning,
naive Bayes matcher, and other heuristics and taxonomic structure similarity. The result is
a cube of similafily in [0,U for each pair of entities from the two ontologies; (iii) results

combination - the results are combined by aggregating the values produced during the
previous step into a single value, by using linear interpolation; (iv) similariry pmpagation - rt
the two ontologies have high structure similarity factor, RiMON employs an algorithm called

similarity propagation (using structural inforrnation) to refine the found alignments and to
find new aliguments that cannot be discovered using the other strategres; (v) aligwrcnts
extaction - RiMON extracts alignment for a pair of ontologies based on thresholds and

some refinement heuristics to eliminate unreasonable correspondences (for example, use

concept-to-concept correspondences to refine property-to-property correspondences); and
(vt) iteration - it iterates the above desoibed process by talcing the output of one iteration

as input into the next iteration until no new correspondences are produced. At each itera-
tion, users can select matchers, and approve and discard correspondences from the returned
alignment.

A.3.9 oMap (2005)

oMap (Straccia and Troncy t2005]) is a general framework semfining several specific clas-

siflers, which use the semantics of the OVfL axioms for establishing equivalence and sub-

sumption relationships between the classes and the properties defined in the ontologies. The
matchers are grouped into three groups: (i) a classifier based on string similarity measure

used on entity names; (ii) a naive Bayes classifier used on instance data; and (iii) a forrnal

matcher which propagates initial werghts through the ontology constructors used in the

definitions of ontologies entities. The sernantic matcher takes as input an alignment associ-

ating plausibility of a new alignment by propagating these measures through the definitions
of the considered entities. The propagation rules depend on the ontology constnrctions,

when passing thmugh a conjunction, the plausibility will be minimized. The matchers

ean be combined in parallel, in which case their results are aggregated through a weighted

avetage, such that the weights correspond to the credit accorded to each of the classifiers;
or in sequence, in which case each matcher only adds new corestrDndences to the input
ontologies. A typical order is first strings similarity, before naive Bayes, and then the

semantic matcher.
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A.3.1,0 (Madhavan eL al.r 2005)

An approach to schema matching that exploits domain specific lnowledge via an extemal

corpus of schemas and mapping as well as input information from schemas under considera-

tion is proposed by (Madhavan et al. t2005]). The approach is inspired from the use of corpus

in information retrieval, where simitarity between queries and concepts is determined based

on analyzing large corpora of text. In schema *"1phing, such a corpus can be initialized with

a small nqmber of schemas obtained, for example, by using available standard schemas in

the domain of interest, and should evennrally evolve in time with new matching techniques.

In particular, basic matchers include: (i) name learner; (ii) text learner, (iii) data instance

learner; (iv) context learner. For example, name learner exploits names of elements. It
applies tokenization and n-gpms to the names in order to create training examples. In

addition, the name learner uses edit distance in order to determine similarily befween strings

of element names. the data instance learner determines whether the values of instances share

co11rmon pattems. A marcher, called meta-leamer, combines the results produced by basic

matchers. [t uses logistic regression with the help on the stacking technique in order to learn

its parameters.

A.3.11 Falcon-Ao (2000

FaIcon-AO (Hu et al. [2005], Jian et al. [2005], Qu et al. t20061) is an automatic tool

for aligning OWL ontologies. There are two matchers integrated in Falcon-AO: one is a

matcher based on linguistic matching for ontologies (LMO); the other is a matcher based

on graph matching for ontologies (GMO). LMO associates with each ontology entity a bag

of words which is built from the entity label, the entity annotations as well as the labels of

connected entities. The similarity between entities is based on TFIDF. GMO is a bipartite

graph marcher. It starts by considering the RDF representation of the ontologies as a bipartite

graph which is represented by its adjacent matrix (A and A ). The distance betrveen the

ontologies is represented by a distance matrix X and the distance equations between two

entities are simply a linear combination of all entities they are adjacent (Xt+1 = d;(4tr
+ A"*A ). GMO takes the alignments generated by LMO as extemal input and outputs

additional alignments. First, LMO is used for assessing the similarity betureen ontology

entities on the basis of their name and text annotation. If the result has a high confidence,

then it is directly retumed for extracting an alignment. Otherwise, the result is used as input

for the GMO matcher, with tries to find an alignment on the basis of the relationships between

entities.
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A3.12 SrLAS (2007)

L4L

SILAS (Simple Instance-based Library-thesaurus Alienment System) (Ossewaarde l2W7l)
is an instance-based ontology matching, which measures the similarity between subsets

annotated with words from different ontologies to match up the concepts described by these

words. It identifies overlapping subsets and computes a simple metric to predict semantic

relatedness between the concepts of which the subsets are extensions. The pmcedure of
alignment is as follows: (i) the words describing the ontological concepts in the hro ontolo-

gies were translated into trpo sets search terms T (i) using automated spiders, foreach q € T,

all records tagged with terrn ta are retrieved into subset Br € B; (iii) each subset corresponding

to a concept ftom source ontology is then compaled to all subsets corresponding to concepts

from target ontology, and each comparison yields an overlap score for each pair Bi, Bi, where

B1 is a subset of the source ontology and 83 is a subset according to target ontology. If the

overlap between the two sets is sufficiently high so that ttre confidence score is greater than

0, Bi is considered an alignment candidate for B;. The overlap is deterrnined by finding the

intersection 81 \ 87; and (iv) for each B;, the alignment candidates were scored according

to the confidence meiuurement system, i.e., if the confidence exceeds certain *resholds,

the concepts of which subsets Bi and 85 are extensions, are judged related or equivalent.

Moreover, a lexical booster is used for ranking alignment candidates: if there is a lower-

ranked alignment candidate with a similar name, it gets promoted to the top ranking.

A.3.13 ASMOV (2007)

ASMOV (Automated Semantic Mapping of Ontologies with Validation) (Jean-Mary and

Kabuka l2:Afi7al, Jean-Mary and Kabuka t2007b]) is an algorithm which iteratively calcu-

lates the similarity between concepts for a pair of ontologies by analyzing four feahrres:

textual description (id, Iabel, and comment), extemal struchrre (parents and children), inter-

nal struchrre (property restrictions for classes; t5rpes, domains, and ranges for properties),

and individual similarity. The measures obtained by comparing these four feahrqs are

combined into a single confidence value using a weighted sum. The initial weights were

chosen arbitrarily and they are automatically adjusted based on the information contained

in the ontologies (in an automated pre-processing phase). For example, when analyzing

the textual inforrnation in the prc-processing phase, if ASMOV cannot find meaningful

words, it decreases the textual similarity weight based on predetermined rules. The iterative

alignments are validated by a number of mles and a mapping validation pmcess. Optionally,

it is accepted feedback from a user.
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Lily (Wang and Xu t2Cf7D is a matching system that exploits linguistic and struchrral infor-

mation in semantic grapbs of the entities to generate initial alignments. Based on these initial
alignments, a subsequent similarity propagation strategy could produce more alignments

which often can not be obtained by the previous process. The marching prooess consists

of three main steps: (i) extracting semantic subgraph, it tries to use a semantic subgraph

to represent the real msaning for a given entity in the ontology; (ii) computing alignment

similarity by analyzing the literal and strucfirral information in the semantic subgraphs, it
computes the similarity confidences between entities from different ontologies; and (iii)
similarity propagation, which aims to find more alignments that can not be fotrnd in the

previous processes. To compute the alignment similarity (ii), Lily uses two kinds of descrip-

tions to interpret the concepts and properties: (a) basic description, which is a document

consisting of the identifier, tabel and comments; and (b) semaatic description of a concept,

which sontains the information about class hierarchies, related properties and instances,

and semantic description of a property, which contains the information about hieralchies,

domains, ranges, restrictions and related instances. For both descriptions, it calculates the

similarities of the corresponding parts and all separate similarities arc combined with the

experiential weights.

A.3.15 SAMBO QO07)

SAMBO (Sysrem for Aligning and Merging Biomedical Ontologies) (Lambrix and Tbn

[2006], Thn and Lambrix t20071) is a matching tool initially developed to deal with biologicat

ontologies. The algorithm includes several matchers and alignment suggestions are then de'

termined by combining and fiItering the results generated by the matchen. The suggestions

are then presented to the user who accepts or rejects thern Specifically, SAMBO contains

five basic matchers: two terminological matchers, a structure-based marcher, amatcherbased

on domain knowledge, and a learning matcher. The basic terminological matche\ Term

contains matching algorithms based on the textual descriptions (names and synonyms) of
concepts and relations. In the current implementation, the matcher includes two approximate

string matching algorithms, n-gram and edit distance, and a linguistic algorithm (i.e., by

comparing the lists of words of which the terms are composed). Term computes similarity

values by combining the results from fhese three algorithms using a weighted sum. The

matcher TermWN is based otTerm, but uses a general thesaurus, WordNet to enhance the

similarity measurie by looking up the hypernym relationships of the pairs of words in Word-

Net. The structural matcher is based on the is-a and part-of hierarchies of the ontologies, i.e.,

if two concepts lie in similar positions with respect to is-a or part-of hierarchies relative to

already ahgned concepts in the two ontologies, then they are lilrely 1p 6s similar as well. The

knowledge-based matcher is based on the uses of a thesaurus and the similarity of two terms
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is determined by their relationship in such thesaums. The learning matcher computes the

similariry between concepts based on the probability that documents (viewed as instances)

about one concept are also about the other conce,pt and vice versa. Finally, a weighted sum

of the similarity values eomputed by different matchers represents the final result.

A.3.16 SEMA (?ffi7)

SEMA (Spiliopoulos et al. t20071) is an iterative matching algorithm which combines lex-

ical, semantic and stmctural methods. It combines six marching methods, executed in a

predefined sequence. Each method in sequence exploits the results of the previous rnethods,

aiming to find additional mapping element pairs. Firstly, the lexical matcher is applied to

compute the similarity between local name, label or comment of an OVIL class or properly.

It uses a lexical similarity approach based on clusters of strings and synonymous govided by

the WordNeL The second matching method applied is the semantic matchirg, *trig6 aims

at discovering and exploiting latent features that reveal the intended meaning of ontology

elements. The third method is a standard Vector Space Model based technique where on-

tology elements are represented as vectors of weights. Each weight corresponds to a word

and is being calculated using the TFIIDF measure. The similarity between two vectors is

being computed by means of the cosine similarity measure. The fourth mapping method

of SEMA is a lexical matching method exploiting the instances of classes- Specifically,

two classes are considercd to match if the percentage of their mapped instances is above a

predefined threshold. The flfth method of SEMA is a struchral marching method, which

utilizes the mappings produced by the above described matching methods. According to this

method, if two classes have at least a pair of matched su1rcr classes and a pair of marched sub

class, then they are also considered to match. Finally, the property based matcher utilizes the

properties' mappings produced by the other methods in order to locate new matching pairs of

"lurr"r. 
Specificatly, two classes are considered to match, if the percentage of their mapped

properties is above a predefined threshold. Thus, the aggregation of the mappings produced

by the individual methods is performed through their iterative execution'
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